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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

One of the largest indigenous language groups inhabiting the Amazon jungle is called "Campa" by Spanish-speaking Peruvians. The people refer to themselves as "Asinanca" [ašáníŋka], "Asheninca" [ašěniŋka], "Axininca" [ačíniŋka], "Nomatsiguenga" [nomadğiŋga], "Machiguenga" [madğiŋga] or "Caquinte" [kaŋínte]. As the different pronunciations indicate, there are various dialects of what has been called the Campa language, with varying and as yet undetermined degrees of mutual intelligibility. This presentation is a generative description of the phonology and morphology of the dialect spoken on the Apurucayali River and its tributaries, henceforth referred to by the name "Axininca".

ETHNOGRAPHY

The Axininca and related groups have a basically agrarian society. The primary concern of the man is hunting, fishing and slash-and-burn agriculture. The woman typically concerns herself with the harvesting and preparation of sweet manioc, the staple diet, as well as preparation of other vegetables and game. She also weaves the cushion, a kaftan-like garment worn by both men and women.

There is a surprisingly high degree of mobility and interaction among the different dialect areas. It is not uncommon for a man to take a wife from a completely distinct and distant dialect area, although the usual practice is for cross-cousins to marry. In the past the people lived in extremely dispersed family units with two or three adult males. The tendency now,
however, in most areas is toward communities of twenty to a hundred persons, most likely the result of contact with missionaries and mestizos.

The kinship system of Axininca and related dialects has bilateral descent. The only major difference I have noticed between the kinship terminology of Axininca and the other Campa dialects is that, in Axininca of the Apurucayali, the same terms for grandparent and grandchild are used only when the speaker and hearer are of the same sex. Thus whereas Machiguenga (W. Snell 1972.281), Nomatsiguenga (Wise 1971.123-5) and Ashaninca (W. Kindberg 1975c) have two to four basic terms (male and female) for grandparent/grandchild, Axininca utilizes six terms. The morphology of the terms is discussed in the KINSHIP section of Chapter II and in the KINSHIP PARADIGM of Appendix B, where terms are given and a schematic diagram of kinship relationships is presented.

Today, Axininca culture is rapidly changing as there is increasing contact with the predominant Latin American culture of Peru. Although contact began in the seventeenth century with Franciscan missionaries, increased contact with the dominant culture appears to have begun with the rubber boom near the end of the nineteenth century. The patrón system of Indian indebtedness begun then is still predominant in many areas with the patrones requiring cheap Indian labor for lumber, coffee, and livestock in exchange for goods of the predominant culture given in advance.

Among the Axininca there are varying degrees of access to the materials of the more technologically advanced society, the extreme lack of contact perhaps represented in the village of Miraflores on the upper Apurucayali, where the only materials from the dominant culture I have observed were a few pieces of occidental clothing, a dozen or so aluminum pots, spoons and tin
plates, machetes, several glass bottles, a box full of papers, and some mosquito netting. Only one out of the approximately forty inhabitants of Miraflores speaks Spanish. Among the entire Apurucayali Axininca population, I estimate forty to fifty percent are bilingual. In many Campa communities Spanish or bilingual schools have been established.

CLASSIFICATION AND DIALECT COMPARISON

The genetic classification of Campa is uncontroversially Arawakan. All major classifications from Rivet (1924) to Greenberg (1956) and Voegelin (1965) have considered Campa to be of the Pre-Andine branch of Arawakan. Two studies of Proto-Arawakan which include Campa have been published (Noble 1965 and Matteson 1972).

A family-tree diagram indicating how the Campa languages and dialects closely related to Axininca might be represented is given in (1). This representation is primarily intended to show probable relative distance of each dialect from Axininca and not the relation between the other dialects.
The Ashaninca, Asheninca and Axininca are located in the eastern montaña of Peru, extending eastward into Brazil. Much still remains unknown in understanding the dialect situation within this subgrouping of Campa. The distinctions are somewhat problematic because of the mobility and intermingling of the people from the various dialect areas. The following dialects have been distinguished to date; however, there are definitely some further dialectal differences within those listed here:

Ashaninca: spoken on the Apurimac, Ene, Mantaro, Tambo, lower Urubamba, and lower Perené rivers and tributaries of these.

Pajonal Asheninca: spoken in the Gran Pajonal region.

Perené Asheninca: spoken on the upper Perené river and tributaries.

Pichis Asheninca: spoken on the Pichis river and tributaries, except the Apurucayali.

Ucayali Asheninca: spoken on the headwaters of the tributaries of the Ucayali from the Abujao River southward, possibly except the Arruya River. This also includes the headwaters of the Yurua River extending into Brazil. Intermixed in this large area are also the Piro, Shipibo, Yaminahua and Amahuaca.

Axininca: spoken on the Apurucayali River and tributaries and possibly on the Arruya River.

The Axininca dialect can be distinguished from the other five phonologically as well as grammatically and lexically. Although there are various differences, a single manner of distinguishing Axininca from each of the other dialects is given here:

Ashaninca: Axininca contrasts voiced onset timing, transcribed below as aspirated versus unaspirated, for a series of coronal consonants, whereas Kindberg's analysis of Ashaninca does not (Pike and Kindberg 1956, and Lee Kindberg [to appear]).
(2) Axininca\(^1\) Ashaninca

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axininca</th>
<th>Ashaninca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tapitha</td>
<td>tapeqxa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thamiri</td>
<td>gamiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiwi</td>
<td>tiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chirip</td>
<td>gipip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cowiri</td>
<td>tiowiritaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chamaNto</td>
<td>camaNto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pajonal Asheninca: Axininca utilizes an alveolar sibilant where Pajonal Asheninca has a glottal fricative (Pajonal data from Heitzman 1972, and my own field notes):

(3) Axininca Pajonal Asheninca

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axininca</th>
<th>Pajonal Asheninca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sani</td>
<td>hani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sanKo</td>
<td>haKo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paso</td>
<td>paho</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perené Asheninca: Normally possessed nouns are exceptions to a weakening rule in Axininca but are not in Perené Asheninca (Perené data from Judy Carlson, personal communication). Note the following weakening processes in both dialects:

(4) Axininca Perené Asheninca

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axininca</th>
<th>Perené Asheninca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pito</td>
<td>pito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nowiti</td>
<td>nowitoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paso</td>
<td>paso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nowasi</td>
<td>nowasoni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following illustrate the normally possessed exceptions in Axininca:

\(^{1}\)The transcriptions on this and the following pages are low-level phonological representations, not detailed phonetic ones.
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(5) Axininca Perené Asheninca
paNkoği paNkoği house
nopaNko nowaNko my house
pori̠hi pori̠hi thigh, meat
nopori nowori my thigh, meat

Pichis Asheninca: Axininca substitutes a labial semi-vowel for the alveolar flap when it follows a back vowel and precedes a rounded vowel, whereas Pichis Asheninca has the flap in that position. (Pichis data from Richard Rutter, personal communication):

(6) Axininca Pichis Asheninca
aNtari aNtari large (animate)
anTaro aNtaro large (inanimate)

Ucayali Asheninca: Axininca lacks the contrast between a high and mid front vowel which exists in Ucayali Asheninca (data from Allene Heitzman and Ronald Anderson, personal communication):

(7) Axininca Ucayali Asheninca
iNpoki iNpoeke he will come
ipoki ipoki he came
ramiki ramike he will sharpen
ramiki ramiki he sharpened

LITERATURE

To my knowledge, only two previous works make mention of the Axininca language or the Apurucayali dialect of Campa. Anderson's (1976.2) three-page summary of a week's survey trip on the Apurucayali River has the following "linguistic impressions":
I think "s" only occurs before "a" and "o", and the "sh" only occurs before "i" and "e". "ts" only occurs before "i"; and "th", "ch", "ch" (palatalized or voiced), and probably "t" never occur before "i". I have some reservations about the "t" before "i". It is often very difficult to tell the difference between "i" and "e". The fricative "g" seems to only occur between two "a"s and my guess is that it is generated when "aa" and "a" come together. "r" between "a" and "o" changes to "v".

Morphology and Morphophonemics seem to be a lot closer to the Pajonal Dialect than to the Ashanimca.

A few things I noticed are that (1) the 3rd pers. past asp. subject prefix before a vowel is always j-, (2) incomplete aspect prefix n- before a stop or affricate is present, (3) after the suffix -ak the e/i vowel can be either e or i, and (4) wherever one would expect /tea/, we find a palatalized voiced "ch" followed by "a".

Heitzman's (1973 and 1975) work on Proto-Campa takes into account data from Puerto Davis on the Apurucayali River. The data consisted of a word list collected by her. Her analysis and conclusions are considered in the section on PREVIOUS PHONEMIC STATEMENTS in Chapter IX.

Of the abundance of linguistic materials on the Campa language, the major portion pertain to Ashanimca, Machiguenga, Nomatsiguenga and Ashenina. Published materials most pertinent to the present study are: Dirk's (1953) phonemic statement of a variant of the Ashanimca dialect; Pike and Kindberg's (1956) analysis of multiple stress and segmental phonology for Ashanimca; L. Kindberg's (1961) study of Ashanimca syntax; W. Kindberg's (1961) morphological description of Ashanimca; Snell and Wise's (1963) syntax of Machiguenga; Wise's (1971) discourse study with appended phonological summary of Nomatsiguenga; Solis' (1973) generative phonology of Machiguenga; B. Snell's (1974) low-level phonology of Machiguenga; W. Kindberg's (1975a) treatment of epenthesis in Ashanimca and his (1975b) description of verbal morphemes; H. Shaver's (1975) works on modifiers and verb tenses
in Nomatsiguenga; B. Snell's (1976) noun morphology of Machiguenga; and Heitzman's (to appear) study on Pajonal Asheninca morphology. In addition to these published materials, there are also available on microfiche through the Instituto Nacional de Investigación y Desarrollo de la Educación "Augusto Salazar Bondy" (INIDE) of Peru the field notes and unpublished papers of the Summer Institute of Linguistics of Peru.

SURVEY OF AXININCA GRAMMAR

In a representative text in Axininca, such as the BEETLE legend in Appendix A, out of the first 180 words, a full two-thirds of those words are verbs. Thus Axininca could be described as a highly verbal language. The discourse relies heavily on pronominalization, in which the pronouns are affixed to the verb. Furthermore, many concepts expressed as adverbs or conjunctions in other languages are expressed by verbs in Axininca. For example, onpońaača from the verb "to happen" is translatable as English "then" and kimitaka from the verb "to seem, to pass" is equivalent to English "so probably".

To briefly characterize Axininca grammar, I have chosen a typological approach rather than a formal generative one, since my aim is to describe phonology and morphology and not higher levels of syntax. The grammar is thus roughly discussed in terms of typological universals of the sort developed by Greenberg (1963) and Lehmann (1973) among others.

The normal order of the basic elements of sentence structure in Axininca appears to be S(subject) V(erb) O(object). As might be expected accompanying this VO type, a relative construction or adjective usually follows the noun it modifies, and sentential qualifiers such as negative and interrogative precede the verb. The following examples illustrate these orders:
(8)

(SVO) kitoki očhikağiiro kaniri
    Quitoqui is cutting manioc

(Noun Relative)
    kitoki očhikağiiro kaniri saikağiiri kaNdiriki
    Quitoqui is cutting manioc that is in the basket

(Noun Adjective)
    kitoki očhikağiiro kaniri sićiwaowo
    Quitoqui is cutting manioc rotten

(Interrogative Verb)
    kitoki ćhika očhikika
    Quitoqui where is she cutting?

(Negative Verb)
    kitoki ti očhikiro kaniri
    Quitoqui no is cutting manioc

(Negative Verb)
    kitoki iiro očhikiro kaniri
    Quitoqui no will cut manioc

Other properties of the language are suggestive of an OV typology: the genitive typically precedes the noun it modifies; qualifiers may precede the noun; postpositions occur exclusively as suffixes; and many sentential qualifiers follow the verb as suffixes.

(9)

(Genitive Noun)
    nočhikiro kitoki oyaniri
    I cut Quitoqui her manioc

(Qualifier Noun)
    nočhikiro pasini kaniri
    I cut another manioc
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(Noun Postposition) kaniri osaiki kanširiki
manioc is basket-in

(Verb Interrogative) čhika očhikika
where is she cutting-interrogative

Furthermore, Axininca is a highly agglutinative language with (C)V(V)(N) syllable structure, also typical of OV languages. The high degree of derivational and inflectional suffixation may be observed in the following examples.²

(10) ir + N + piy + aNt + an + ag + ia + ri
3PM + FUTURE + return + REASON + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + RELATIVE
that he will return (upon departure, returning to previous location) (from CANOE text, sentence 18, Appendix A)

ir + N + pakag + ak + i + ro + ri + ka
3PM + FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITENET
when he will have finished it (to be resumed again)
(CANOE 19)

no + ook + asi + an + ak + ia + ro
1P + left + PURPOSE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF
I will have abandoned it (departing) for some reason.
(HOUSE 26)

ir + kiy + ako + ap + ag + ak + i + ri
3PM + dig + DATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM
He had dug for them on arrival. (BEETLE 18)

²Abbreviations are utilized for the person markers in the examples throughout the remainder of the dissertation as follows: 1P for 1/PERSO, 2P for 2/PERSO, 3P for 3/PERSO/MASCULINE, 3PF for 3/PERSO/FEMININE, 1PI for 1/PERSO/INCLUSIVE.
IR + kaNt + aW + ak + aiy + an + ak + a + ni
3PM + say + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL

They had said to each other, on departing.... (BEETLE 57)

Since some aspects of the surface syntax suggest a VO type, while other aspects are strongly suggestive of OV type, I suspect that the language is currently undergoing a change from one type to the other. The absence of written records and extensive comparative data makes it difficult to surmise which direction it is going and by what influence.

Greenberg's (1963) typology of language, Universal 26 and following specify relationships between various aspects of morphology. Axininca illustrates many of these as described and exemplified in Chapter II. Discontinuous affixes occur, and correspondingly Axininca has both suffixes and affixes (Universal 26). Axininca has both derivation and inflection following the root, and correspondingly has the former precede the latter (Universals 28 and 29).

The verb in Axininca has categories of person, number and gender and correspondingly has tense-mode categories (Universal 30). Furthermore, subject and object agree with the verb in gender (masculine versus feminine, as well as animate versus inanimate expressed respectively by the same affixes) (Universal 31). Exemplifying these categories and the noun-verb agreement are the following:

(11) siraNpari ičhikakiro ġhinani
man out woman The man cut the woman.

ġhinani očhikakiri siraNpari
woman out man The woman cut the man.

Juan ičhikakiro iNčhato
John out tree John cut the tree.
Olga ochikakiri kitairiki
Olga cut wild boar Olga cut the wild boar.

Also since Axininca has gender, it also has number (Universal 36), although the suffixes specifying plural are ambiguous (except for context) as to plural subject or plural object.

(12) ir + ðik + aiy + ak + i + ro + ni
3PM + cut + PLURAL + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF + PLURAL
He cut them (inanimate or feminine).
They cut it/her (inanimate or feminine).
They cut them (inanimate or feminine).

Another characteristic of Axininca is the sparsity of nonfinite verbs or conversely the frequent stringing together of finite verbs. An example is the following string of four finite verbs.

(13) oNpoMaaça noniNTi niyaati noNqipaçaari apa
It will have I will I will ac- father.
happened, want, go, company

These verbs say what in English we would express with an adverb, a single finite verb, an infinitive and a prepositional phrase: Then I will want to go with my father. A striking example of verb stringing may be found in the BEETLE text of Appendix A, where in lines 60 through 69, sixteen finite verbs are strung together, interrupted only twice by a noun and once by an onomatopoetic sequence.

Subordinate verbs do occur, however, and are normally marked by the suffix -ri (which I have glossed, RELATIVE, one of its functions.) This marker also occurs on pronouns and adverbs when they precede the verb in the clause. Among other things the function of the subordinate verbs is to mark condition, purpose, and relativization.
(14) CONDITION
onpokakirika noina onpoñaaca niyaati
if she comes my wife then I will go
If (when) my wife comes I'll go.

PURPOSE
iroomačhi opokaNtari anTaawaiti
it is thus that she came she will work
She came in order to work.

RELATIVIZATION
ipokaki siraNpari saiakaširi mirafloriki
he had come man who lives in Miraflores
The man who lives in Miraflores came.

One other characteristic of Axininca worth mentioning here is a partial ergative system. I call it partial because every intransitive verb which takes the person suffix normally marking object of a transitive verb, also has a form with similar meaning (but perhaps a different discourse function) which parallels the subject of a transitive verb. It thus appears that the language is in the process of moving towards or away from an ergative system. This phenomenon is illustrated by the following examples:

(15) no-pok-a-i I came (returning).
     pi-pok-a-i You came (returning).
     pok-a-a-na I came (returning).
     pok-a-i-mi You came (returning).
     no-čik-a-i-ri I cut him (returning).
     pi-čik-a-i-ro You cut her (returning).
     i-čik-a-a-na He cut me (returning).
     o-čik-a-i-mi She cut you (returning).
PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE

The present study makes no claim to be a complete and formal generative grammar of Axininca. It is my aim, however, to formally specify an underlying representation of the Axininca sound system which accurately reflects the morphological structure of the language, and to specify its surface representation by a set of phonological rules.

The level of underlying representation is one at which each morpheme is given a single phonological representation from which its phonologically predictable alternations are derived. This corresponds to Chomsky and Halle's (1968) "systematic phonemic" level. The level of surface representation more closely parallels the phonetic stream of speech while not representing all the phonetic variation of the language. The surface level is not necessarily characterized by biuniqueness as a taxonomic phonemic level would be, but corresponds loosely to Chomsky and Halle's "systematic phonetic" level. The system relating the underlying and surface levels are the phonological rules (called morphophonemic rules by some). Phonetic processes then relate the surface level to the observable phonetic reality.

The focus of the presentation that follows is on the underlying and surface levels and the phonological rules generating the latter from the former. First a preliminary account of much of the word formation of Axininca is given in Chapter II, MORPHOLOGY, primarily as background and justification for the underlying morphemes posited in subsequent chapters. This is followed by a description of the phonology, in which phonological alternations are presented as justification for a set of phonological rules and as justification for the underlying representations posited. Chapter III is a general presentation of the phonological structure of Axininca. The subsequent discussion is divided into various topics associated with the more important
phonological processes. Chapter IV deals with prefix morphophonemics. Chapter V deals with the formulation of the epenthesis rule and related processes. Palatalization and related processes comprise Chapter VI and some additional phonological rules are formulated in Chapter VII. Chapter VIII is a brief discussion and presentation of rule order. A discussion of the surface representation proposed for Axininca is given in Chapter IX. Following this is a summary of the morphological and phonological rules and concluding remarks, Chapter X.

To exemplify and offer further justification for the present analysis, a set of appendices follows Chapter X. In these are presented representative texts from the Axininca language (Appendix A), illustrative paradigms (Appendix B), sample derivations, (Appendix C), and a sample lexicon (Appendix D).
CHAPTER II
MORPHOLOGY

The purpose of the following discussion of morphology is to give a grammatical background for the underlying forms posited in the following chapters, where phonological rules are formulated. In that sense it is a justification of the underlying representation from the opposite direction as phonology, that is, from the syntax. The generalizations about morphology made here are quite preliminary and are based on a rather superficial study of Axininca syntax and discourse. Because of this, and since the distinction between morphology and syntax is not always a convenient one, the following presentation of morphology is not entirely formal. The phonological component, on the other hand, is formally specified as presented in the subsequent chapters.

While the morphology is not intended to be a formal generative grammar, certain rules resembling phrase structure rules are formulated to indicate the structure of the constituents underlying the morphemes. These constituents, however, would not always correspond to those specified by a formal generative grammar because of the nature of the present study, which breaks into the syntactic component in the middle. Thus what follows is little more than a highly organized and somewhat generative presentation of the inflectional morphology of Axininca.

The morphology presented is primarily that which is necessary to account for the words of twenty-five minutes of recorded representative texts in Axininca. These texts are included as Appendix A. The description also accounts for a large corpus of data outside of these texts, which includes other texts, elicited nouns and verbs as well as a body of elicited
information and paradigms explicating various texts. Selected portions of this data are presented in the paradigms (Appendix B) and sample lexicon (Appendix D), as well as in exemplary form throughout the discussion. The style of speech in the texts of Appendix A is written style. Most of the texts were first recorded, then transcribed, then worked through with a native Axininca speaker to remove the obvious performance errors.

Thus the morphological description should be regarded as an initial approximation. There are doubtless many morphemes of the language which are not dealt with here, or morphemes which have functions or meanings besides the ones I have noted. This is especially true of the derivational morphology or for morphemes which have a higher syntactic or discourse function as their primary one. On the other hand, the morphemes herein described do account for a very high percentage of the forms which I newly encountered in Axininca texts.

Wherever possible I have attempted to utilize a conventional or classical term for a given morpheme in Axininca which resembles the common notion. Since languages differ radically from one another in structure, many of these terms do not give a precise picture of the function and meaning of the specific Axininca morpheme. This is overcome to some degree in the following section by informal discussion and examples.

PARTS OF SPEECH

Three classes of words may be distinguished in Axininca on the basis of morphology alone: verbs, nouns, and adverbs. Syntactically other distinctive classes will emerge, such as adjectives and pronouns. However, since adjectives are not distinguished morphologically from nouns they are here grouped with them. Pronouns and adverbs are not morphologically distinguished and are likewise grouped together in the following presentation.
The distinguishing feature of verbs is that the stems may not occur in isolation. The distinguishing feature of nouns and adjectives is that they may take suffixes indicating possession. Adverbs and pronouns are then distinguished as opposite with regard to the features mentioned for nouns and verbs, i.e. they may occur in isolation but do not take possessive affixation.

There are, however, affixes which are common to all parts of speech and others common to only nouns and verbs, or nouns and adverbs. To capture these distributional phenomena, a flow chart may be used to represent the make-up of the word in Axininca. This may be seen as a schematic diagram loosely representing the formal rules from which the word is generated. Such a flow chart is given as follows:
The above flow chart is indicative only of inflectional morphology. Derivational morphology is entirely within the constituents noun stem, verb stem, and adverb stem. It is assumed that derivational morphological structure is specified by rules distinct from the rules generating the inflectional morphology. Furthermore, it is assumed that all stems that are morphologically complex by means of derivational affixes, are specified with that complexity in the lexicon, since the limited productivity of the affixes, as well as the inconsistent semantic interpretation must be accounted for there.

Aside from the three classes mentioned above, there are a few particles that are incapable of morphological complexity. For example, the conjunction o meaning or (probably borrowed from Spanish) may take no prefixes or suffixes. Some particles are listed in the WORD LIST of Appendix D, but are not dealt with further in the discussion of morphology.

The lexicon assumed for the present study thus specifies stems of the major word classes as either verb, noun, adverb, or particle. Within these major classes there are, of course, subcategorizations which govern the distribution of the stem in relation to affixes. These specifications in a formal generative grammar which included syntax above the word would govern the co-occurrence of certain stems with other stems as well; but since the scope of the present study is limited by the word boundary, this will not be dealt with further.

In addition to specifying derivational morphology and subcategorization, another function we may assume for the lexicon is a specification of suppletive forms and some alternations which are often handled under readjustment. Examples of each type of lexical specification are given below.

Consider first a case of derivational complexity within the verb stem. The first verb in almost every text,
noNkiNkithatakotiri I will tell about him, has a suffix -tha which is found on other verbs involving verbal action, e.g. greet, sing, contradict. The suffix is not productive, however, and is therefore specified in the lexicon as part of the stem. Furthermore, another form of the same root, kiNthaWaitapai told for a while on arrival, occurs without the string -ki. A native speaker of Axininca associates these two words, but the presence versus the absence of the -ki is not a productive phenomenon. Because of this, that sequence is specified in the lexicon apart from the verb root kiN as well. For the stem of the verb noNkiNkithatakotiri, the lexicon specifies the three morphemes, kiN + ki + tha, which are glossed tell + derivation + spoken. We may thus conceive of a lexical entry such as the following:

(17) kiN + ki + tha tell a story

VERB
< kiN- tell
   -ki derivation
   -tha spoken

The sample lexicon of Appendix D illustrates some other derivationally complex stems in the above manner.

Derivational complexity exists in the noun stem as well, in forms such as komaWONGHI paddle and tasiriNGHI roasted manioc. When compared with the verbs komataaNGHI to paddle and tasitaaNNGHI to roast, the derivational suffixes -ro (see phonological rule of LABIAL ASSIMILATION in Chapter IV) and -ri are isolable. The former is used to derive feminine or inanimate nouns from verbs, while the latter derives masculine or animate nouns. Since the derivational process is not productive, the noun stems formed with these suffixes are listed in the lexicon as in the example that follows:
(18) koma + ro paddle
    NOUN
    < koma-  to paddle
          -ro  nominalizer/feminine

Adverbs demonstrate the same type of complexity as seen by the following words: apaani one; apaniroini only or alone; kigiroini first; ninchikiroini slowly, alone. We may isolate an adverbial suffix -roini but this is by no means productive. The lexical entry would specify this type of formation as follows:

(19) kigi + roini first
    ADVERB
    < kigi  first
          -roini  only

Subcategorizations are needed for verb stems to specify co-occurrence between the stem and the suffixes marking direct and indirect objects as well as those suffixes marking reflexive action. Transitive verb stems may take a suffix indicating the person of the object. Other stems may take two person suffixes, functioning as direct and indirect objects. Intransitive verb stems may take a person prefix marking subject or the person suffix in an ergative construction as described in (15), but not both. Thus, from morphological considerations alone, we must subcategorize the verb stems with regard to transitivity as follows:

(20) [0 TRANSITIVE] e.g. pok come
    [1 TRANSITIVE] e.g. chik cut
    [2 TRANSITIVE] e.g. pina sell

Any verbs marked [1 TRANSITIVE] or [2 TRANSITIVE] may take the suffixes reflexivizing the action, thus nochikiri I cut him, but nochika I cut myself. But some verb stems must always take the reflexive suffixes. A verb like nochipatari I accompanied him, must have a subcategorization in the lexicon indicating its
obligatory occurrence with -a, the suffix indicating reflexive action. Perhaps the English gloss could read I had myself go with him to indicate the intrinsic reflexivity of the formation more closely. We may therefore specify a subcategorization [___[+REFLEXIVE]] for verb stems such as these.

Noun stems are subcategorized in several ways. Most nouns may be possessed by adding a prefix marking person, and a suffix marking possession. Thus mapi rock may be possessed as nomapini my rock. A certain class of nouns, composed primarily of body parts, certain kinship terms, or items normally being owned, take either a person prefix, e.g. nopaNko my house, or a suffix which indicates that no owner is specified, e.g. paNko\(\_\_\_\_\_\) house. These stems may not occur in isolation, *paNko. Thus nouns must be specified in the lexicon as to whether they are intrinsically possessed items or not. The above nouns would be marked in the lexicon as follows:

(21) mapi rock paNko house
NOUN NOUN
[-POSSESSED] [+POSSESSED]

The suffix marking possession for [-POSSESSED] nouns, -ni, has some suppletive allomorphs. For example, in\(\_\_\_\_\_\)haki pole, has the form niin\(\_\_\_\_\_\)hakiri my pole, when possessed, taking a suffix -ri. It is therefore marked [___[RI POSSESSIVE]] in the lexicon. Other forms which occur in isolation, e.g. kaniri manioc, take no suffix to mark possession or non/possession, e.g. noyaniri my manioc. Forms such as these are marked [___[Ø POSSESSIVE]] in the lexicon.

The terminology used for kinship likewise constitutes a subclass of nouns for two types of constructions. Kinship terms may take VOCATIVE forms, which for part of this class are regular, but for another part are suppletive. Also, a suffix -\(\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\)thori CLASSIFICATORY, is used productively with the kinship terminology
but never elsewhere. Thus notomi my son is made to notomithori my nephew (i.e. my distant son) by adding the CLASSIFICATORY suffix. In order to specify the nouns which may have VOCATIVE forms or take the CLASSIFICATORY suffix, they are marked [+KINSHIP] in the lexicon.

The lexicon is also the place where suppletive allomorphs are indicated. For example, the irregular verb ha to go has that form when it takes no prefixes, has the form aa when it occurs with the 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE prefix, and has the form iyya when it occurs with any of the other PERSON prefixes. We may thus represent this verb in the lexicon as follows:

\[(22)\] ha go

VERB
[O TRANSITIVE]
\[\{aa \quad / \quad 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE \quad \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ \}\]
\[\{iyya \quad / \quad PERSON \quad \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_ \}\]
\[\{ha \quad / \quad \#\# \quad ___ \}\]

As stated above, many of the nouns marked [+KINSHIP] have suppletive VOCATIVE forms. Normally the VOCATIVE forms of a kinship term are the free forms listed in the lexicon. Thus paapa father or father/VOCATIVE is no\(\wedge\)aapati my father when possessed. But a [+POSSESSED] kinship term such as tomigli son, which when possessed is notomi my son, has a suppletive VOCATIVE form no\(\wedge\)omi son/VOCATIVE. We may thus specify this noun in the lexicon as follows:

\[(23)\] tomi son

NOUN
[+POSSESSED]
[+KINSHIP]
\[\rightarrow \text{no}\(\wedge\)omi/VOCATIVE \]

Axininca has two types of words borrowed from Spanish. Some loan words are completely assimilated into the native phonological patterns. These need not be marked in the lexicon as they
regularly undergo all rules. Unassimilated loans, on the other hand, do not undergo the phonological processes that the native vocabulary does. These are marked in the lexicon, and it is an overriding principle that the phonological rules do not apply to morphemes marked [+SPANISH/LOAN]. These words are, however, parts of speech of the language, patterning like the native vocabulary with regard to suffixation.

Axininca speakers who are more bilingual unsurprisingly have different lexical items than monolinguals for the same loan word, e.g. eskuera versus isikoira school. Thus for a relatively bilingual Axininca speaker, the form eskuera will be marked [+SPANISH/LOAN], but isikoira of the monolingual will be thoroughly assimilated and not necessarily marked. All entries marked [+SPANISH/LOAN] are specified by general rule as [-SURFACE CONSTRAINTS].

Consult the sample lexicon in Appendix D for further examples of derivation, subcategorization and suppletion.

QUALIFIERS

The node titled QUALIFIER in the flow chart specifying the inflectional morphology of the word may occur with any of the parts of speech that may be morphologically complex. A word-structure rule specifying the constituents of this node is as follows:

(24) QUALIFIER → (PLURAL) + (SUBORDINATE) + (MOOD)

It is obvious that these constituents are one which would normally be expected only on verbs. That is indeed where they are commonly found. However, when other elements in the sentence precede the verb these qualifiers are suffixed to that element rather than the verb. Thus when a form such as nonthonoKirokika if I finish it is negated, Iirorika noNthonoKiro
if I don't finish it, the suffixes -ri and -ki are preposed to
the negative adverb ḫiro. In this manner, any part of speech except particles may take the sentential QUALIFIERS.

The PLURAL suffix -ni obligatorily co-occurs on verbs with a suffix of the MODAL -aį and a suffix on nouns of the POSTPOSITION -pai. The following examples illustrate this:

(25) ̧g̨himiri bird ̧g̨himiripaini birds
mapi rock mapipaini rocks
ičhiki he cut ičhikaiyini they cut
ipoki he came ipokaiyini they came

We may therefore formulate a constraint specifying this co-occurrence as follows:

(26) PLURAL CONSTRAINT
IF: \{VERB\}, \{MODAL\}, \{NOUN\}, \{POSTPOSITION\} X PLURAL
THEN: PLURAL

i.e. The PLURAL of MODAL or POSTPOSITION co-occurs with PLURAL of QUALIFIER.

The SUBORDINATE constituent specified in the QUALIFIER primarily marks a subordinate clause, though it might be better understood as a demonstrative in some constructions. Two suffixes, -ri and -ra, occur in this position. The former, RELATIVE, is widely used in relative clause constructions, as the following examples illustrate.

(27) noNpasikiriri which I will tie (HOUSE 17)³
iNpiyaNtanaiyari what he will return for (CANOE 18)
hiwičhikaičiri which is made from (PADDLE 2)

³The name and number following the gloss indicate the text and sentence number from Appendix A where the example may be found in context.
The suffix -ra is used similarly in relative clauses or as a demonstrative but denotes location or place. It functions then as an ADVERBIAL relative as illustrated by the following examples:

(28) hosagaanTapiN'ira where they usually stick (BEETLE 63)
    pikanTapiN'ira when you were saying (BEETLE 150)
    ipokaN'ira when he came back (BEETLE 172)

The rules of word-structure are thus further specified as follows:

(29) \text{SUBORDINATE} \rightarrow \{ \text{RELATIVE} \}

The constituent always occurring finally in the word is the MOOD. The following word-structure rule indicates the various markers of MOOD observed in Axininca:

(30) \text{MOOD} \rightarrow \{ \text{INDEFINITE, EMPHATIC, DUBITATIVE, SUBJUNCTIVE, EXCLAMATORY} \}

The INDEFINITE -ka is used alone to indicate an interrogative. Occurring with the RELATIVE, it indicates condition. The following examples illustrate its usage:

(31) aNpokaika we will come back (when)? (CONVERSATION 5)
    aniNtiriika if we want (PADDLE 4)
    ĝhikarika what if (i.e. whatever) (PADDLE 11)

The EMPHATIC suffix -ká indicates urgency, impatience, surprise, or exasperation. The following examples illustrate its occurrence:

(32) thamiča let's go now (CONVERSATION 4)
    patiitiča climb up on (CONVERSATION 26)
    ikaNtakača he is like that (disgust) (BEETLE 49)
The DUBITATIVE suffix -ma indicates doubt, as in the form isiroNčaama maybe he would laugh which is found in BEETLE 124.

The SUBJUNCTIVE suffix -ta is used to indicate a contingent or hypothetical action. It is illustrated below:

(33) noHaaawakiriita I might see him coming (BEETLE 85)
osagaaNtapirotanakiita let's really stick for them before departing (BEETLE 154)

The EXCLAMATORY suffix -wi is used with greetings, pronouncements or to get attention. The examples below illustrate its occurrence:

(34) oNpohakinawi yes, I bumped my head (exclaiming) (BEETLE 181)
kaniriwi manic (announcing) (CONVERSATION 50)

The QUALIFIERS may also be preposed to precede the verbs, as indicated in earlier discussion, to be suffixed to adverbs or nouns. When the verb is the first constituent of the sentence, and the QUALIFIERS are preposed, there is an empty morph a- inserted to take the QUALIFIERS as suffixes. This a-support is illustrated by the following forms:

(35) ari  Ø + RELATIVE (BEETLE 9)
arika  Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE (PADDLE 8)
arima  Ø + RELATIVE + DUBITATIVE (CONVERSATION 25)
arica  Ø + RELATIVE + EMPHATIC (CONVERSATION 32)
atâ  Ø + SUBJUNCTIVE (CONVERSATION 14)
ariwi  Ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY (CONVERSATION 17)

NON/FINITE

The NON/FINITE node of the word-flow chart includes forms that are not specified for person or tense. Two suffixes mark these forms, the INFINITIVE -aαNghi and the STATIVE -γhī. The word-structure rule specifying these is as follows:
(36) \[\text{NON/FINITE} \rightarrow \{\text{INFINITIVE}\} \]

Verbs with the INFINITIVE suffix are rare in texts, but this form always gives the underlying phonological representation of the verb root as evidenced by the subsequent discussion of phonology. Examples are below:

(37) ḍiikaan\text{Ng}hi to cut
pokaan\text{Ng}hi to come
pinataan\text{Ng}hi to pay

STATIVE forms are likewise restricted syntactically.

Examples of these follow:

(38) g\text{im}a\text{Ng}hi there is from g\text{im} to have
     \text{(WILD BOAR 7)}
saika\text{gh}iri who is in from saik to be in, sit
     \text{(MONKEY 7)}
\text{tikaNg}hi there is not from \text{ti} + \text{k} \text{no} + \text{derivation}
     \text{(WILD BOAR 8)}

AUXILIARY

The suffixes of the AUXILIARY, as distinct from the NON/FINITE suffixes, specify the tense and person of the verbs. A word-structure rule giving its expansion is as follows:

(39) \[\text{AUXILIARY} \rightarrow (\text{ASPECT}) \text{TENSE} (\text{CLIMAX}) (\text{OBJECT})\]

As the rule indicates, TENSE is the obligatorily occurring constituent of the verb morphology. ASPECT may be either PERFECT or PROGRESSIVE as the following rule specifies:

(40) \[\text{ASPECT} \rightarrow \{\text{PERFECT \\
         PROGRESSIVE}\}\]

The PERFECT suffix \text{-ak} indicates a completed action or, if used with FUTURE, an action viewed as being completed.
Examples are given below.⁴

(41) **hiyaatanaki** he has gone (departing) (CANOE 11)
    **iNkanTanaki** he will have said to him (departing) (CANOE 20)
    **owaka** we have eaten (CONVERSATION 60)

The PROGRESSIVE suffix -ač indicates an action in progress or, if in the future, viewed as being in progress. The examples below illustrate the suffix:

(42) **hotitača** he is/was getting in
    **hōwαčina** it will be eating me
    **iγhikačaana** he is cutting me

The constituent TENSE dominates suffixes indicating the time of action (whether begun or not) and reflexivity (whether the actor performed the action on or with himself or not). The following chart illustrates the intersection of these two axes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FUTURE</th>
<th>NON/FUTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(UNMARKED)</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFLEXIVE</td>
<td>-ia</td>
<td>-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most environments, the nonreflexive FUTURE and NON/FUTURE are not phonetically contrastive. Following /t/ and the PROGRESSIVE ASPECT -ač, the NON/FUTURE -i triggers an affrication of the preceding consonant as described in the discussion of epenthesis (Chapter V).

The necessary word-structure rule to specify the suffixes of TENSE is as follows:

(44) \[ \text{TENSE} \rightarrow [±\text{FUTURE} ] [±\text{REFLEXIVE} ] \]

⁴See also the AUXILIARY PARADIGM of Appendix B for additional examples of ASPECT, TENSE, and OBJECT co-occurrence.
As stated in the previous discussion of the lexicon, certain verbs occur only with the [+REFLEXIVE] set of suffixes. These verbs are marked as such in the lexicon. Verbs categorized as [1 TRANSITIVE] or [2 TRANSITIVE] may take the REFLEXIVE suffixes, but [0 TRANSITIVE] verbs may not, unless subcategorized. Certain suffixes of the MODAL constituent require a [+REFLEXIVE] TENSE as well, as will be discussed later. The constraint specifying these co-occurrence restrictions is as follows:

(45) REFLEXIVE CONSTRAINT

\[
\text{IF: } \quad \text{VERB} \quad X \quad [+\text{REFLEXIVE}] \\
\quad \downarrow \\
\text{THEN: } \{ [1 \text{ TRANSITIVE}] \} \\
\quad \{ [2 \text{ TRANSITIVE}] \} \\
\quad \{ [\_\_\_\_ \rceil [+\text{REFLEXIVE}]] \}
\]

i.e. [+REFLEXIVE] suffixes occur only with transitive verbs or those marked in the lexicon as taking REFLEXIVE.

Examples of each of the TENSE suffixes are given below:

(46) FUTURE

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{aNpokai} & \quad \text{we will come back} & (\text{CONVERSATION 6}) \\
\text{iNżeli\'kaatiro} & \quad \text{he will cut it again} & (\text{CANOE 4}) \\
\text{iNthoNkakiro} & \quad \text{he will not have finished it} & (\text{CANOE 13}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

NON/FUTURE

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hiyaazì} & \quad \text{he went} & (\text{CONVERSATION 9}) \\
\text{nopoki} & \quad \text{I came} & (\text{CONVERSATION 15}) \\
\text{hiyaatazi} & \quad \text{he is going} & (\text{CANOE 3}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

REFLEXIVE/FUTURE

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hariitaNcà} & \quad \text{he will arrive for} & (\text{CONVERSATION 2}) \\
& & \text{a reason (visit)} \\
\text{iNpiyaNtanaiyari} & \quad \text{so that he will return} & (\text{CANOE 18}) \\
\text{oNpomaacà} & \quad \text{it will have happened} & (\text{HOUSE 22}) \\
& & \text{(i.e. then)}
\end{align*}
\]
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE

ariitaka have arrived (CONVERSATION 10)
ičōkapitało he cut it in vain (CANOE 7)
oponaaka it had happened (BEETLE 54)

The phonological alternations of the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE are dealt with in Chapter VI, in the discussion of PALATALIZATION.

The suffix titled CLIMAX is an unusual one to have within the verb AUXILIARY. Its function appears to be almost entirely a discourse function, to mark the climax of a story, a turning point, or a revelation to one of the characters. Examples of this suffix, which has the shape -čii, follow:

(47) inaaWakičii he saw him coming (BEETLE 89)
ičimānakiciči he heard him as he left (BEETLE 97)
ičaNtanakici he said, leaving (BEETLE 170)

The constituent labeled OBJECT may be further specified by the following word-structure rule:

(48) OBJECT → PERSON PERSON [3/PERSO]

The suffixal pronouns specified by the above agree with the object of the sentence. Two PERSON suffixes indicate direct and indirect object. Observe that the second can only be 3/PERSO/MASCULINE or 3/PERSO/FEMININE. Note also that the flow chart generating the word indicates a PERSON prefix on nouns and verbs. The same set of pronouns are governed by the PERSON constituent as a prefix or a suffix, though allomorphy is suppletive. The following word-structure rules give the various pronominal affixes:

(49) PERSON → \{ 1/PERSO, 2/PERSO, 3/PERSO, 1/PERSO/INCLUSIVE \}

3/PERSO → [±MASCULINE]
A notable phenomenon of Axininca PERSON pronominals is that they are generally unspecific for number. The PLURAL suffixes on verbs are ambiguous, except for context, as to plural subject or plural object. Furthermore, the PERSON affixes often occur without the PLURAL suffixes to indicate plural subjects or objects when it has been earlier specified in the discourse. The 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE is inconsistently used to include both speaker and hearer.

The gender distinction for 3/PERSON is straightforward for human nouns. Otherwise, animate nouns are generally masculine and inanimate nouns are generally feminine. I say generally, because there are many exceptions, most of which seem to be flora, which according to Axininca legend were human at one time.

The following chart gives the phonological shape of the PERSON prefixes and suffixes showing the allomorphy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>PERSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no-</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>1/PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pi-</td>
<td>-mi</td>
<td>2/PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ir-</td>
<td>-ri</td>
<td>3/PERSON/MASCULINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-ro</td>
<td>3/PERSON/FEMININE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The allomorphy is considered here to be specified by the lexicon. Observe then the following verbs with 1/PERSON:

(51) noNpoki  I will come  pokaaNg'hí to come
      iNchikina he will cut me  čhikaanNg'hí to cut
      nimayi I will sleep  magaaNg'hí to sleep

While the first two examples behave as expected, a third illustrates another suppletive form, which to date I have encountered only with the verb mag to sleep. This allomorphy may be specified in the lexicon as well. The following would therefore approximate the lexical entry for 1/PERSON:
Morphology

(52) 1/PERS

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ni- /## mag sleep} \\
\text{no- /## } \\
\text{-na / TENSE X}
\end{align*}
\]

Other PERSON affixes may be specified similarly.

The word-structure rule specifying OBJECT specifies that when two PERSON suffixes occur, the second must be 3/PERSON. Consider the following examples exemplifying these and other phenomena where two PERSON suffixes occur:

(53) iN\text{\textchikakinaWo} he will cut it for me
iN\text{\textchikakimiro} he will cut it for you
iN\text{\textchikakiniri} he will cut it for him
iN\text{\textchikakimiro} he will cut it for her

*\text{iN\text{\textchikakirona}} *\text{iN\text{\textchikakirimi}} *\text{iN\text{\textchikakiriro}}
*\text{iN\text{\textchikakiriri}} *\text{iN\text{\textchikakirori}} *\text{iN\text{\textchikakirini}}

\text{\textighipatanari} he accompanied him for me
\text{\textor he accompanied me for him}
\text{\textor he accompanied her for him}
\text{\textor he accompanied him for him}

\text{\textighipatanaWo} he accompanied her for me
\text{\textor he accompanied me for her}
\text{\textor he accompanied him for her}
\text{\textor he accompanied her for her}

The above forms illustrate that when two 3/PERSON suffixes occur, the first takes the shape -nV with the vowel agreeing with the vowel of TENSE. When the TENSE is -i, NON/FUTURE as in iN\text{\textchikakiniri} he will cut it for him, the form of the initial 3/PERSON is -ni. When the TENSE is -a, REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE as in \text{\textighipatanari} he accompanied him for me, etc., then the form of the initial 3/PERSON is -na. In this latter
case, this 3/PERSON -na merges with the 1/PERSON -na and there is a four way ambiguity for each of the forms.

The following formulation is therefore given to represent 3/PERSON in the lexicon:

(54)  3/PERSON
      +   
   { -na / a ___ 3/PERSON } 
   { -ni / i ___ 3/PERSON } 
   { ir- / ## [+MASCULINE] } 
   { o- / ## [-MASCULINE] } 
   { -ri / TENSE X [+MASCULINE] } 
   { -ro / TENSE X [-MASCULINE] } 

Before the PERSON suffixes, the TENSE suffixes exhibit some suppletive alternations. The forms in the AUXILIARY PARADIGM of Appendix B illustrate these alternations completely. In effect, the changes are the following. The NON/FUTURE -i is -a before 1/PERSON following any morpheme except PERFECT, -ak. The REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE -a before 2/PERSON becomes -i. It also is -i when following the PERFECT, -ak before 1/PERSON. Finally, the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE -ia, is -i before 1/PERSON or 2/PERSON.

The following formulation approximates the lexical entries for the various configurations of TENSE:

(55)  [+FUTURE  (FUTURE)  
      [-REFLEXIVE]  
      -i  

[-FUTURE  (NON/FUTURE)  
      [-REFLEXIVE]  
      -a / X (PROGRESSIVE) ___ 1/PERSON  
      -i / X (PERFECT) ___  

[+FUTURE  
  [+REFLEXIVE]  
  \{ -i / ___ \{1/PERSON\} \\
  \{ -ia / ___ \} \\
  \} 

[+REFLEXIVE]  
\{ -i / <PERFECT> \{<1/PERSON>\} \\
\{ -a / ___ \} 

We may further note that when the 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE suffix -ai occurs, there is no TENSE suffix occurring. The following examples illustrate this:

(56)  ičhikakai  he has cut us
iNčhikakai  he will have cut us
ičhikai  he cut us
iNčhikai  he will cut us

To rule out a sequence of TENSE and 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE, the following constraint is formulated:

(57)  1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE CONSTRAINT

IF:  TENSE X 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE

THEN:  \emptyset

i.e. TENSE suffixes do not occur with the 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE suffix.

I stated earlier that verbs are subcategorized for transitivity. The distributional limitations stated were between the verbs marked for transitivity and the PERSON prefixes and suffixes. The following constraint is formulated to specify the co-occurrence:
(58) TRANSITIVE CONSTRAINT

IF: \[ \text{PERSON X VERB X PERSON PERSON} \]
\[
\{ [0 \text{ TRANSITIVE}] \}\quad \downarrow \quad \{ [1 \text{ TRANSITIVE}] \}\quad \downarrow 
\]

THEN: \( \langle \emptyset \rangle \) \hspace{1cm} \emptyset

i.e. An intransitive verb may not take a PERSON prefix if it has a PERSON suffix. Verbs subcategorized \([0 \text{ TRANSITIVE}]\) or \([1 \text{ TRANSITIVE}]\) may only take one PERSON suffix.

MODALS

The node labelled MODAL in the flow chart representing the word is the most problematic of the constituents of Axininca inflectional morphology. Of the twenty-five suffixes which I have observed to date that may occur in this position, there appears to be a constraint that more than five of these suffixes may not occur in a single verb. Furthermore, of the twenty-five only four seem to be mutually exclusive. Those four are the DIRECTIONALS discussed below, which never have more than one other MODAL (i.e. the RESOLVED suffix) occurring between them and the AUXILIARY or NON/FINITE.

Semantically, the MODALS may be grouped into five distinct classes, correspondingly answering the relative questions who or what, when, why, how and where. The order of MODALS, when more than one occurs with a verb, corresponds quite loosely to the order of the question words above. A further support for making the classes along these lines rather than in positional order, is that the morphemes of certain of the classes affect verb subcategorization in distinctive ways. For example, those MODALS which primarily concern participants (i.e. answer questions of who or what) affect the transitivity of the verb. Likewise, some of the MODALS which deal with the manner or purpose of
the action (i.e., answer questions of why or how) affect the verb subcategorization for reflexivity, as they appear to reflect the emotional effect of the action upon the subject (e.g., frustration, reason, interruption).

It furthermore appears that no reality is represented by stringing together twenty-one optional suffixal slots as the output to a structure rule. Besides the fact that there are never more than five of the MODALS strung together in any word, the order of a particular pair of MODALS may vary depending on the constellation of MODALS used in a given word. Thus whereas the RESOLVED MODAL usually follows ARRIVAL, it may precede it if a CAUSATIVE is used.

To capture these generalizations, we may formulate the following word-structure rule to account for the five classes of MODALS:

\[
(59) \quad \text{MODAL} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{PARTICIPANT} \\
\text{TIME} \\
\text{PURPOSIVE} \\
\text{MANNER} \\
\text{DIRECTION} \end{array} \right. 
\]

Each of these MODAL classes is then specified by a structure rule giving the suffixes of that class. The rules are given in the following discussion together with examples of each and the effect of the particular MODALS on verb subcategorization.

\[
(60) \quad \text{PARTICIPANT} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{DATIVE} \\
\text{REFERENTIAL} \\
\text{PASSIVE} \\
\text{RECIPROCAL} \\
\text{CAUSATIVE} \\
\text{PLURAL} \\
\text{BENEFACTIVE} \end{array} \right. 
\]

The DATIVE suffix -ako indicates an additional object for the verb, which may or may not be animate. The following examples illustrate its usage:
(61) pinosikakotina you pull, helping me (CANOE 21) (i.e. help me pull) 
noNkiNkithatakotiro I will tell you about it (HOUSE 1) 
ikiyakotapaakiri he dug to get it (BEETLE 18) 
haminakotapaakiri he looked at him, arriving (BEETLE 95) 
Ghirinitakoianakini night came upon them (CONVERSATION 30)

The REFERENTIAL suffix -pitha indicates an action done with reference to another participant, or in a sense, an action done around the other participant. The following examples illustrate its usage:

(62) nomanapithačaari I will hide to see him (BEETLE 84) 
haWihapithatanakiri he passed by him, departing (BEETLE 96)

The PASSIVE suffix -ai is not a true passive in the sense of the object being the overt subject. It is used when no agent is known or specified and the focus is on the underlying object of the verb. The following examples illustrate its usage:

(63) hiitaičiri that which is named (MONKEY 2)
ičhikaitakiro (someone) cut it, (it was cut)

The PASSIVE occurs only with the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix. We may therefore specify the following constraint governing its occurrence:

(64) PASSIVE CONSTRAINT

IF: PERSON X PASSIVE

THEN: 3/PERSON/MASCULINE

The RECIPROCAL suffix -aw indicates two agents performing an action upon each other. Though the suffix normally precedes the CAUSATIVE and PLURAL, it may occur without them. Illustrative
examples follow:

(65)  īkanaTawaKaiyanakani  they said to one another, (BEETLE 57)
       departing
       arīitaWaKaiyana  have arrived to each
       another (i.e. visited)
       ikaimaWaKaka  they called to each other (CONVERSATION 49)

The CAUSATIVE suffix -ak indicates the agent acting upon
another, making him an agent. The suffix most often occurs with
the RESOLVED MODAL, but may occur without it as well:

(66)  ēhīWaThataWaKaiyanani  greeted one an-
       other (causing each
       other to greet)
       ēhīkakaGaAnō  to cause to cut

The PLURAL suffix of the MODAL -aiy has been discussed
previously as co-occurring with the PLURAL of the QUALIFIER (see
PLURAL CONSTRAINT (26)).

The BENEFACTIVE suffix -WiNT indicates an action done
for another participant. Though no examples occur in the texts
of Appendix A, the form okirikaWiNTakiri she has spun (thread)
for him illustrates its occurrence.

Of the various PARTICIPANT MODALS, four affect the
transitivity subcategorizations of the verb by adding another
possible object. In effect, they result in an increase of
transitivity by one place for the verbs marked [0 TRANSITIVE]
and [1 TRANSITIVE]. The RECIPROCAL suffix as well as the
[+REFLEXIVE] TENSE suffix results in a loss of transitivity by
one place value for verbs marked [1 TRANSITIVE] or [2 TRANSITIVE].
Since verbs may never be less than [0 TRANSITIVE] or more than
[2 TRANSITIVE], we may formulate the following rule adjusting the
basic transitivity of verbs from the occurrence of certain
suffixes.
(67) TRANSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT

\[
\text{VERB} \quad [\alpha \text{TRANSITIVE}] \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{RECIPROCAL} \\
\text{DATIVE} \\
\text{REFERENTIAL} \\
\text{CAUSATIVE} \\
\text{BENEFACTIVE}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

i.e. A verb decreases by one place in transitivity before RECIPROCAL or [+REFLEXIVE] and increases by one place before DATIVE, REFERENTIAL, CAUSATIVE, BENEFACTIVE.

The above rule depends upon right to left iterative application. Thus for a form which has both RECIPROCAL and CAUSATIVE there is no net gain or loss after a decrease and an increase. Observe that, including the PASSIVE CONSTRAINT and PLURAL CONSTRAINT, all PARTICIPANT MODALS are affected or affect constituents outside the MODAL.

The TIME MODALS are further specified by the following word-structure rule:

(68) \[
\text{TIME} \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{EARLY} \\
\text{HABITUAL} \\
\text{REPETITIVE} \\
\text{CONTINUATIVE}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

The labels applied to the suffixes of TIME indicate their function in a relatively straightforward manner. EARLY -aman is an action performed early in the morning. HABITUAL -piNt is a customary or habitual action. REPETITIVE -aa indicates a resumed or repeated action. CONTINUATIVE -wai, indicates action continuing unduly. Examples of each of the TIME MODALS from the texts of Appendix A are as follows:

(69) o\text{haatamani} \quad \text{it dawned (early)} \quad \text{(CONVERSATION 6)}

hi\text{NpotaNtapiNtari} \quad \text{the reason that he always follows along behind} \quad \text{(BEETLE 53)}

hosagaa\text{NtapiNgira} \quad \text{where he always stuck for} \quad \text{(BEETLE 63)}
in'chikaatiro he will cut it again (CANOE 4)
pokaadi came again (HOUSE 28)
inkinkitawaiti he will tell a while (CANOE 19)
hinpoilaigi he still followed behind (BEETLE 40)

The PURPOSE MODALS are further specified by the following word-structure rule:

(70) PURPOSE → \{REASON\} PURPOSE

The REASON suffix -ant normally indicates a justification whereas the PURPOSE suffix -asi usually indicates intent. The former may also express instrument. Both suffixes occur exclusively with a [+REFLEXIVE] TENSE as the following examples indicate:

(71) nosirikan'aaawori with which (so that) I may tie it (HOUSE 5)
withatantapaaka therefore he greeted on arrival (BEETLE 4)
isirotanta why he laughed (BEETLE 116)
hookasitanakawo he left it (with intent to go back) (CANOE 9)
ilkanatasita he said (trying very much) (BEETLE 126)
noyaatasitari I followed (for the purpose of visiting) (CONVERSATION 22)

The class of MANNER MODALS is the largest and most varied of the classes. It is specified by the following word-structure rule:

(72) MANNER → \{REDUPLICATION
VERITY
DISTRIBUTIVE
FRUSTRATIVE
INTERRUPTIVE
AFFECTIONATE
RAPID
RESOLVED\}
The MODAL titled REDUPLICATION triggers a copy rule (228) described in Chapter VII. Numerous examples are given in that discussion (225). From the BEETLE text of Appendix A, sentence 9, is taken the example kowakowawaitaki has wanted/searched more and more. The function of this MODAL is thus to augment the action of the verb. The REDUPLICATION constituent always occurs immediately following the verb stem to trigger the copying rule from that position.

The suffix labeled VERITY -piro may actually occur on any part of speech as an emphasis of the authenticity of the action, thing or attribute. In a surface grammar such as this, the suffix is thus redundantly introduced by two different word structure rules (see POSTPOSITION structure rule). A more abstract analysis would probably insert it into the MODAL by transformation. Examples of the suffix with the three different parts of speech follow:

(73) osagaaNtapirotanakiita let's really stick on departing (BEETLE 147)

mapipiro a real rock
imaapiro really true (BEETLE 105)

Two of the MANNER suffixes always occur with a [+REFLEXIVE] TENSE: the DISTRIBUTIVE -ichī which indicates a segmented action in addition to a previous instance of the same action; and the FRUSTRATIVE -wī which indicates an action which did not achieve the desired results. Examples of these two follow:

(74) nothoNkichiitaWō I finished it also, in addition (HOUSE 25)

hinipoichitanaka he followed along behind in addition, departing (BEETLE 161)

ichiwitaWō he cut it without finishing (CANOE 7)
okanTwitaWaari she said to him (with no response) (BEETLE 112)
Given the obligatory occurrence of the above suffixes and the PURPOSIVE suffixes with [+REFLEXIVE] TENSE, a rule is formulated below to assure that a verb occurring with these suffixes is subcategorized:

(75)  REFLEXIVITY ADJUSTMENT

\[
\text{VERB} \rightarrow [\_\_ [+\text{REFLEXIVE}]] / \_\_ \times \begin{cases}
\text{REASON} \\
\text{PURPOSE} \\
\text{DISTRIBUTIVE} \\
\text{FRUSTRATIVE}
\end{cases}
\]

i.e. Verb stems are subcategorized to occur with a [+REFLEXIVE] TENSE when preceding REASON, PURPOSE, DISTRIBUTIVE or FRUSTRATIVE suffixes.

The DISTRIBUTIVE suffix has suppletive allomorphs -i\_\_\_\_hi/ -\_\_\_\_hi which are not predictable by any of the syllable structure processes described in the subsequent chapters on phonology.

Since no other morpheme behaves similarly, the suppletive forms are specified in the lexicon as follows:

(76)  DISTRIBUTIVE \rightarrow \begin{cases}
-i\_\_\_\_hi / C\_\_\_ \\
-\_\_\_\_hi / V\_\_\_
\end{cases}

The following examples illustrate its occurrence:

(77)  ROOT DISTRIBUTIVE

piyo  ipiyoi\_\_\_\_hitaka\_\_\_\_ \hspace{1cm} he has gathered it, in addition
pina  ipinai\_\_\_\_hitaka\_\_\_\_ \hspace{1cm} he has paid her, in addition
tasi  itasii\_\_\_\_hitaka\_\_\_\_ \hspace{1cm} he has roasted it, in addition
čhiš  ičhiši\_\_\_\_hitaka\_\_\_\_ \hspace{1cm} he has cut it, in addition
thoNk  ithoNkii\_\_\_\_hitaka\_\_\_\_ \hspace{1cm} he has finished it, in addition

The remaining four MANNER MODALS have no complexities of co-occurrence or suppletion. INTERRUPTIVE -ima indicates that the action is interrupting another or that one of the participants is not ready for it. AFFECTIONATE -maghi is used primarily when talking to children in a "baby talk" intonation.
RAPID -apain indicates urgency or rapid action.

RESOLVED -ag is a frequently occurring morpheme whose function and meaning are difficult to pin down. It is often used with CAUSATIVE or the DIRECTION MODALS, ARRIVAL and RECEIVING. When used without these it often indicates a return to original position, as in iNpokai he came back. I have suggested the term RESOLVED to indicate that the action is almost always closing or resolving an implied unfinished action or sequence.

Examples of the above four MANNER MODALS are as follows:

(78) piyaarimati are you going already?
pokamačhitakimi come here (lovingly to a child)
haapainiro he will take it quickly
čikakagaaŋchi to cause someone to out
aatai he will go back
sitoąpapai went back out, on arrival

The DIRECTION MODALS are apparently the only MODALS which are mutually exclusive. The rule specifying the suffixes is as follows:

(79) DIRECTION → { ARRIVAL    DEPARTURE    THERE/AND/BACK    RECEIVING }

ARRIVAL -ap indicates the subject newly arrived at the location of the action. DEPARTURE -an is used when the subject has just left or is about to leave. THERE/AND/BACK -aki indicates the subject is going away to do the action with the idea of returning. RECEIVING -aw indicates the object arriving at the location of the subject. The following examples from the texts of Appendix A illustrate the DIRECTION MODALS:

(80) pirapai drink it on your arrival (BEETLE 45)
isitoąapaąki he had gone out, on arrival (BEETLE 89)
hataiyanaini they went back, departing (BEETLE 37)
ikaNtanaki he said, departing (BEETLE 104)
osagaaNtakiti we will go stick for (insects) and come back (BEETLE 13)
aritaNtakiča we will go visit and come back (CONVERSATION 4)
ikaNtaAwitawaari he said to the one arriving (BEETLE 44)
noNaaWakiriita let's see him as he arrives (BEETLE 85)

POSTPOSITION

The node POSTPOSITION in the flow chart representing the word has five constituents as the following word-structure rule specifies:

(81)  POSTPOSITION → (VERITY)(COMPARATIVE)(DIMINUTIVE)(LOCATION)(PLURAL)

The suffix VERITY -piro is discussed and exemplified earlier in the section on MANNER MODALS. The PLURAL suffix -pai co-occurs with the PLURAL of QUALIFIERS as governed by the PLURAL CONSTRAINT (26) earlier formulated.

Of the other three constituents of the POSTPOSITION, all are straightforward, without suppletion or co-occurrence restrictions and are productive. COMPARATIVE -taki is used to indicate a resemblance or likeness to the stem. Thus miNkohi is a platform, while miNkohitaki is like a platform, i.e. a raised palm bark floor. Likewise, pawiNghi is a ladder, while papihitaki is anything like a ladder.

The pluralizing DIMINUTIVE -iriki is a derivationally related suffixal form of the free noun (adjective) iriki green, urripe referring usually to clusters of fruit, thus the pluralizing element. The suffix occurs in a form such as thonkiiriki small ants from thonki ant (LAND BIRD 6).

The LOCATION POSTPOSITION -ki indicates almost any locative postpositional function, such as in, on, at, to, from, etc., even extended to temporal functions. The following examples
illustrate some of its functions:

(82)  
aNTamiki  \textit{in the jungle}  \text{(LAND BIRD 2)}  
kipa\text{gb\text{hi}}ki  \textit{on the ground}  \text{(LAND BIRD 3)}  
tomiNKoki  \textit{on Sunday}  \text{(CANOE 14)}  
ipaNKoki  \textit{at his house}  \text{(CANOE 2)}

**GENITIVE**

The GENITIVE node represented in the flow chart of the word occurs solely with nouns. Its constituents, which are each governed by co-occurrence constraints, are specified by the following word-structure rule:

(83)  \text{GENITIVE} +  
\text{(NON/POSSESSIVE)(CLASSIFICATORY)(VOCATIVE)(POSSESSIVE)}

The NON/POSSESSIVE \text{-\text{gh}i} and POSSESSIVE \text{-\text{n}i} occur respectively with the nouns subcategorized [+POSSESSED] and [-POSSESSED]. In other words, intrinsically possessed nouns must be marked by a suffix when not possessed, while intrinsically unpossessed nouns are marked when they are possessed. The GENITIVE PARADIGM of Appendix B gives numerous examples of each kind of GENITIVE construction. Whenever the NON/POSSESSIVE suffix occurs, no PERSON prefix occurs. Whenever a POSSESSIVE suffix occurs, a PERSON prefix must likewise occur. A constraint specifying the relationship between the prefixes, the subcategorization for noun stems and the GENITIVE constituents is as follows:
(84) GENITIVE CONSTRAINT

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IF:} & \quad \{ \langle \#\# \rangle^1 \langle \text{NOUN}^1 \rangle \langle [+\text{POSSESSED}]^1 \rangle \}_{1} \quad X \quad \langle \text{POSSESSIVE}^2 \rangle \\
& \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{THEN:} & \quad \langle \text{PERSON}^2 \rangle \\
& \quad \langle \text{NON/POSSESSIVE}^1 \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. A [+POSSESSED] noun with no PERSON prefix must have a NON/POSSESSIVE suffix. A [-POSSESSED] noun with a POSSESSIVE suffix must have a PERSON prefix.

As indicated in the earlier discussion of noun subcategorization, some [-POSSESSED] nouns take irregular POSSESSIVE suffixes. Thus the following subcategorization of POSSESSIVE suffixes is in order:

(85) \[
\text{POSSESSIVE} \rightarrow \{ \langle \text{NORMAL (unmarked)} \rangle \langle [RI \text{ POSSESSIVE}] \rangle \langle [\emptyset \text{ POSSESSIVE}] \rangle \}
\]

KINSHIP

Kinship terminology necessitates a further subcategorization for nouns which intersects the [+POSSESSED] category. These are specified as a subcategory because as a class they demonstrate productivity with the CLASSIFICATORY suffix -thori which indicates distant kin (second or third cousin, great uncle, aunt or grandparent, etc.). They demonstrate unity as well in having suppletive VOCATIVE forms which are marked in the lexicon. The KINSHIP PARADIGM in Appendix B gives the range of kinship terminology including VOCATIVE, possessed and unpossessed forms, as well as a tree diagram of the kinship system and expansions of English equivalents.

A few of the KINSHIP nouns behave regularly with regard to possession, and the VOCATIVE forms are merely the free stems listed in the lexicon. Those KINSHIP nouns following this pattern
are the following:

(86)  

VOCATIVE                      1/PERSOON POSSESSED

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paapa</td>
<td>father</td>
<td>noWapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naana</td>
<td>mother</td>
<td>nonaanati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čičča</td>
<td>grandmother</td>
<td>nočiččati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(male ego)</td>
<td>(male ego)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amini</td>
<td>grandmother,</td>
<td>naminiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>granddaughter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(female ego)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aapi</td>
<td>grandfather</td>
<td>naapiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(female ego)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čoočo</td>
<td>sister (male ego)</td>
<td>nočoočoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(male ego)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other KINSHIP nouns are also classified as [+POSSESSED] since they take the NON/POSSESSIVE -čhi suffix when not possessed. For most of these, the VOCATIVE is a suppletive form which is specified in the lexicon as well.

(87)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/PERSOON</th>
<th>2/PERSOON</th>
<th>NON/POSSESSIVE</th>
<th>VOCATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>notomi</td>
<td>pitomi</td>
<td>tomičhi</td>
<td>nočomi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nisiNto</td>
<td>pisiNto</td>
<td>siNtočhi</td>
<td>nisiNočo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nosari</td>
<td>pisari</td>
<td>saričhi</td>
<td>nočari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(female ego)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naniro</td>
<td>paniro</td>
<td>aniročhi</td>
<td>anirvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>daughter-in-law (male ego)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above examples it might appear that the VOCATIVE form is derivable by a rule of palatalization of alveolars in the root. This is indeed a pattern, but an irregular one, and not a synchronic rule of the language. The following examples demonstrate that there is little predictable in the VOCATIVES:
Morphology

\[(88)\] 1/PERSON VOCATIVE

niyoti iyoini  
nohiro choini  
niriNto iiNco  
noimi noimi  
noriNg\'hi/ yi/  
noyiNyiti yiNy

mother-in-law (male ego)  
sister (male ego)  
sister (female ego)  
husband  
brother (male ego)

Therefore, in the grammar, the VOCATIVE is specified as the root unless otherwise specified for individual entries in the lexicon.

The terms for various male affinal relationships take an irregular POSSESSIVE suffix \(-ri\). For this reason, and as described earlier for other [-KINSHIP] nouns, these are referred to as [RI POSSESSIVE] class, and all nouns taking this suffix instead of the regular \(-ni\) are marked [___[RI POSSESSIVE]] in the lexicon.

\[(89)\] VOCATIVE and STEM 1/PERSON

koNki nokoNkiri  
ani naniri

father-in-law (male ego)  
brother-in-law (male ego)

Among KINSHIP terms there is also a derivational morpheme \(-ini\) which except for one example occurs only in the VOCATIVE. Consider the following forms:

\[(90)\] VOCATIVE 1/PERSON

iimini noimithori iiNaNi noinathori naanaini nonaanainiti kokoini nokoNkiri \(\tilde{\text{choini}}\) nohiro

brother-in-law (female ego)  
sister-in-law (male ego)  
aunt  
father-in-law (female ego)  
sister (male ego)

< iiminNg\'i  
< iiNaNg\'i  
< naana

husband  
wife  
mother
iyoini  niyoti  mother-in-law (male ego)
čharini  nočharini  grandfather, grandson  (male ego)

The occurrence of the morpheme gives the impression at first sight of indicating some kinship relation. Six of the eight examples are used with female ego. And five of the eight forms are of the "marriageable" family (i.e. the family of a parent's sibling of the opposite sex). But the fact that the other terms for members of the "marriageable" family do not take the suffix, as well as its lack of consistent distribution morphologically, indicates an analysis which specifies the derivational suffix with the stem in the lexicon.

The CLASSIFICATORY suffix -thori occurs with any noun marked [+KINSHIP] in the lexicon, with either the VOCATIVE or regular form preceding the POSSESSIVE suffixes.

(91)  nočomi  son  VOCATIVE  nočomithori  nephew  VOCATIVE
nokoNkiri  my father-in-law  nokoNkithoriri  my distant uncle
čhoini  sister  (male ego)  čhoinithori  female cousin  (male ego)  VOCATIVE
noina  wife  noinathori  female cousin  (eligible to be wife)

The kinship relationship representing an uncle (father's brother or mother's sister's husband) utilizes this morpheme in frozen constructions.

(92)  nirithori  my uncle
pirithori  your uncle
iririthori  his uncle
iritthori  her uncle
*niri  my father
*piri  your father
pa\wa\chori  uncle (male ego)
no\wa\choriti  my uncle (male ego)
pa\wa\aini  uncle (female ego) VOCATIVE
da\wa  god, sun, *father

The -\chori in the above parallels the palatalization previously noted in VOCATIVES. And in related dialects, pawa and niri are acceptable forms for father, so the diachronic derivation of the above forms is understandable. However, the fact that those two are not such in this dialect suggests that pawa + \chori and niri + thori are to be marked in the lexicon as stems. If they were marked as normal [+KINSHIP] nouns, then the impossible pawa + \chori + thori and niri + thori + thori would be generated. If they were not marked [+KINSHIP] the normal VOCATIVE forms would not be generated. The solution opted for here is to consider pawa-, iri-, and -\chori as suppletive forms as the following approximate lexical entries indicate:

(93) paapa  father
    NOUN
    [-POSSESSED]
    [+KINSHIP]
    \{iri
    \{pawa} / ___ CLASSIFICATORY

    paapa / ___
    CLASSIFICATORY
    \{\chori / paapa ___
    \{thori / ___

Furthermore, the fact that the CLASSIFICATORY suffix only occurs with [+KINSHIP] nouns calls for the following constraint:
(94) **KINSHIP CONSTRAINT**

\[
\text{IF: NOUN X CLASSIFICATORY} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{THEN: [+KINSHIP]}
\]

i.e. The CLASSIFICATORY suffix occurs only with [+KINSHIP] nouns.

**OTHER MORPHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA**

In texts or casual speech, ELLIPSIS of certain suffixes may occur, as indicated in the BEETLE text, sentences 163 and 174. The only suffixes I have observed affected in this manner are PROGRESSIVE and NON/FUTURE. When they follow a verb, in some cases both morphemes may be elided with only an -a remaining.

As stated in the previous section on subcategorization, those stems marked [+SPANISH/LOAN] do not always adhere to the same phonological constraints as the native vocabulary as specified in the following chapter. The following constraint is therefore needed:

(95) **SPANISH/LOAN CONSTRAINT**

\[
[+SPANISH/LOAN] \rightarrow [-SYLLABLE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS]
\]

Finally, the derivational morphology is not herein generated by a set of rules. It is instead considered to be specified in the lexicon. Examples may be found indicating morpheme divisions within the stems in the texts of Appendix A and the sample derivations and lexicon (Appendices C and D).
CHAPTER III
PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

UNDERLYING CLUSTERS

A brief look at verb morphology in Axininca reveals a dilemma in determining morpheme boundaries and therefore in formulating phonological rules. Consider the following verb inflections:

(96) ćhikaNgbi to cut iNćhiki he will cut
      kimaNgbi to hear iNkimi he will hear
      ćhitokaaNgbi to hit iNćhitoki he will hit
      pisitaaNgbi to sweep iNpisiti he will sweep
      piyotaaNgbi to heap iNpiyoti he will heap
      komataaNgbi to paddle iNkomati he will paddle

      iNćhikapiroti he will really cut
      iNkimapiroti he will really hear
      iNćhitokapiroti he will really hit
      iNpisipiroti he will really sweep
      iNpiyopiroti he will really heap
      iNkomapiroti he will really paddle

The problematic forms are the final three of the paradigm glossed he will really _____. A /t/ present in the first two paradigms is missing in the third. The data suggest at least three possible analyses. One analysis might propose the following underlying morphemes:

(97) ćhika out pisit sweep
     kima hear piyot heap
     ćhitoka hit komat paddle

55
A deletion rule would be necessary for this analysis. The rule would delete the first of two vowels or consonants coming together at morpheme boundaries, e.g. ĉhika + aaNghi to cut.

A second analysis might propose a different set of underlying forms such as the following:

(98) ĉhik cut pisi sweep
kim hear piyo heap
ghitok hit koma paddle
taaNghi INFINITIVE apiro VERITY
ti FUTURE iN 3PM

Again a rule would be necessary to delete the second of two vowels or consonants coming together at morpheme boundaries, e.g. ĉhik + taaNghi to cut and iN + pisi + apiro + ti he will really sleep.

It is entirely arbitrary which of the two preceding analyses is more adequate. And further Axininca data does not give any additional indication of the preferability of one over the other. A third possible analysis would utilize an epenthesis rule instead of deletion and would specify the following underlying forms:

(99) ĉhik cut pisi sweep
kim hear piyo heap
ghitok hit koma paddle
aaNghi INFINITIVE piro VERITY
i FUTURE iN 3PM

The rule would then epenthize a /t/ between two vowels and an /a/ between two consonants coming together at morpheme boundaries.

The epenthesis solution seems to be the more adequate for two reasons. First, it avoids the arbitrariness of
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evaluating between the two deletion solutions. Second, and more important, it explanatorily accounts for the nature of the segments that must be either epenthesized or deleted by rule. Observe that it is always an /a/ or /t/ in question as deleted or epenthesized. Either of the deletion solutions would delete an /a/ contiguous to a vowel and a /t/ contiguous to a consonant; but for generality and simplicity the rules would probably be formulated, as previously suggested, as C (consonant) and V (vowel) deletions, rather than /t/ or /a/ deletions. Furthermore, there seems to me to be no natural reason why a /t/ and an /a/ would be deleted rather than any other consonant or vowel.

On the other hand, the epentheses solution adequately accounts for the articulatory nature of those two specific segments. If a vowel is epenthesized to break up a consonant cluster, it would be natural for that vowel to be the unmarked vowel /a/.

The universal unmarkedness of this vowel, as discussed by Chomsky and Halle (1968.409), is evidenced by child language acquisition and language universal typologies.

Likewise, if a consonant is epenthesized to break up a vowel cluster, it is quite natural that the consonant would be a highly unmarked consonant such as /t/. While Chomsky and Halle (1968.412) classify /t/ among five equally unmarked consonants, others (e.g. Schane 1973.113) assign it alone unmarked status among stops. That /t/, instead of /p, k, s or n/, is the unmarked consonant in Axininca, might be deduced from the fact that apicals constitute the most common class for place of articulation and plosives constitute the most common class for manner of articulation. Thus /t/ stands at the intersection of these two axes in Axininca and is therefore preferred for epentheses. The epentheses process is formally specified in the section on EPENTHESIS in Chapter V.
The preferability of an epenthesis solution has also been noted for the Ashaninca dialect by W. Kindberg (1961 and 1975a). Because of some additional complexities which are discussed later, Kindberg specifies a system of valences to predict the epenthesis, whereby each verb root is given a final diacritic "plus" or "minus" valence, and each morpheme of the verb inflection is given such a diacritic preceding and following. Kindberg mentions that similar epenthetic processes are found in Nomatsiguenga and Machiguenga and even in languages as distantly related as Amuesha and Piro.

The well motivated epenthesis rule is formulated in Axininca to break up underlying clusters of vowels or consonants which are not allowed on the surface. A glance at the examples presented previously or at the surface phonological transcriptions of the texts of Appendix A reveals a simple syllable and word structure containing extremely restricted consonant and vowel clusters. The epenthesis solution and indeed either of the deletion analyses represent underlying morpheme structures with final consonants yielding underlying clusters not allowable on the surface.

PHONOLOGICAL FEATURES

Most of the morphophonemic processes of Axininca (epenthesis, palatalization and prefix morphophonemics) have similar functions, i.e. to break up or change unacceptable underlying clusters into acceptable surface structures. The structure of the underlying and surface representations as well as the formulation of the phonological rules is the focus of subsequent chapters. But before this may be done formally, I present the set of phonological elements and the distinctive features needed to specify lexical entries and interact in phonological rules. The segments are displayed first in a traditional articulatory chart (100), then in a distinctive feature matrix (101).
**Consonants:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>(Alveo)palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated Stop</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td>ɕ</td>
<td>č</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated Affricate</td>
<td>ɕʰ</td>
<td>čʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>č</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>rv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide</td>
<td>ʍ</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unspecified Nasal:**

|                | N        |

**Vowels:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unrounded</td>
<td>Rounded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonantal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonorant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed (release)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The phonetic nature of the segments represented here is discussed in detail in Payne and Payne (to appear). Some discussion of this is also given in the section on SURFACE REPRESENTATION in Chapter IX. Most of the segments and features are straightforward with conventional symbolization such as those utilized by Chomsky and Halle (1968), Schane (1973) or Hyman (1975). The segments /צ, צ, צח, צחט/ are affricates [ts, tʃ, tʃh, tʃtʃ] written as such to represent their interpretation as single segments rather than sequences. The symbol /g/ represents a velar approximant forming a natural class in Axininca with /w/ and /y/. The symbol /w/ represents a bilabial approximant which has no simultaneous velar [back] articulation as [w] would.

The features [anterior] and [coronal] proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) and widely used in phonological descriptions are noticeably absent from the preceding matrix. Furthermore the feature [labial] is used here, but not found in Chomsky and Halle. Some explanation is perhaps warranted.

The need for a feature such as [labial] to relate the labial consonants, the labial glide and rounded vowels was recognized as an inadequacy of Chomsky and Halle's feature system (see Hyman 1975.53-4 for a discussion of the feature [labial] with references). In Axininca certain rules require features relating /p/ to /w/ and /w/ to /o/. Without the feature [labial] these rules would be excessively overloaded with features and still fail to show the phonetic basis for the process.

Utilizing the feature [labial] for Axininca segments, the features [anterior] and [coronal] are no longer necessary to distinguish the phonological elements from each other. Furthermore for a natural class such as the one labelled "(alveo)-palatal" in the preceding ARTICULATORY CHART (100), the latter two features actually get in the way of a rule which palatalizes apicals to this class, since /צ/ and /צח/ would be marked differently
for the feature [coronal] from the remainder of the segments of this class. For these reasons the two features are dispensed with in the present analysis in favor of the feature [labial] and other place features [high], [low] and [back] which are already utilized for the vowels.

The obvious incongruity in the matrix is the nasal /N/ which is not fully specified for the place of articulation features. This segment is phonetically distinct from the fully specified nasal consonants in that it only occurs following a vowel and homorganically assimilates to a following obstruent. It further lacks the full consonantal quality and length of the syllable initial nasals. Instead, it phonetically approximates prenasalization of the following obstruent. It is thus marked [-consonantal] to distinguish it from /m, n, ñ/.

This nasal is left unmarked for the place of articulation features primarily because it is completely arbitrary how it would be specified for these features. To illustrate this, observe how the segment in question occurs as a FUTURE prefix preceding verb roots which begin with obstruents but does not occur in forms beginning with other consonants or vowels.

(102) noNčhiki I will cut čhikaaNčhi to cut
noNkimi I will hear kimaaNčhi to hear
noNpisiti I will sweep pisitaaNčhi to sweep
nonaati I will chew naataaNčhi to chew
nosirimki I will tie sirikaaNčhi to tie
niri I will drink iraaNčhi to drink
nasiti I will cover asitaaNčhi to cover
nooki I will abandon ookaaNčhi to abandon

Thus there is no unmarked phonological alternation to indicate what the underlying specification would be. Some psycholinguistic evidence for leaving it unspecified is presented in the section on PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY AND ORTHOGRAPHY, Chapter IX.
This use of such an archiphoneme is not unprecedented. Schachter and Fromkin (1968), for example, propose the same unspecified nasal /N/ to account for an aspect marker in Akan. See also Hooper's (1975) arguments for leaving some feature specifications blank (her "Archi-segment") to avoid arbitrary choices of a feature value.

SYLLABLE, WORD AND MORPHEME STRUCTURE

Now that the features employed in the phonology have been specified, we may return to the formulation of surface structure constraints. The positive structure constraint formulated to specify the surface phonological word is the following:

(103) WORD-STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT

\[ \# \ $^{25} \ # \]

i.e. A word is composed of one to twenty-five syllables. It will be observed from the generative description of Axininca morphology in Chapter II that a word may theoretically have more than twenty-five syllables given the possible combinations of suffixes. As discussed in Chapter II, there appears to be a surface constraint that disallows more than five suffixes of the MODAL. So the longest conceivable surface expansion of the word would be twenty-five syllables: two syllables for the PERSON prefix, five syllables for the stem and ten syllables for the MODAL suffixes (taking possible orders and epenthesized segments into account), and eight syllables for the AUXILIARY and QUALIFIER. To date I have not found any such word and additional research will likely result in modification of the above statements.

The Axininca syllable may also be formally specified by a positive structure constraint. This constraint must primarily capture the generalization that a syllable consists of an obligatory vowel preceded by an optional consonant and followed by an
optional vowel and final optional unspecified nasal, i.e. 
(C)V(V)(N) where henceforth C = [-syllabic], V = [+syllabic] 
and N = /N/. It would be possible to formulate only this as the 
positive constraint, and then to specify a further set of if-then 
constraints to capture such generalizations as the fact that 
two vowels of a syllable are either geminate or the second is an 
/i/. Since the contiguous vowels would already be specified in 
the positive structure constraint, generality is gained by 
utilizing angled brackets within that constraint to specify sub-
constraints within the syllable. The if-then constraints would 
then be needed only to specify constraints arising from combina-
tions of syllables within the word. These are discussed shortly.

The syllable structure rule may now be formulated with 
distinctive features, utilizing angled bracket notation to 
represent constraints within the syllable as follows:

\[
(104) \quad \$$ ([-\text{syllabic}]) \begin{cases} 
+\text{syllabic} \\ <\text{back} \text{ground}> 
\end{cases} \begin{cases} 
+\text{syllabic} \\ <\text{high} \text{back} \text{ground}> \end{cases} \begin{cases} 
-\text{consonantal} \\ +\text{nasal} 
\end{cases} \$$
\]

The feature specifications of the [+syllabic] segments designate 
the allowable surface vowel clusters /ii, aa, oo, oi, ai/. There 
is a further restriction, however, on the initial consonant of a 
syllable, i.e. that it cannot be an unspecified nasal. We may 
capture the set of consonants except /N/ by means of brace 
notation. Thus the initial optional segment of the above con-
straint may be specified as follows:

\[
(105) \quad \begin{cases} 
+\text{consonantal} \\ -\text{consonantal} \\
-\text{syllabic} \\
-\text{nasal} 
\end{cases}
\]

An additional surface constraint operating within the 
syllable specifies that following apical affricates the only
vowel that may occur is /i/. Thus /ei, ehi/ are allowable, but /ea, eo, eha, eho/ are not. This fact may be captured formally by again using the angled bracket notation, this time further specifying the initial CV sequence of the syllable structure constraint. This would be formulated as follows:

\[(106) \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
\text{-syllabic} \\
\text{-continuant} \\
\text{+delayed} \\
\text{-high} \\
\end{array} \right) \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
\text{+syllabic} \\
\text{+high} \\
\end{array} \right)\]

Combining all of the above subspecifications for the syllable, it may now be formally specified by the following positive surface structure constraint: \(^5\)

\(^5\)Henceforth, the final formulation of any rule or constraint is given a title, which is in upper case, and a restatement in prose immediately following. The rule may then be referred to by its title in subsequent text. Initial approximations of rules are not given titles or restatements and are referred to in lower case in the text.
i.e. A syllable is composed of vowel optionally preceded by a consonant (other than /N/) and optionally followed by a vowel and an optional syllable final /N/. Furthermore, a vowel following the obligatory vowel is either geminate to the first vowel (angled bracket $<\_\_\_\_\_\_\_1$) or /i/. Also (angled bracket $<\_\_\_\_\_\_\_2$), if the consonant is an apical affricate /ʃ, χ/, the vowel is /i/.
The above constraint therefore specifies that the only allowable surface vowel clusters are either geminate or /ai, oi/, and the only allowable consonant clusters are /N$C/. But the latter is somewhat restricted in that a fricative, nasal or glide may not follow the syllable-final nasal. Further restrictions also apply to account for the syllable within the word. These restrictions could be formalized as if-then constraints or as negative constraints, as set forth by Shibatani (1973).

Schachter and Fromkin (1968) have suggested that since negative constraints are always expressable in terms of if-then constraints, only one type is needed in a grammar. The following surface structure constraints from Axininca suggest the same and in fact indicate that in no cases are negative constraints simpler than a corresponding if-then condition, and in several cases they are in fact more complex.

Note the distribution of the velar approximant in the following forms:

(108)  
tagaa$Ng'hi  to burn
       itaa$giiro  he is burning it
       itaakiro  he has burned it
       iNa$taga$yiironi  they will burn it

       oyaagaa$Ng'hi  to insert
       hoyaa$giiro  he is inserting it
       hoyaa$gakiro  he has inserted it
       hoyaa$gaiironi  they will insert it

       mitaagaa$Ng'hi  to jump
       imitaagi  he is jumping
       imitaaki  he has jumped
       imita$gaiyini  they will jump
açaagawonêhi
(or) açaagagonêhi things
naçaagawô
(or) naçaagago my things
riraga he cried
kaagasi rough leaf
sagaari fox

*-igi- *-ogi-
*-ogo- *-agi-
*-igo- *##g-

The data demonstrate that the velar glide must be either preceded or followed by a vowel cluster, or followed by a vowel plus word boundary. Furthermore, the only segment which may precede /g/ is the low vowel /a/, and the front vowel /i/ may not follow it. Also /g/ may not occur word initially. The alternations, of course, suggest a phonological rule, which will be formulated later. The concern here is the optimal manner of expressing the surface structure constraint.

The alternation between /g/ and /w/ found in the word açaagawonêhi or açaagagonêhi things is a hapax legomenon as far as I can discern. I have found no other occurrence of /go/, nor further evidence of the /g/-/w/ alternation. Furthermore, the principle informant had difficulty with the form and pronounced it haltingly every time it was elicited. Because of these difficulties, I am presently considering /go/ to be a deviant pronunciation and the following constraints will rule it out as well.

Let us consider first how a negative constraint or constraints might account for the distribution. First, a negative constraint must rule out a */CagaC/ sequence, and it must rule out any of the following: */##g/, */ig/, */og/, */go/ and */gi/.
The latter five restrictions are formally collapsible as a negative constraint.

\[(109) \sim \left\{ \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{##} \\
\text{+syllabic}
\end{array} \right] \right\} \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{-consonantal} \\
\text{+high} \\
\text{+back}
\end{array} \right] \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-syllabic]} \\
\text{-low}
\end{array} \right] \]

But the */CagaC/ sequential constraint is not collapsible with the above, because while the above collapsed negative constraint crucially depends on parentheses on the segments to either side of the velar approximant (so that for example it will rule out */#/ga/ as well as */#/gi/), a */CagaC/ negative constraint would crucially depend on not having parentheses in those positions, since a long vowel on either side of the velar glide would be an acceptable surface structure.

A single if-then constraint utilizing angled brackets will express the distributional limitations as follows:
(110) VELAR GLIDE CONSTRAINT

IF: [ ] [ ] [ -consonantal ] [ ] [ ]
    [+high ] [+back ]
    † † †

THEN: ( [+syllabic] ) [ +syllabic ] [+syllabic ] [+syllabic ]
{ [ -syllabic ] } [ +low ] [ +low ] 
{ [+syllabic] } 
{ } 
{ } 
∑
∑
α
α

i.e. The velar glide /g/ is preceded by /a/ and followed by /a/. Furthermore the /ag/ may be preceded by another vowel or by consonant or word boundary; /ga/ may be followed by a vowel or word boundary or consonant. But the sequence /aga/ may not be both preceded by consonant or word boundary and followed by consonant.
That the first [+syllabic] in the above rule is /a/ is predicted by the SYLLABLE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT (107), and VOWEL CO-OCCURRENCE CONSTRAINT (112).

The phonetic rationale for the constraint follows from the fact that the velar glide is the weakest of the consonants in Axininca. Its articulation involves very little tongue movement from the neutral /a/. It occurs only between [+low] vowels (as the glide corresponding to the low vowel) and, furthermore, only occurs contiguous to a long vocalic sequence or preceding /a#/-. Being weak it is lost in any other environment which can afford to lose it, i.e. where it will not yield an unacceptable vowel cluster. This is precisely what would happen if it was lost before or after a vowel cluster as the constraint prescribes. Thus the phonetic rationale is that, given its weakness, it takes a strong environment to keep it.

Other constraints on surface structure may be formalized as if-then conditions as well. Consider for example the phenomenon that /N/ only precedes obstruents. The constraint is as follows:

(111) UNSPECIFIED NASAL CONSTRAINT

\[
\text{IF: } \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-consonantal} \end{bmatrix} \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{+nasal} \end{bmatrix} \\
\text{THEN: } \quad \begin{bmatrix} \text{-continuant} \end{bmatrix}
\]

i.e. /N/ precedes obstruents.

The corresponding negative constraint is again more cumbersome in that it requires an additional feature. It must specify that /N/ neither occurs before [+continuant] or word boundary.

The present formulation of the syllable and word structure constraints would allow any two vowels from contiguous syllables to come together in a word (i.e. V$V$). Unacceptable sequences of vowels from contiguous syllables must therefore be
ruled out as well, by a surface constraint. A negative constraint capturing this would be simply $\neg VSV$. If we limit ourselves to if-then constraints, this is likewise formalized simply as the following:

(112) VOWEL CO-OCCURRENCE CONSTRAINT

IF: [ ] $ [+sylabalc]$

THEN: ##

i.e. A syllable-initial vowel occurs word initially.

This formulation effectively blocks any vowel cluster from contiguous syllables by stating that syllable-initial vowels are always word initial. It might be objected that this if-then formulation is arbitrarily formulated, and that the "IF:" structure could just as well read "[+syllabic] $[ ]". Thus the argument might be made that the negative constraint is preferable since it avoids the arbitrariness of the possible if-then formulation. However, if the "IF:" structure is formulated as "[+syllable] $[ ]", the "THEN:" structure must specify either "[-syllabic]" or "##", since a syllable-final vowel may occur before a consonant or word boundary, whereas a syllable-initial vowel occurs only following word boundary. The choice is not arbitrary after all. The if-then constraint has the same number of features as the negative constraint, so if-then formulations remain preferable to negative constraints.

An additional surface constraint is that the palatalized flap /rY/ is never found word initially. Its apical counterpart /r/ is infrequently found in that position and then only in borrowed words or in variation with a preceding /i/ where it indicates a 3/PERSON/MASCULINE morpheme as the following forms show:
(113) rapisi  pencil (from Spanish lapis)
raawanati  or iraawanati  his mahogany

Since the /r/ is found word-initially, the constraint will only apply to /rv/. The if-then constraint may be formulated as follows:

(114) WORD-INITIAL CONSTRAINT

IF:  
##  [+consonantal]
  [+sonorant]
  [-nasal]

  ↓

THEN:  [-high]

i.e. /rv/ does not occur word-initially.

A negative constraint to capture this distributional limitation would need the same number of features as the if-then constraint and is therefore again not preferable.

Another constraint involving the liquids takes into account a distributional limitation of the apical, namely that, in native vocabulary, sequences of */aro/ and */oro/ are never found on the surface. Since the negative and if-then constraints again utilize the same number of features, preference is given to the latter, which follows:

(115) INTERVOCALIC CONSTRAINT

IF:  [+syllabic]  [+consonantal]  [+syllabic]
  [-high]  [+sonorant]  [+labial]
  [-nasal]

  ↓

THEN:  [+high]

i.e. /r/ never occurs between a___o or o___o.

One final constraint concerns the occurrences of vowels in word-final position. We find that there are no length contrasts preceding word boundary except in monosyllabic forms such
as caa anteater or mi otter. Thus while no geminates occur in that position, diphthongs may (e.g. ḳnopkai he will come back). The negative constraint capturing the generalization would be:

\[(116) \sim [-\text{consonantal}][-\text{sylablic}] [+\text{sylablic}]\alpha_{\text{high}}\beta_{\text{labial}} \text{ } [+\text{sylablic}]\alpha_{\text{high}}\beta_{\text{labial}}\#\#\]

Again we find that the if-then constraint is less bulky and therefore preferable. It is as follows:

\[(117) \text{ WORD-FINAL CONSTRAINT}\]

IF: \([-\text{consonantal}][-\text{sylablic}] [+\text{sylablic}] [+\text{sylablic}]\#\#\)
\[\downarrow \quad \downarrow\]
THEN: \([-\text{high}] \quad [+\text{high}]\]

i.e. The only vowel clusters allowed word finally in polysyllabic words are nongeminate.

The surface constraints specifying the Axininca data, then, support a theory which specifies only positive constraints and if-then conditions. Negative constraints are unnecessary and furthermore are usually bulkier than the corresponding if-then formulations.

The place of morpheme structure conditions in generative phonology is currently contested. Clayton (1976) points out that they specify phenomena made explicit elsewhere in the grammar either by phonological rules, surface constraints, or directly in the lexicon. She further states that there is no evidence to indicate that they represent any psychological reality. While this may be true, it is possible to make generalizations about the shapes of morphemes which are distinct from the generalizations about the shapes of words and syllables. Even if the generalizations are only a linguistic game, they do give insight as to the function of certain phonological processes. For example, in Axininca the fact that the underlying forms of
verb roots may end in consonants, and thereby cluster with a suffix-initial consonant, gives insight into the origin of the structural description of the epenthesis rule.

Since these generalizations about morpheme structure are noteworthy, but not necessarily a part of the formal grammar, they are not herein specified formally. Instead I will briefly and informally describe the possible shapes of underlying morphemes.

Noun stems and adverb stems, as well as the prefixal and suffixal morphology outside of the verb MODAL and AUXILIARY, have morpheme structure almost identical to the specified WORD and SYLLABLE STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT. The only difference I have observed is that whereas words may not end in a geminate vowel cluster, noun, verb and adverb stems sometimes do. Verb roots and suffixes of the MODAL and AUXILIARY constituents proposed in Chapter II make a more radical departure from surface constraints, however. That a verb root may end in a consonant has already been demonstrated. Furthermore the following data demonstrate that a verb root in some cases may be a single consonant:

(118)  
nonpiro   I will give her (food)  
nopakiro   I have given her (food)  
nončiiro   I will carry it (with tump line)  
nocçaakiro I have carried it (with tump line)  
nomiiro    I will see it  
nomaakiro  I have seen it

These data indicate the following verb roots: p give (food), č carry (with tump line), and n see, which are all single consonants. The PERFECT morpheme -ak demonstrates the fact that a morpheme may end in a consonant. (This morpheme is affected by a lengthening rule (211) which is discussed in Chapter VI). The paradigm further demonstrates a prefix of the shape N- to
indicate FUTURE. And although the above data does not illustrate it, the discussion of epenthesis (Chapter V) and palatalization (Chapter VI) shows the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE morpheme must be of the shape -ia, which violates the surface constraint on the possible vowel clusters. We may also observe (again not from the above data) that the aspirated consonants never occur morpheme finally.

Within the verb stem, MODAL and AUXILIARY are morphemes which violate the surface constraints. The combinations of these morphemes yield the consonant clusters to which such rules as epenthesis must apply. Furthermore, in any part of speech, morphemes which end in vowels may precede morphemes beginning in vowels thereby yielding some unallowable vowel sequences. These are also broken up by epenthesis and other rules.

We thus observe that as the various morphemes specified by the lexicon are strung together as determined by the rules of inflectional morphology, many sequences which are not allowable on the surface occur. Practically the entire scope of the phonological rules is related to making these unallowed sequences conform to the surface constraints herein formalized.
CHAPTER IV
PREFIX MORPHOPHONEMICS

DELETION
The epenthesis process, as briefly introduced, inserts a /t/ between vowels coming together at morpheme boundaries and an /a/ between contiguous consonants at morpheme boundaries. Consider the following alternations among prefixes which do not attest an epenthesis process:6

(119) NOUN       my ___    your ___
\begin{tabular}{llll}
mapi & nomapini & pimapini & \textit{rock} \\
saNko & nosaNkoni & pisaNkoni & \textit{sugar cane} \\
thoNki & nothoNkini & pithoNkini & \textit{small ant} \\
iNki & nINkini & pINkini & \textit{peanut} \\
an\&a & nanani & panani & \textit{black dye} \\
oNko & noNkoni & poNkoni & \textit{edible plant} \\
airi & nairiti & pairiti & \textit{bee} \\
ii\&i\&i & ii\&i\&i & pii\&i\&i & \textit{new leaf} \\
\end{tabular}

These data are suggestive of a process which deletes the vowel of a CV- prefix when it precedes a stem beginning with a vowel. The rule could be formulated as follows:

(120) \( V \to \emptyset / C \_\_ + V \)

For additional data requiring some modification of the rule, consider the following 3/PERSON and 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE possessive forms of the above words, which are representative of the language:

6 See also the GENITIVE PARADIGM in Appendix B for further examples of processes discussed throughout this section.
(121) **his** __ her __ our __

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>imapini</td>
<td>omapini</td>
<td>amapini</td>
<td>rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isaNkon</td>
<td>osaNkon</td>
<td>asaNkon</td>
<td>sugar cane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ithoNkon</td>
<td>othoNkon</td>
<td>athoNkon</td>
<td>small ant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iriNkon</td>
<td>iNkon</td>
<td>aNkon</td>
<td>peanut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iranani</td>
<td>anani</td>
<td>anani</td>
<td>black dye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iroNkon</td>
<td>oNkon</td>
<td>oNkon</td>
<td>edible dye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irairiti</td>
<td>airiti</td>
<td>airiti</td>
<td>bee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiririsiti</td>
<td>oirisiti</td>
<td>airisiti</td>
<td>new leaf</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider also the following alternations of the PERSON prefixes before verbs, which illustrate, for the most part, the same alternations as above:

(122) **INFINITIVE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>I will ___</th>
<th>You will ___</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>saikaaNghi</td>
<td>nosaiki</td>
<td>pisaiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iraaNghi</td>
<td>niri</td>
<td>piri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otikaaNghi</td>
<td>notiki</td>
<td>potiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akaaNghi</td>
<td>naki</td>
<td>paki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oirikaaNghi</td>
<td>noiriki</td>
<td>poiriki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ithoNkitaaNghi</td>
<td>niithoNkiti</td>
<td>piithoNkiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ookaaNghi</td>
<td>nooki</td>
<td>pooki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aaAgikaaNghi</td>
<td>naaAgiki</td>
<td>paaAgiki</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**He will ___** **She will ___** **We will ___**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isaiki</td>
<td>osaiki</td>
<td>asaiki</td>
<td>sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iriri</td>
<td>iri</td>
<td>ari</td>
<td>drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irotiki</td>
<td>otiki</td>
<td>otiki</td>
<td>shake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iraki</td>
<td>aki</td>
<td>aki</td>
<td>answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iroiriki</td>
<td>oiriki</td>
<td>oiriki</td>
<td>grab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irithoNkiti</td>
<td>oithoNkiti</td>
<td>aithoNkiti</td>
<td>climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irooki</td>
<td>ooki</td>
<td>ooki</td>
<td>abandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiraAgiki</td>
<td>aaAgiki</td>
<td>aaAgiki</td>
<td>step</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If we posit no-, pi-, ir-, o-, and a- as the underlying forms for the PERSON prefixes, the following ordered processes may be observed:

\[
(123) \quad V \rightarrow \emptyset / \# [+{\text{low}}] + V \quad \rightarrow \emptyset / \# (C) \quad \rightarrow V
\]

These processes are collapsible into a single rule. But before that rule is formulated, consider the following verb forms which apparently also meet the structural description of the above formulations:

\[
(124) \quad \text{iraan\^{#}hi} \quad \text{to drink}
\]

\[
\text{nirapirotiro} \quad I \text{ will drink it well.}
\]

\[
\text{niriro} \quad I \text{ will drink it.}
\]

\[
\text{piriro} \quad \text{You will drink it.}
\]

\[
\text{iririro} \quad \text{He will drink it.}
\]

\[
\text{iriro} \quad \text{She will drink it.}
\]

\[
\text{ariro} \quad \text{We will drink it.}
\]

\[
\text{nataan\^{#}hi} \quad \text{to carry (on shoulder)}
\]

\[
\text{nonapirotiro} \quad I \text{ will carry it well.}
\]

\[
\text{nonatiro} \quad I \text{ will carry it.}
\]

\[
\text{pinatiro} \quad \text{You will carry it.}
\]

\[
\text{inatiro} \quad \text{He will carry it.}
\]

\[
\text{onatiro} \quad \text{She will carry it.}
\]

\[
\text{anatiro} \quad \text{We will carry it.}
\]

These data illustrate two verbs of the shape VC and CV: ir to drink (homophonous with the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix) and na to carry (on shoulder). Furthermore these stems may occur word-initially as in the two infinitive forms given above. Given
the epenthesis process discussed in Chapter III, we also recog-
nize, among others, the morphemes -aaNŋhi INFINITIVE and -piro
VERITY, which as inflectional suffixes follow the verb stem.
Thus some of these forms meet the structural descriptions of the
approximations of the prefix rules formulated, and would yield
ungrammatical derivations if they applied, as the following
illustrates:

(125)  ir + piro + aaNŋhi    drink + VERITY + INFINITIVE
       *ipirotaaNŋhi       to drink well
       na + aaNŋhi         carry + INFINITIVE
       *naaNŋhi            to carry

Somehow we must assure that the epenthesis rule will apply to the
verbs and the deletion rule to the prefixes.

Before a solution to these difficulties can be reached, I
must make explicit the general manner in which I intend the rules
to apply in relation to each other in the present phonology of
Axininca. The model of phonology presented in Chomsky and Halle
(1968) specifies a set of rules, such that an explicit statement
of the order of application of rules was as crucial to the grammar
as the formulation of the rules themselves. More recently, phono-
logists have suggested that this may be a device too powerful to
represent psychological reality. Accordingly, other principles
of rule application have been advocated. Among these are simul-
taneous application and random sequential ordering (i.e. that a
rule will apply whenever its structural description is met). To
qualify the latter, further principles have been advocated, such
as maximal utilization of rules, minimization of opacity, and
minimization of allomorphic variation. Despite the plethora of
current literature on the topic no intrinsic ordering principle
seems to have gained general acceptance. Furthermore, arguments
such as those made by King (1976) in defending the notion of
extrinsic order seem to indicate that certain of the proposed principles (e.g. maximal utilization of rules and minimization of opacity) make incorrect claims with regard to phonological change.

In the absence of any generally accepted intrinsic principles as an alternative to extrinsic ordering, for the present I propose to present the phonological rules of Axininca using extrinsic ordering. Accordingly, I will make explicit statements of order with regard to pairs of rules where a derivation depends on a certain order to yield the correct surface form or to not derive an incorrect one. Finally, after all of the rules have been formulated, the extrinsic ordering statements for the rules will be compared to give a final partially ordered set of rules.

Returning to the issue at hand (i.e. the relationship between epenthesis and the deletion processes applying to prefixes) we have observed that certain identical strings behave distinctly with regard to the processes. The verb root \textit{dr} \textit{ink} followed by a consonant undergoes the epenthesis process while the 3/PERSON/MASculine prefix \textit{ir-} undergoes deletion. Either both the rules will have to include some kind of grammatical environment, or an extrinsic ordering statement will need to be made, with only one of the rules including grammatical brackets.

Until we undertake a more thorough discussion of the epenthesis process and the formulation of its rule, let us adopt the solution utilizing brackets for the deletion rule. The question of the formulation of the rule and its ordered relationship to the epenthesis rule will then be taken up again following the formulation of the epenthesis rule in Chapter V.

For the grammatical environment in the deletion rule we might utilize the stem formatives which indicate the initial bracketing of NOUN and VERB, i.e.

\begin{align}
\text{(126)} \quad \{\text{NOUN}\} \langle \\
\{\text{VERB}\} \\
\end{align}
Alternatively, we might bracket and label the PERSON prefix, i.e. 

(127) \[ \text{PERSON} \]

While the former specifies more general classes, the latter represents in a more straightforward manner the nature of the prefixes and is a single feature (as opposed to the former two in the braces). Furthermore, using the latter makes it unnecessary to specify word boundaries in the rule as the stem formatives would necessitate. Utilizing the category PERSON, the rule which collapses the various aspects of deletion in the person prefixes is formulated as follows:

(128)

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{asyllabic}] & \rightarrow \varnothing / \quad \{1 \left[ \begin{array}{l}
\text{asyllabic} \\
\text{low} \\
\text{high}
\end{array} \right] \C_P E R S O N \quad \{2 \left[ \begin{array}{l}
[-\text{syllabic}] \\
[+\text{syllabic}]
\end{array} \right] \} \} \} \\
\text{(a)} \\
\text{(b)}
\end{align*}
\]

Part (a) specifies that a [+high] segment is deleted if it is the stem-initial segment and the preceding prefix is a single segment, specified the same for syllability. By \(2 \left[ \right]_2\), /i/ is deleted following a PERSON prefix consisting of /a/ and preceding a consonant. By the remainder of part (a) a stem-initial /i/ preceding another vowel and following a PERSON prefix consisting of a single vowel is deleted. Part (b) deletes a segment preceding a stem when the stem-initial segment is identically specified for syllability. That is, the /r/ of 3/PERSON/MASCULINE is deleted before consonants and the vowels of the remaining PERSON prefixes are deleted before vowels. Thus the deletion rule correctly yields the following derivations:
(129) **Underlying form** | **Surface form**
---|---
no + iNki + ni | nîNkîni
1P + peanut + POSSESSIVE | my peanut
pi + oNko + ni | poNkôni
2P + edible plant + POSSESSIVE | your edible plant
ir + mapi + ni | imâpîni
3PM + rock + POSSESSIVE | your rock
o + ana + ni | anânî
3PF + black dye + POSSESSIVE | her black dye
a + oNko + ni | oNkôni
1PI + edible plant + POSSESSIVE | our edible plant
a + iNki + ni | aNkîni
1PI + peanut + POSSESSIVE | our peanut
o + iirisi + ni | oîrisîti
3PF + new leaf + POSSESSIVE | her new leaf
o + iNki + ni | iNkîni
3PF + peanut + POSSESSIVE | her peanut

**SPIRANTIZATION**

We may observe, however, two optional processes related to the 3/PERSON/MASCUCLINE prefix which are not handled by the rule. First, any noun or verb beginning with a vowel exhibits the following types of variation when preceded by this prefix:

(130) iřîNkîni (or) riNkîni (or) hiNkîni | his peanut
iranani (or) ranani (or) hanani | his black dye
irîri (or) riri (or) hiri | he will drink
iroke (or) rooki (or) hooki | he will abandon
irağağıki (or) rağağıki (or) hağağıki | he will step
The same speaker uses some of the variable forms for the same word. Though there might be some conditioning based on discourse or sociolinguistic considerations, we may formulate the following as an optional rule to account for the variation:

(131)  

\[
\begin{array}{c|cccccc}
\text{12} & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

OPTIONAL

\[ \rightarrow 1 2 \varnothing 4 5 6 \]

OPTIONAL

\[ \rightarrow 1 2 \varnothing [-\text{consonantal}] 5 6 \]

Since the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix \text{ir-} is the only prefix of the shape VC-, we need not specify any additional features in the structural description of the rule.

The second optional process involving the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix applies exclusively to verbs. Note the following variable pronunciations of verbs which begin with [+continuant] consonants:

(132)

\begin{align*}
\text{misitaaN\text{\text{"u}}} & \quad \text{to dream} \\
\text{imisiti} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{himisiti} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{rimisiti} & \quad \text{he will} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{imisitaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{himisitaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{rimisitaki} & \quad \text{he has} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{niNtaaN\text{\text{"u}}} & \quad \text{to want} \\
\text{iniNti} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hiniNti} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{riniNti} & \quad \text{he will} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{iniNtaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hiniNtaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{riniNtaki} & \quad \text{he has} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{sirikaaN\text{\text{"u}}} & \quad \text{to sew} \\
\text{isiriki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hisiriki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{risiriki} & \quad \text{he will} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{isirikaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hisirikaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{risirikaki} & \quad \text{he has} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{ni\text{\text{"u}}} & \quad \text{to construct} \\
\text{i\text{\text{"u}}} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hi\text{\text{"u}}} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{ri\text{\text{"u}}} & \quad \text{he will} \quad \underline{\quad} \\
\text{i\text{\text{"u}}kaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{hi\text{\text{"u}}kaki} \quad (\text{or}) \quad \text{ri\text{\text{"u}}kaki} & \quad \text{he has} \quad \underline{\quad}
\end{align*}
But no such variation is observed on verbs beginning with obstruents or on nouns:

\[
\begin{align*}
(133) & \quad \text{čikaanačhi} & \text{to cut} \\
& \quad \text{inčhiki} & \quad \text{*hińčhiki} & \quad \text{*rińčhiki} & \quad \text{he will cut} \\
& \quad \text{ičhikaki} & \quad \text{*hičhikaki} & \quad \text{*ričhikaki} & \quad \text{he has cut} \\
& \quad \text{mapi} & \quad \text{rock} \\
& \quad \text{imapini} & \quad \text{*himapini} & \quad \text{*rimapini} & \quad \text{his rock}
\end{align*}
\]

The data in (132) and (133) are suggestive of several possible analyses. At first glance it might appear advantageous to collapse whatever rule will generate these forms with the main prefix deletion rule (128). The optionality of these forms in comparison to the regularity of the deletion rule would, however, present formidable problems in collapsing the two.

We might formulate a separate rule to account for the data in (132) and (133), optionally inserting the /r/ or /h/ before the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix when it precedes a verb stem beginning with a continuant consonant. However, the optionality of both this process and (131), the structural similarity of the two formulations, and the fact that the morpheme involved is the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE in both cases, all argue for collapsing the two into a single rule. With the use of angled brackets and braces the two processes may be collapsed by the following optional rule which metathesizes the segments of the prefix in the appropriate environment:
OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION

\[ [+\text{syllicab}] [-\text{syllicab}] \]
\[ \{ \langle \text{VERB} \rangle \}
\[ [+]\text{syllicab}] \]
\[ 12 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad \}
\[ 5 \quad 6 \quad \}

OPTIONAL \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad \{ \langle 4 \quad 3 \rangle \}
\quad \{ 0 \quad 4 \}
\quad 5 \quad 6

OPTIONAL \quad 1 \quad 2 \quad [+]\text{-consonantal} \quad [-\text{aspirated}] \quad (3) \quad 5 \quad 6
\quad 4

i.e. The prefix \text{ir-} may optionally lose its vowel preceding a stem-initial vowel or, preceding an initial continuant consonant of a verb stem, may metathesize the segments of the prefix. The /r/ may then become /h/.

The above rule correctly derives the following surface structures:

(135) \text{ir + niNt + i} \quad \text{3PM + want + FUTURE}
\text{riniNti} \quad \text{he will want}
\text{(or)}
\text{hiniNti} \quad \text{OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION}
\text{(or)}
\text{iniNti} \quad \text{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION}
\text{(or)}

\text{ir + ak + i} \quad \text{3PM + answer + FUTURE}
\text{iraki} \quad \text{he will answer}
\text{(or)}
\text{raki} \quad \text{OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION}
\text{(or)}
\text{haki}
WEAKENING

Also among the processes which occur from prefixation is a weakening rule involving [-POSSESSED] nouns and the causative prefix of the verb derivation. Consider the following alternations among nouns, contrasting the normally possessed items (i.e. those marked [+POSSESSED] in the lexicon) with those not normally possessed. Nouns which are not normally possessed (those marked [-POSSESSED] in the lexicon) change an initial /p/ to /w/ in GENITIVE constructions, while normally possessed nouns show no such alternation.

(136) [-POSSESSED] [+POSSESSED]

pačhaka  gourd  paNkoči  house
nOwačhakati  my  nopaNko  my
piwačhakati  your  pipaNko  your
iwačhakati  his  ipaNko  his
Owačhakati  her  opaNko  her
aWačhakati  our  apaNko  our

porita  small hen  poričhi  thigh
nOworitati  my  noporì  my
piworitati  your  pipori  your
iworitati  his  ipori  his
OWoritati  her  opori  her
aworitati  our  apori  our

pito  monkey (muemuqui)  pitOčhi  canoe
nOWitonì  my  nopito  my
piwitonì  your  pipito  your
iWitonì  his  ipito  his
OWitonì  her  opito  her
awitonì  our  apito  our

Likewise, normally unpossessed nouns beginning with /k/ have alternations beginning with /y/ in genitive constructions:
(137) [-POSSESSED]                      [+POSSESSED]
kanari  wild turkey  kiNg\'hi  neck
noyanariti  my ___  nokiNg\'hi  my ___
piyanariti  your ___  pikiNg\'hi  your ___
iyanariti  his ___  ikiNg\'hi  his ___
oyanariti  her ___  okiNg\'hi  her ___
ayanariti  our ___  akiNg\'hi  our ___
kosiri  white monkey  ko\'ghi  walking cane
noyosiriti  my ___  noko\'gi  my ___
piyosiriti  your ___  piko\'gi  your ___
iyosiriti  his ___  iko\'gi  his ___
oyosiriti  her ___  oko\'gi  her ___
ayosiriti  our ___  ako\'gi  our ___
kimi  squash  kin\'ghi  intestinal worm
noyimini  my ___  nokini  my ___
piyimini  your ___  pikini  your ___
iyimini  his ___  ikini  his ___
oyimini  her ___  okini  her ___
ayimini  our ___  akiini  our ___
kiNtiro  large armadillo  kiNpitaNg\'hi  ear
noyINTiroti  my ___  nokiNpita  my ___
piyINTiroti  your ___  pikiNpita  your ___
iyINTiroti  his ___  ikiNpita  his ___
oyINTiroti  her ___  okiNpita  her ___
ayINTiroti  our ___  akiNpita  our ___

Finally, observe that for those normally unpossessed forms beginning with the sequence /ki/ plus non-nasal consonants the stem-initial consonant is lost entirely:
Prefix Morphophonemics

(138) [-POSSESSED]    [+POSSESSED]

kithapī needle   kithokinīhi  seed
noithapiti  my ___  nokithoki  my ___
pilithapiti  your ___  pilithoki  your ___
iithapiti  his ___  ikithoki  his ___
oithapiti  her ___  okithoki  her ___
aithapiti  our ___  akithoki  our ___

kiri  palm (pifayo)  kirighi  nose
noirini  my ___  nokiri  my ___
pilirini  your ___  piliri  your ___
iririni  his ___  ikiri  his ___
oirini  her ___  okiri  her ___
airini  our ___  akiri  our ___

The above examples clearly illustrate that the weakening process applies to the regular nouns beginning with /p/ or /k/, but not to those nouns marked [+POSSESSED]. Note that no other initial consonants demonstrate this weakening among the regular [-POSSESSED] nouns:

(139) [-POSSESSED]    my ___

toniro  notoniroti  palm (aquaje)
ğiri  ногирини  tar
čokori  nočokoriti  armadillo
thoNki  nothoNkini  small ant
ğhiri  noğhirini  water snake
čhoNpi  nočhoNpini  white bird
saNko  nosaNkoni  sugar cane
ciya  nočiyani  palm (ungurahui)
mapi  nomapini  rock
niroNto  noniroNtoti  bee
hito  nohitoni  small spider
We may further observe that the process must be considered weakening and not strengthening. That is, the underlying forms in question must begin with /p/ and /k/, and not /w/ and /y/, evidenced by the existence of nouns beginning with the glides. For example, *yaarato* black bee maintains the glide in isolation as well as in the genitival forms:

(140) noyaaratoti my black bee  
piyaaratoti your black bee  
iyaaratoti his black bee  
oyaaratoti her black bee  
ayaaratoti our black bee

Observe also the following alternations demonstrating the same weakening process following the derivational causative prefix *o*- of the verb stem:

(141) piiNkaaNghi to submerge  
oWiiNkaaNghi to dunk (cause to submerge)

parvaaNghi to fall  
oWaryaaNghi to drop (cause to fall)

Contrast this with PERSON prefixes instead of the causative, directly preceding verb roots beginning with /p/ or /k/. Here no such weakening process occurs:

(142) parvaaNghi to fall  
 pinataaNghi to pay  
 kaimaaNghi to call  
 kitataaNghi to bury  

noparyaaki I have fallen  
nopinatakiri I have paid him  
nokaimakiri I have called him  
nokitatakiro I have buried it

We must thus formulate the weakening rule using bracketing with reference to the causative and [-POSSESSED] noun. Before the rule is formulated, however, consider a final set of examples which have bearing on its domain.
(143) komataaNg\text{hi} to paddle
nokomatakiro I have paddled it
koma\text{\textwoNg} hi paddle (noun)
noyoma\text{\textwo} my paddle

kimitaaNg\text{hi} scrape
nokimitakiro I have scraped it
kimiriNg\text{hi} scraped manioc
noyimiri my scraped manioc

As noted in Chapter II, when a verb is nominalized by the
derivational suffix -\text{\textwo} (underlying /-ro/) or -\text{\textri}, the resultant
derived noun stem is marked [+POSSESSED]. The bracketing of
such a derived noun would be:

(144) NOUN[ VERB[kimi] VERB ri] NOUN

However, these derived nouns behave like the [-POSSESSED] nouns,
undergoing the weakening process, as the above examples show.
We are thus compelled to specify in the weakening rule, in
addition to causatives and [-POSSESSED] nouns, a bracketing
representing the above derived nouns. The rule encompassing all
of this is formulated as follows:
i.e. /p/ and /k/ are weakened to /w/ and /y/ respectively, following a vowel, when they (/p/ and /k/) are stem-initial on [-POSSESSED] nouns and nominalized verbs or on verbs when preceded by the causative (according to 2 2 ). Furthermore, preceding a sequence of vowel plus non-nasal consonant, a stem initial /k/ is deleted following a vowel when in the same grammatical environments (according to 1 1 ).
LABIAL ASSIMILATION

I briefly mentioned above the derivational suffix -wo in komawoNghi paddle as having the underlying form /-ro/ but gave no further explanation. Compare the form of the derivational suffix following /a/ in the above example to g'ikomiroNghi hook for picking fruit, where it follows /i/. The latter example is derived from the verb g'iko + mi hook fruit. Other examples exhibiting this alternation follow:

(146)  
\[ \text{g'ikaaNghi} \] to cut  
\[ \text{noN'chikiri} \] I will cut him  
\[ \text{noN'chikiro} \] I will cut her  
\[ \text{g'hipataaNghi} \] to accompany  
\[ \text{noq'hipatari} \] I accompanied him  
\[ \text{noq'hipatawo} \] I accompanied her

The underlying form of the 3/PERSON/FEMININE suffix is -ro rather than -wo since a rule weakening /r/ intervocally and assimilating it in labiality to /o/ is more phonetically plausible than a rule such as \[ W \rightarrow r / i \]. The rule is thus formulated for labial assimilation as follows:

(147) LABIAL ASSIMILATION

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\{+\text{consonantal}\} \\
\{+\text{sonorant}\} \\
\{\text{nasal}\} \\
\{\text{-high}\}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\{\text{-consonantal}\} \\
\{+\text{syllabic}\} / \{+\text{syllabic}\} \\
\{+\text{labial}\} \\
\{\text{-high}\} \\
\{+\text{labial}\}
\end{array} \]

i.e. /r/ becomes /\text{w}/ following a non-high vowel and preceding /o/.

Observe that the formulation of the rule using the feature \{-high\} in the structural description to specify /a/ makes predictions concerning /o/ as well. Though there are no alternations demonstrating the latter as a conditioning factor, the INTERVOCALIC CONSTRAINT (115) of syllable structure earlier
formulated, specifies no occurrence of /oro/. So that the rule also represents this distributional limitation, the feature [-high] is preferred over [+low].

FORMULATING THE DELETION RULE

The class of [+POSSESSED] nouns forms one other exception to the regularities of prefix morphophonemics heretofore described. Consider the following normally possessed nouns compared to similar [-POSSESSED] nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[+POSSESSED]</th>
<th>[-POSSESSED]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iigini'ghi  foot</td>
<td>iirisiti  new leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noigi  my ___</td>
<td>niirisiti  my ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piigi  your ___</td>
<td>piirisiti  your ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii'gi  his ___</td>
<td>iiriirisiti  his ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oigi  her ___</td>
<td>oirisiti  her ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai'gi  our ___</td>
<td>airisiti  our ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iithokini'ghi  egg</td>
<td>iiriki  green, unripe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noithokii  my ___</td>
<td>niirikiti  my ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piithokii  your ___</td>
<td>piirikiti  your ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iiithokii  his ___</td>
<td>iiriirikiti  his ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oithokii  her ___</td>
<td>oirikiti  her ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aithokii  our ___</td>
<td>airikiti  our ___</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We may observe in the above data that the 1/PERSON and 3/PERSON/MASCULINE forms of a [+POSSESSED] noun do not adhere to the previously formulated deletion rule, while the 2/PERSON, 3/PERSON/FEMININE and 1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE behave as expected. Thus for those [+POSSESSED] nouns beginning with /ii/ we may write rules deriving the irregular 1/PERSON and 3/PERSON/MASCULINE GENITIVE forms. An approximation of the rule deriving the 1/PERSON GENITIVE forms may be expressed as follows:
Prefix Morphophonemics

\[(149)\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
[+\text{high}] \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{PERSON} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NOUN} \\
[+\text{POSSESSED}] \\
\end{array}
\]

The rule deriving the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE GENITIVE forms might be approximated informally as follows:

\[(150)\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
C \rightarrow \emptyset / \text{PERSON} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
V \\
[+\text{high}] \rightarrow \text{PERSON} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NOUN} \\
[+\text{POSSESSED}] \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that the latter rule only intermediately derives the surface structure of a form such as \textit{jījī his foot}. The rule as stated will give the following derivation: \textit{ir + jījī → j + jījī}. But we might allow this to be the input of the main deletion rule (128), by which the first /i/ of the stem would be deleted to give the correct surface form \textit{jījī}.

Comparing these two rules with the main deletion previously discussed, we find that the structural descriptions and structural change are similar due to the fact that they are capturing a similar process, thus compelling us to collapse the rules. The collapsing could be achieved utilizing angled brackets to insure a disjunctive ordering by which those irregular grammatically specified environments must precede the corresponding simpler and more regular ones. We might thus attempt a formulation of a general deletion rule for the PERSON prefixes collapsing the above with the main deletion rule. An approximation follows:
Part (a) of the above formulation (expansion including $\langle 2 \rangle_2$) specifies that the first of geminate /ii/ is deleted in a [+POSSESSED] noun following the 1/PERSON prefix. The expansion not including $\langle 2 \rangle_2$ provides that an initial /i/ of a root is deleted following a PERSON prefix consisting of a [-high] vowel (i.e. /a/ or /o/) when the /i/ is geminate. The expansion including $\langle 3 \rangle_3$ specifies that a stem-initial /i/ is deleted following a PERSON prefix /a/ and preceding a consonant. By part (b) the /r/ of the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE prefix is deleted preceding a [+POSSESSED] noun which begins with /ii/. In part (c), a final segment of the PERSON prefix is deleted when the initial segment of the stem has identical specification for syllabicity. The /r/ of the 3/PERSON/MASCULINE is deleted preceding consonants, and the vowels of the other PERSON prefixes are deleted preceding vowels.

The collapsing of the rules into the above formulation presents a dilemma in manner of rule application. According to generally accepted theory of rule notation, when subparts of a rule are ordered disjunctively (i.e. with angled brackets or parentheses), the second part of a disjunctive set may not apply to a given string if the first part has. Consider, then, how the rule will apply to a form such as \textit{i}r + \textit{ii}gi (3/PERSON/ MASCULINE + foot/[+POSSESSED]). The underlying representation first meets the structural description of part (b) of the rule and will yield an intermediate form, \textit{i} + \textit{ii}gi. Since (b) of the disjunctively ordered section (b) and (c) has applied, then (c) may not apply in the present application of the rule. But the intermediate derivation, above, is now left stranded. To continue its derivation we might try adopting a convention such as left-to-right iterative rule application. This would insure that since the next segment in the string meets the structural description of part (a), it would apply to derive the correct surface form, \textit{i} + \textit{igi} his foot.
The dilemma arises in that in such a left-to-right iterative application, part (a) will want to apply to that form again since the next segment also fits the structural description. Thus the incorrect output would be *igli.

The problem with right-to-left iterative application of part (a) is also evident in a derivation such as the following:

\[(152) \quad a + \text{iirisi} + \text{ni} \quad \text{IPI + new leaf + POSSESSIVE} \]
\[\quad \emptyset \quad \text{by part (a) of the deletion rule} \]
\[\quad \emptyset \quad \text{by part (a) of the deletion rule} \]
\[\quad \text{*arisiti}^7 \quad \text{our new leaf} \]

Contrast the above derivation with a derivation such as

\[a + \text{iNki} + \text{ni(1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE)} + \text{peanut + GENITIVE + aNKini} \]

*our peanut*, in which part (a) must apply. The pair shows that our proposed iterative scheme will not work here.

We must then retreat from the notion of iterative application to the commonly employed convention of simultaneous application of a given rule to a given string. But this requires removing part (b) from the deletion rule, and stating it as a separate rule deleting both segments of the 3/PERSON/MASULINE prefix in a single application.

With the delinquent part (b) removed we may now finally formulate the main deletion rule involving segments of the prefixes, as follows:

---

7The derivation of the POSSESSIVE suffix is discussed in the section on GENITIVE ALTERNATIONS later in this chapter. See GENITIVE STRENGTHENING (163).
(153) PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION:

\[
\left[ \text{asyllabic} \right]_{1}^{<+\text{high}>_{1}} \rightarrow \emptyset /
\]

\[
\left\{ \left\langle [-\text{syllabic}] \right\rangle_{2}^{<\text{low}>_{3}} \text{PERSON} \right\rangle_{1}^{<1/\text{PERSON}>_{2}} \left\langle \text{NOUN} \right\rangle_{2}^{<+\text{POSSESSED}>_{2}} \right\rangle_{3}^{<[+\text{syllabic}]_{3}>}
\]

\[
\left\{ \right\rangle_{2}^{<\text{asyllabic} +\text{high}>_{2}} \right\rangle_{1}
\]

\[
\text{PERSON} \left[ \text{asyllabic} \right]
\]

i.e. (a) (expansion including \(_{3}^{<>_{3}}\)): a stem-initial /i/ is deleted following the PERSON prefix /a/ and preceding a consonant. (expansion including \(_{2}^{<>_{2}}\)): the first of geminate /ii/s is deleted in a [+POSSESSED] noun following the 1/PERSON prefix. (expansion not including \(_{2}^{<>_{2}}\)): an initial /i/ of a root is deleted following a PERSON prefix consisting of a single vowel. (b) A final segment of the person prefix is deleted when the initial segment of the stem has identical specification for syllability. The /r/ of 3/PERSON/MASCULINE is deleted preceding consonants, and the vowel of other PERSON prefixes is deleted preceding vowels.
With the above rule formulated, we may observe its interaction with WEAKENING. The following derivation illustrates how PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION necessarily feeds WEAKENING:

\[(154) \quad \text{ir} + \text{kanari} + \text{ni} \quad 3\text{PM} + \text{wild turkey} + \text{POSSESSIVE} \]
\[\emptyset \quad \text{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION} \]
\[\text{y} \quad \text{WEAKENING} \]
\[\text{iyanariti} \quad \text{his wild turkey} \]

Since a reverse order would incorrectly block the application of WEAKENING, the following ordering statement is called for:

\[(155) \quad \text{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION} \quad \downarrow \quad \text{WEAKENING} \]

Part (b) removed from the main deletion rule may now have the following formulation:

\[(156) \quad \text{IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION} \]
\[\quad [+\text{syllabic}] \quad [-\text{syllabic}] \quad \text{PERSON NOUN} \quad \left[\left(\left[+\text{syllabic}\right]\right)^2\right] \quad [+\text{POSSESSED}] \]
\[\quad 1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \]
\[\quad \rightarrow \emptyset \quad 3 \quad 4 \quad 5 \]

i.e. \text{ir-} (3/PERSON/MASCULINE) is deleted preceding a [+POSSESSED] noun beginning with /ii/. The input or output of IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION such as the form \text{ir + iigi his foot + iigi} will not now meet the structural description of PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION, so no ordering relationship exists between these rules. The input of IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION does, however, meet the structural description of OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION and with the latter applying first would yield the following ungrammatical derivation: \text{ir + iigi} (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + foot) → *riigi or *hiigi. An ordering
statement is therefore necessary to insure that IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION applies before OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION. The statement ordering the two rules is as follows:

(157) IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION

\[ \rightarrow \]

OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION

GENITIVE ALTERNATIONS

The PERSON prefixes exhibit co-occurrence restrictions with the GENITIVE suffixes as described in Chapter II. Throughout the previous discussion, the alternations of these suffixes have been appearing unexplained in the data. The following examples illustrate the distribution of the alternations of the POSSESSIVE suffix:

(158) NOUN \[ my \]

\begin{align*}
\text{mii} & \quad \text{nomiini} \quad \text{otter} \\
\text{soo} & \quad \text{nosooni} \quad \text{loth} \\
\text{itho} & \quad \text{nithoni} \quad \text{swallow (bird)} \\
\text{mapi} & \quad \text{nomapini} \quad \text{rock} \\
\text{gh\textsuperscript{i}Nki} & \quad \text{no\textsuperscript{g}hiNkini} \quad \text{eel} \\
\text{korya} & \quad \text{noyoryani} \quad \text{manioc worm}
\end{align*}

Noun stems with two vowels occur with -\textit{ni} as shown above. Those noun stems with more than two vowels productively take the alternation -\textit{ti}, as illustrated below:

(159) NOUN \[ my \]

\begin{align*}
\text{maini} & \quad \text{nomainiti} \quad \text{bear} \\
\text{th\textsuperscript{o}Nkiri} & \quad \text{noth\textsuperscript{o}Nkiriti} \quad \text{hummingbird} \\
\text{manaasa\textsuperscript{w}o} & \quad \text{nomanaasa\textsuperscript{w}oti} \quad \text{turtle} \\
\text{\v{c}hiri\textsuperscript{w}ito} & \quad \text{no\v{c}hiri\textsuperscript{w}itoti} \quad \text{kingfisher}
\end{align*}
An initial approximation of the rule capturing this grammatically and phonologically conditioned process is the following:

\[(+\text{consonantal}) \rightarrow [+\text{nasal}] / [(C)V((N)C)V]\text{NOUN POSSESSIVE[—]}

The phonetic rationale for such a rule is somewhat difficult to ascertain. However, the productivity of the \(-\text{ti}\) alternation (e.g. it is consistently used with borrowed words consisting of more than two vowels) together with the absolute regularity with which \(-\text{ni}\) is found on nouns with two vowels or less, compels us to formulate such.

The NON/POSSESSIVE suffix, which denotes a thing usually possessed but without reference to a possessor, demonstrates a similar alternation that distinguishes between number of vowels in the root. The following examples illustrate its occurrence:

\[(161) \text{ NON/POSSESSIVE} \quad \text{my} \quad ____
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
nô\text{ghi} & \quad \text{noni} & \quad \text{lice} \\
poo\text{ghi} & \quad \text{nopo} & \quad \text{face} \\
to\text{nôki} & \quad \text{nokoNki} & \quad \text{bone} \\
\text{čira} & \quad \text{nočhira} & \quad \text{lip} \\
\text{čiti} & \quad \text{nočiti} & \quad \text{intestines} \\
\text{wai} & \quad \text{nöwairo} & \quad \text{name} \\
\text{simori} & \quad \text{nosimori} & \quad \text{saliva} \\
i\text{rapa} & \quad \text{nirapana} & \quad \text{liver}
\end{align*}
\]

The only time the two suffixes co-occur is to denote possession of a normally possessed object that is apart from its original owner. Thus \text{nociitoNghi} my intestines refers to the intestines from a butchered animal now in my possession. Whereas the \(-\text{Nghi}\) alternation occurred with the three vowel roots in the simple unpossessed form, when it occurs in the
"repossessed" formation preceding the POSSESSIVE suffix, the -ŋhi alternation occurs.

It has been demonstrated that derived nouns such as komaŵonŋhi paddle from koma to paddle are marked [+POSSESSED]. These take the -ŋhi alternation as expected for stems longer than two vowels. A less frequent noun derivation employing the nominalizer -miNto behaves irregularly with regard to the alternation in question. For example, maamiNtoŋhi mosquito net and toNkamiNtoŋhi gun are marked [+POSSESSED] as the other derivational nouns are but unexpectedly occur with the -ŋhi alternation.

We may roughly characterize the two types of derived nouns as distinguishing between items obtained from outside the culture (e.g. mosquito nets and guns, those taking -miNto nominalizer) and those things native to the culture (e.g. paddles, hooked poles for picking fruits, hunting blinds, etc.; i.e. those taking the -ro). Correspondingly we might consider a constituent as having two categories: [+NATIVE] to designate -ro, and [-NATIVE] to designate -miNto. The rule deriving the -ŋhi/-ŋhi alternations of NON/POSSESSIVE would then include the grammatical bracket designating the [-NATIVE] nominalizer.

An approximation of the rule capturing the alternations follows:8

---

8Abbreviating devices are utilized to indicate syllable structure where place and manner features are not needed. Thus C = [-syllabic], V = [+syllabic] and N = [-consonantal, +nasal]. The symbol X denotes any segment which may occur in the given string, unless restricted by an explicit condition.
(162) \([-\text{consonantal}]^+\text{nasal}\) \[\to \varnothing /\]

\[
\{\text{nominalizer}^+[+\text{NATIVE}]\}
\[
[(((C)V((N)C))V]\text{NOUN}\}
on/\text{POSSESSIVE}[^-X] \quad \text{POSSESSIVE}\}
\[
\langle X\rangle
\]

Again, the phonetic motivation of the process captured by the above rule is rather difficult to imagine. That is, why should the syllable structure affect segments in such a way as these rules specify?

The placement of stress in Axininca, as described in Payne and Payne (to appear), may give some indication of the phonetic motivation of the rules (though at this state they have become almost exclusively grammatical).

Payne and Payne demonstrate that stress placement is a low level phonetic phenomenon in Axininca based on a strength scale of syllables, without any reference to grammatical brackets or a cycle. Accordingly, CVN and CVV syllables are generally strong and have some degree of stress, while CV syllables are generally weak and correspondingly unstressed. The normal stress pattern for words with only CV syllables is for every alternate syllable to be stressed beginning with the second syllable. The strong syllables perturb this pattern by taking stress when not in these patterns. Thus if a grammatical category such as GENITITIVE required stress on the preceding syllable, inserting an \(/N/\) to make that syllable strong would be a way to insure that it was stressed. The \(-ni/-ti\) POSSESSIVE alternation cannot likewise be related to syllable strength (in fact, this alternation is reportedly suppletive in the Ashaninca dialect). The \(-ni/-ti\) alternation appears to have analogized to the
distribution of NON/POSSESSIVES in Axininca. This is understandable since the two constituents have such similar functions and distribution. Given this probability and the structural similarity between the two approximations, the rules governing the POSSESSIVE and NON/POSSESSIVE alternations ought to be collapsed.

For our initial approximations, we considered -ti and -Nghi, respectively, as the underlying forms because doing so makes for rules with fewer features. Since we are to collapse the two rules, and since the probable phonetic motivation historically was syllable strengthening, the collapsed formulation will invert our initial approximations, thus considering -ni and -ghi as the underlying forms. The rule formulated as follows has no ordered relation to the other rules of Axininca phonology:
A word-final NON/POSSESSIVE suffix -\(\tilde{g}h\) inserts an /N/ to precede it when it is preceded by the [+NATIVE] nominalizer (\(-\tilde{g}h\)) or when preceded by a noun consisting of more than two vowels. Likewise, the nasal consonant of the POSSESSIVE suffix becomes /t/ when following a noun consisting of more than two vowels or when following the NON/POSSESSIVE suffix.
CHAPTER V
EPENTHESIS AND RELATED PROCESSES

EPENTHESIS

Having specified the rules which deal with morphophonemic interaction related to the PERSON prefixes, let us turn to the more general epenthetically processes introduced at the beginning of Chapter III. To correctly derive \textit{komataan\textgreek{h}i} to paddle from \textit{koma + aaNg\textgreek{hi}} (paddle + INFINITIVE), we need a rule inserting /t/ between two vowels coming together at morpheme boundaries. To correctly derive \textit{\textgreek{ch}ikapirotaan\textgreek{h}i} to cut it well from \textit{\textgreek{ch}ik + piro + aaNg\textgreek{hi}} (cut + VERITY + INFINITIVE), an additional rule is needed to epenthesice /a/ between two consonants.\(^9\) A first approximation at formulating a rule combining the two similar processes follows:

\[(164) \quad \emptyset \rightarrow \text{[syllabic]} \quad \text{[+low]} \quad \text{[syllabic]} \quad \text{[-aspirated]} \quad \text{[-delayed]} \quad \text{[-high]} \quad \text{[-back]} \quad \text{[-labial]} \quad \text{[+non-syllabic]} \quad \text{[+syllabic]} \]

Consider the application of this proposed rule to the following forms involving suffixes of the verb MODAL:

\(^9\)Numerous examples of these and other processes discussed in the remainder of the chapter may be found in the AUXILIARY PARADIGM and VERB PARADIGM in Appendix B.
(165)
iNkomati + i + N + koma + i
he will paddle 3PM + FUTURE + paddle + FUTURE

iNkomataati + i + N + koma + aa + i
he will paddle again 3PM + FUTURE + paddle + REPETITIVE + FUTURE

iNkomakotki + i + N + koma + ako + i
he will paddle for 3PM + FUTURE + paddle + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PF

iNkomakotaatiro + i + N + koma + ako + aa + i + ro
he will paddle for it again 3PM + FUTURE + paddle + DATIVE + REPETITIVE + FUTURE

iNčhiki + i + N + čhik + i
he will cut 3PM + FUTURE + cut + FUTURE

iNčhikaati + i + N + čhik + aa + i
he will cut again 3PM + FUTURE + cut + REPETITIVE + FUTURE

iNčhikakoti + i + N + čhik + ako + i
he will cut for 3PM + FUTURE + cut + DATIVE + FUTURE

iNčhikakotaatiro + i + N + čhik + ako + aa + i + ro
he will cut for it again 3PM + FUTURE + cut + DATIVE + REPETITIVE + FUTURE + 3PF

The epenthesis rule applies to a string such as
i + N + koma + ako + aa + i (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + FUTURE + paddle + DATIVE + REPETITIVE + FUTURE) at three places in the string. This multiple application to the same string could be considered as iterative or simultaneous. Since we have observed the incorrect effects of a left-to-right iterative application of the PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION to a form such as the previously discussed a + iirisi + ni (1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE + new leaf +
POSSESSIVE ) (152), we are assuming a simultaneous application principle for the phonology of Axininca.

Consider now the inclusion of morpheme boundaries (+) in the structural description of the epenthesis rule. The features of the rule that epenthesizes an /a/ between two consonants, such as i + N + čhík + píro + i (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + FUTURE + cut + VERITY + FUTURE) \rightarrow iNčhikapiroti he will cut it well, might just as well be specified without the morpheme boundaries since two such consonants will only come together at morpheme boundaries.

However, the collapsing of consonant epenthesis with vowel epenthesis necessitates the inclusion of morpheme boundaries, since there are numerous vowel sequences where consonant epenthesis occurs which are identical, except for the placement of morpheme boundaries, to vowel sequences which do not epenthesis (i.e. which are acceptable surface structures). For example, no + naa + píro + i + ro (1/PERSON + chew + VERITY + FUTURE + 3/PERSON/FEMININE) will not epenthesizes a /t/ between the two /a/s, while no + na + ak + i + ro (1/PERSON + carry + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3/PERSON/FEMININE) will epenthesizes a /t/ between the two /a/s. Thus the surface forms of the two are nonaatiro I will chew it well and nonatakiro I have carried it, respectively, the crucial difference being the placement of a morpheme boundary in the underlying form. For these reasons the boundaries must be represented in the rule.

The epenthesis rule as now formulated has some peculiar ordering interactions with PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION as noted in the previous discussion of this rule. For a form such as the familiar a + iiriṣi + ni (1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE + new leaf + POSSESSIVE) (152), if epenthesis were allowed to apply before PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION, the incorrect *atiiriṣiti would be derived. We might thus consider extrinsically ordering epenthesis to follow the deletion rule. But for this form epenthesis
would even apply to the output of PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION as the
following derivation illustrates:

(166)  a + iirisi + ni
       \[ 1PI + new \ leaf + POSSESSIVE \]
       \[ \emptyset \]
       \[ +t+ \]
       \[ *atirisiti \]
       \[ \text{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION} \]
       \[ \text{epenthesis (as now formulated)} \]
       \[ \text{our new leaf} \]

Since either ordering yields an incorrect derivation we are compelled to reformulate the epenthesis rule. The most obvious modification would be to introduce grammatical bracketing into the rule, since it appears that epenthesis is the preferred manner of breaking up unacceptable clusters following the root, while deletion is the preferred manner of breaking up unacceptable clusters preceding the root. We may thus introduce a bracketing of the following sort into the structural description as follows:

(167)  / ]VERB X [asyllabic] ___ [asyllabic]

where X contains no ##

Simply stated with the category VERB, the rule would specify that the epenthesis process would not apply to strings constituting the suffixal morphology of nouns and adverbs, nor could it apply with prefixes. This indeed appears to be the case, as the following examples utilizing a productive pluralizing DIMINUTIVE from the noun inflection illustrate:

(168)  hitoiriki  hito + iriki
       \[ \text{small spiders} \]
       \[ \text{spider + DIMINUTIVE} \]

mapiiriki  mapi + iriki
       \[ \text{small rocks} \]
       \[ \text{rock + DIMINUTIVE} \]

anairiki  ana + iriki
       \[ \text{small black dye plants} \]
       \[ \text{black dye plant + DIMINUTIVE} \]
Furthermore, the following nouns derived from verbs behave like the nouns rather than verbs with regard to epenthesis:

(169) \[ \text{no} + \text{NOUN}^\text{koma} \text{VERB} + \text{ro} \text{NOUN} + \text{iriki} \]

\[ \text{nouma\-oiriki} \quad \text{1P + paddle + nominalizer + DIMINUTIVE} \]
\[ \text{my little paddle} \]

\[ \text{no} + \text{NOUN}^\text{kimi} \text{VERB} + \text{ri} \text{NOUN} + \text{iriki} \]

\[ \text{noumi\-ririki} \quad \text{1P + scrape + nominalizer + DIMINUTIVE} \]
\[ \text{my small scraped manioc} \]

The above examples thus demonstrate that the "X" which is specified in the structural description of the epenthesis rule may contain no major class-changing bracketing (i.e. \text{NOUN}) as well as no word boundary, "##".

The epenthesis rule may then be formulated to include bracketing as follows:

(170) \[ \text{EPENTHESES} \]

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{\[\text{\-syllabic}\]} \\
\text{\[\text{\+low}\]} \\
\text{\[\text{\-aspirated}\]} \\
\text{\[\text{\-delayed}\]} \\
\text{\[\text{\-back}\]} \\
\text{\[\text{\-labial}\]} \\
\end{array} \right\} / \text{VERB} \quad \text{X [\[-\text{syllabic}\] + \[\ldots\] [+\[-\text{syllabic}\]]} \]

where X contains no "## or \text{NOUN}

i.e. in verb suffixation an /a/ is epenthized between consonant clusters at morpheme boundaries and a /t/ is epenthized between vowel clusters at morpheme boundaries.
The rule as formulated does not reflect in any way the unmarked nature of the epenthesized segments. For this reason the structural change is quite bulky in terms of number of features. An adequate theory of markedness should allow us to get by with one feature to the right of the arrow (i.e. something resembling \[ U \alpha \text{ syllabic} \]) since it has been claimed that the /t/ and /a/ are the unmarked members of their respective syllabic classes. As there does not appear to be any comprehensive, unified and generally accepted theory of markedness at the present, I will leave the rule in the formulation given above.

Consider again the relationship between PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION (153) and EPENTHESIS (170) with the specified grammatical bracketing. The latter as now specified will not apply to the output of the deletion rule to give the incorrect *atirisiti from a + iirisi + ni (1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE + new leaf + POSSESSIVE). But the crucial question now is whether both rules need to include the bracketing. We have illustrated that the epenthesis rule requires such, but since it must now be specified with bracketing, does our previous argument about PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION still hold? What would be the effects of not specifying the deletion rule with bracketing?

For a form such as \[ ir + piro + aan\acute{g}hi \] (drink + VERITY + INFINITIVE) the deletion rule would delete the /r/ of the prefix and derive the incorrect *ipirotaaan\acute{g}hi if it contained no grammatical boundary and were ordered first. If, however, we extrinsically order the epenthesis rule preceding the deletion rule, this would block the unwanted application of the latter to the output of the former. For example, the output of the EPENTHESIS rule for the preceding form would be \[ ir + a + piro + t + aan\acute{g}hi \] to drink well, which no longer meets the structural description of the deletion rule. If the bracketing remained in the PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION, of course, no explicit statement of order needs to be made.
Thus the grammar of Axininca must choose between extrinsically ordering a pair of rules or including grammatical bracketing in one of them. For the data at hand, however, we have observed that even if no bracketing is used in PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION in favor of an extrinsic ordering statement, the rule must still contain word and morpheme boundaries. It thus appears that the small step from this to the bracketing solution is justified if it aids us of the ordering statement.

The FUTURE suffix, since it is of the shape -i, will cause /t/ epenthesis when it follows a verb ending in a vowel but will not when the verb ends in a consonant. The following examples illustrate this clearly:

\[
\text{(171) } \begin{align*}
i\text{Npiyotiro} & \quad \text{he will gather it} \\
i\text{Npinatiro} & \quad \text{he will pay her} \\
i\text{Ntasitiro} & \quad \text{he will roast it} \\
i\text{NCHikiro} & \quad \text{he will cut it} \\
i\text{NhONkiro} & \quad \text{he will finish it} \\
i\text{NkaNtiro} & \quad \text{he will say to her}
\end{align*}
\]

It might be contestable, however, in the final example of the above whether the /t/ is a part of the verb kaNt to say or whether the EPENTHESIS rule should be expanded to generate a /t/ in the environment N____V as well. This would employ an underlying form kaN- for the verb. The occurrence of the FUTURE prefix in the shape N- in the underlying form is a precedent to the latter alternative. We may observe, however, that when the verb in question precedes a consonant-initial suffix, an /a/ is epenthized (e.g. kaNtapirotaanNH to say well). The correct underlying form in such cases therefore includes the /t/ (i.e. kaNt).

As previously mentioned, Kindberg (1961.521 and 1975a) posited a system of diacritics for the related Ashaninca dialect, by which each verb and each suffix of the verb inflection is
marked to predict the epenthesis. Let us consider the Axininca cognates of some of the forms which caused him to suggest such a cumbersome mechanism.

(172) nasiyiro
      asiyaaNg’hi
      nasitiro
      asitaaNg’hi

      I will suck it
      to suck
      I will own it
      to own

We would thus posit asiy as the underlying form of the verb to suck and asi as the underlying form of the verb to own. As expected /t/ is epenthesized following asi but not following asiy when either of these is followed by a vowel.

Kindberg (1975.54) presents the following Ashaninca forms for the verbs given above in Axininca: 10

(173) nashiiro
      nasitiro

      yo lo chupo (I suck it)
      yo lo poseo (I own it)

He then posits identical roots for the two verbs but has to mark them with differing diacritics to predict the /t/ epenthesis in the second example, but not the first. Thus what is a purely phonological process in Axininca is given a non-phonological analysis for Ashaninca by Kindberg.

Consider further Axininca examples of the same phenomenon:

(174) čhikaaNg’hi
      iNčhíki
      ičhikaki
      sitoWaaNg’hi
      isitoWí
      isitoWaki

      to cut
      he will cut
      he has cut
      to leave
      he will leave
      he has left

10 Kindberg's transcriptions here are orthographic rather than phonological.
otiyaančhi to hold on
hotiyi he will hold on
hotiyaki he has held on
mitagaančhi to jump
imitai he will jump
imitaaki he has jumped

Wherever Kindberg would posit a verb-final diacritic keeping epenthesis from applying in Ashaninca (e.g. on cognates of the final three sets above), we find that in Axininca the underlying forms of the verbs have final consonants, thus precluding the normal epenthesis of /t/.

VELAR GLIDE MORPHOPHONEMICS

The final set of examples above also demonstrates that when the final consonant of a verb is the velar glide, certain environments call for the deletion of the glide. The process is the phonological rule paralleling the if-then VELAR GLIDE CONSTRAINT (110) specifying possible syllable and word structure. The following forms further elaborate the complicated nature of the alternations:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFINITIVE</td>
<td>NON/FUTURE</td>
<td>PERFECT</td>
<td>REASON</td>
<td>PLURAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to ___</td>
<td>he ___-ED (it)</td>
<td>he has ___-ED (it)</td>
<td>that he ___-ED (it)</td>
<td>they ___-ED (it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čhikaančhi</td>
<td>ičhikiro</td>
<td>ičhikakiro</td>
<td>ičhikaNtawori</td>
<td>ičhikaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agaančhi</td>
<td>hayiro</td>
<td>haakiro</td>
<td>haaNtawori</td>
<td>hagaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tagaančhi</td>
<td>itayiro</td>
<td>itaakiro</td>
<td>itaaNtawori</td>
<td>itagaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iragaančhi</td>
<td>hirayiro</td>
<td>hiraakiro</td>
<td>hiraaNtawori</td>
<td>hiragaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitagaančhi</td>
<td>imitai</td>
<td>imitaaki</td>
<td>imitaanTari</td>
<td>imitagaayini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čhinagaančhi</td>
<td>ičhinairo</td>
<td>ičhinaakiro</td>
<td>ičhinaaNtawori</td>
<td>ičhinagaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oyaagaančhi</td>
<td>hoyaayiro</td>
<td>hoyaagakiro</td>
<td>hoyaagaNtawori</td>
<td>hoyaagaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oWamaagaaNčhi</td>
<td>howamaairo</td>
<td>howamaakiro</td>
<td>howamaaNtawori</td>
<td>howamaagaaiyironi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paNpithagaančhi</td>
<td>ipaNpithaaki</td>
<td>ipaNpithaakki</td>
<td>ipaNpithaaNtari</td>
<td>ipaNpithagaayini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tagaančhi</td>
<td>itaga</td>
<td>itaaka</td>
<td>itaaNtari</td>
<td>itagaaiyani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iragaančhi</td>
<td>hiraga</td>
<td>hiraaka</td>
<td>hiraaNtari</td>
<td>hiragaaiyani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oWamaagaaNčhi</td>
<td>howama</td>
<td>howamaakaka</td>
<td>howamaaNtari</td>
<td>howamaagaaiyani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čhinagaančhi</td>
<td>ičhina</td>
<td>ičhinaakaka</td>
<td>ičhinaaNtari</td>
<td>ičhinagaaiyani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That we must posit /g/ instead of /y/ as the final segment of the underlying forms for the above verbs is confirmed by the following pair:

(176)  INFINITIVE  NON/FUTURE  PERFECT
       kagaanZe^i  nokayi  nokaaki  bring water
       kagaanZe^i  nokayi  nokayaki  hull

If /y/ is posited there would be no regular manner of predicting the alternations containing /g/.

The data in (175) illustrate two processes affecting the surface manifestation of the velar glide. By one process /g/ is fronted to /y/ and by another it is deleted entirely. Columns I and V show that the glide may not be deleted preceding a vowel cluster. The various alternations (or relative lack of them) of the verb oyaag insert indicate that following a vowel cluster the /g/ will not be deleted. Columns III (preceding the PERFECT -ak) and IV (preceding the REASON -ANt) demonstrate the deletion of /g/ in the environment of CV___VC. Thus our approximation of part of the general rule would be the following:

(177)  g → Ø / CV___VC

The alternations preceding the NON/FUTURE suffix give the remaining range of deletion and palatalization possibilities. Note that except for oyaag insert the /g/ is never deleted when it begins a word-final syllable and only one or two syllables precede it, but is deleted when preceded by more than two syllables. We find that this particular distinction between two short syllables (i.e. a vowel) or less, versus more than two short syllables is not an isolated phenomenon in Axininca. Allomorphs of the GENITIVE suffixes are similarly conditioned by number of syllables in the stem, as was seen in the discussion of GENITIVE ALTERNATIONS in Chapter IV.
The rule must delete the /g/ when it occurs more than two vowels (not necessarily contiguous) away from the beginning of the word and is followed by a single vowel plus word boundary, unless, as we observe with oyagaq insert, it is immediately preceded by a long vowel. Such a rule may be approximated by the following formulation:

\[(178) \quad g \to \emptyset / \{V\} V(N)CV \quad \_\_\_ V \#\#\]

We may then collapse the two deletion rules by the use of angled brackets. The rule thus specified formally is as follows:

\[(179) \quad \text{VELAR GLIDE DELETION} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
[-\text{consonantal}] +\text{high} +\text{back} & \to \emptyset / \left\{ \left\langle CV \right\rangle \right\} \quad \_\_\_ V \left\{ \langle C \rangle \right\} \#\# \\
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. /g/ is deleted in the environment CV\_\_VC or following a sequence V(N)CV which is not word-initial and preceding V\#\#.

The other process illustrated by the data, changes /g/ to /y/ preceding /i/. The rule may be formulated as follows:

\[(180) \quad \text{GLIDE FRONTING} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
[-\text{consonantal}] +\text{high} +\text{back} & \to [-\text{back}] / \quad \_\_\_ [-\text{back}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. The velar glide becomes palatal preceding the front vowel.

Stated as economically as this, the rule requires an ordering statement with regard to VELAR GLIDE DELETION. GLIDE FRONTING applying first to a form such as ir + mitaq + i (3/PERS/MASCULINE + jump + NON/FUTURE) would yield *ir + mitay + i to which
VELAR GLIDE DELETION could not apply, thus resulting in the incorrect surface form *imitayi instead of imitai he jumped. The rules are thus extrinsically ordered by the following statement:

(181) VELAR GLIDE DELETION

↓

GLIDE FRONTING

Consider also the derivation of a form such as ho[wama he killed himself according to the rule of VELAR GLIDE DELETION:

(182) ir + o[wamag + a 3PM + kill + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE

{Ør} {Øh} OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION

Ø VELAR GLIDE DELETION

GEMINATE REDUCTION

To the intermediate state of derivation in (182) we might expect EPENTHESIS (170) to apply. But this would derive the incorrect *ho[wamata. Instead we find loss of the vowel of a geminate cluster word finally yielding ho[wama he killed himself. Consider further examples of the same process:

(183) saNpa balsa nosaNpaati my balsa
sawo cane nosawooti my cane
ghimi ant (puoaoura) noghimiiti my ant (puoaoura)

Contrast the above with the following:

(184) çaa anteater noçaaani my anteater
sima fish nosimani my fish
pawo night bird nowawoni my night bird
ghimi water hole noghimini my water hole
čokori armadillo nočokoriti my armadillo

The alternation between -ni and -ti as POSSESSIVE previously discussed (GENITIVE ALTERNATIONS in Chapter IV) distinguishes
distinct syllable structures of the noun stems. Nouns with one or two vowels take the -ni alternate, while those with three or more vowels take -ti. We are compelled to posit as the underlying forms the alternates of the noun roots which occur in the possessed construction. Thus when a polysyllabic noun which ends in a geminate cluster (such as sanpaa balsa) occurs in isolation, the final vowel is lost (sanpa) This rule corresponds to the WORD FINAL CONSTRAINT (117) formulated in the discussion of syllable structure. The rule is formulated as follows:

(185) GEMINATE REDUCTION

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[+syllabic]} & \rightarrow \emptyset / [-\text{consonantal}] / \text{[+syllabic]} \\
\underbrace{\text{a high}} & \text{[glabial]} \quad \underbrace{\text{a high}} \quad \text{[glabial]}
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. The second of geminate vowels is deleted word finally when the word has more than two vowels.

An ordering statement will be necessary to derive the correct surface structure of howama he killed himself (182), since that form, as the output of VELAR GLIDE DELETION, (i.e. the intermediate derivation h + owama + a) meets the structural description of both GEMINATE REDUCTION and EPENTHESIS. Since EPENTHESIS would derive the incorrect *howamata as previously stated, we might be inclined to extrinsically order GEMINATE REDUCTION before it, to yield the correct howama to which EPENTHESIS could not then apply.

Note however, that forms do exist ending with /...a + a ##/ to which EPENTHESIS must apply to yield the correct derivation, e.g. ir + kinki + tha + a (3/PERS/MASCULINE + tell + spoken + NON/FUTURE/REFLEXIVE) + ikiNkithata he told himself. This is compelling evidence to order EPENTHESIS before VELAR GLIDE DELETION, but it is not the only evidence of that. All of the verbs ending in /g/, (except those where the /g/ is preceded by /aa/ such as oyaag insert) undergo VELAR GLIDE DELETION
preceding the PERFECT suffix -ak. The following derivation exemplifies this:

(186)  \[ \text{ir + ag + ak + i + ro} \quad \text{3PM + take + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF} \]
\[ \varnothing \quad \text{OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION} \]
\[ \emptyset \quad \text{VELAR GLIDE DELETION} \]

The output of VELAR GLIDE DELETION now meets the structural description of EPENTHESIS. But if the latter were to apply, the incorrect *hatakiro would be derived. An extrinsic ordering statement must specify the rules in question as follows:

(187)  \[ \text{EPENTHESIS} \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{VELAR GLIDE DELETION} \]

Note also that the derivation of a form such as \[ \text{ir + owamag + a} \quad (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + kill + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE) \] + howama he killed himself is evidence that VELAR GLIDE DELETION feeds GEMINATE REDUCTION. The following statement is therefore in order:

(188)  \[ \text{VELAR GLIDE DELETION} \]
\[ \downarrow \]
\[ \text{GEMINATE REDUCTION} \]

**AFFRICATION**

Another phonological process in Axininca which follows from the discussion of EPENTHESIS may be observed by comparing the following FUTURE and NON/FUTURE verb forms and the alternations of the epenthesized /t/:
We note that for the first three verbs of (189), two features serve to distinguish the FUTURE and NON/FUTURE, i.e. the FUTURE prefix N-, and the affricate preceding the /i/ of NON/FUTURE. The FUTURE prefix occurs only before obstruents. The following examples then illustrate forms in which the distinction between TENSE is lost altogether:

The INFINITIVE forms of the verbs in (190) indicate clearly what the underlying forms of the stem are:
Consider then what the underlying forms of the TENSE suffixes might be. The FUTURE suffix is unequivocally /i/ as it has no other alternations and behaves as expected with regard to EPENTHESIS. The NON/FUTURE suffix is more problematic. If we posit /i/ as the underlying form, it appears as expected following consonants but has an unexplainable form after verbs ending in vowels. If we posit /gi/ as the underlying form, it behaves as expected following vowels but does not result in epenthesis of an /a/ as would be expected following consonant-final verbs.

Note from further examples that the problematic affricate occurs not only where the epenthized /t/ is expected, but also on roots ending /...Nt/:

(192)  FUTURE  NON/FUTURE

nonkaNti  I will say  nokaNgi  I said
naNti    I will do  naNgi    I did
noniNti  I will want  noniNgi  I wanted

Furthermore, we may note that this problem with the affricate is not peculiar to the NON/FUTURE, but occurs as well with a suffix of the MODAL (-ima/-gima) which I have labelled INTERRUPTIVE. Consider some of its occurrences as follows:

(193)  iro  pinChikimati  You are ready to cut?
iro  pinKomačimati  You are ready to paddle?

The comparative data shed some light on the origin of the problematic /gi/. In the Ashaninca dialect the FUTURE suffix is /e/ and the NON/FUTURE is /i/ (Kindberg 1961.535-6). In the Asheninca and Axininca dialects a sound change likely to have been t > gi / ___i occurred, as exemplified by the following:

(194)  Ashaninca  Asheninca

  tiri  girigiri  tar
  tiso  gisogiso  buzzard
  tiwi  giwigiwi  salt
The affricatization did not occur before /e/ as witnessed by a form such as notene my breast in both Ashaninca and Asheninca dialects. Thus the Asheninca dialects maintain the /e/ versus /i/ distinction between FUTURE and NON/FUTURE as well as the stop versus affricate distinction of a preceding stop. This is illustrated by the following from some Asheninca dialects (data from Ron Anderson, personal communication):

(195)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUTURE</th>
<th>NON/FUTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noNkomate</td>
<td>I will paddle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noNčheke</td>
<td>I will cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nosaNpîte</td>
<td>I will ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nire</td>
<td>I will drink</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Axininca has lost the contrast between /i/ and /e/, while preserving the morphophonemic effects of the contrast in the apical consonant. Thus the FUTURE and NON/FUTURE suffixes have merged in all environments except following the apical.

To account for the synchronic data from Axininca alone, several solutions to the problem might be suggested. The most abstract of these would be to posit an underlying /e/ as the FUTURE suffix (and also anywhere that a surface -ti- exists) since we know that this is what occurred historically. We could then formulate a rule of affrication of the apical preceding /i/, and finally an absolute neutralization rule, e + i.

Another solution would be to posit alternating forms of the NON/FUTURE and INTERRUPTIVE suffixes, since these apparently are the only two morphemes affecting the alternations. Accordingly, we might suggest the forms -gi and -gima respectively for those suffixes and specify a specific readjustment rule deleting the /g/ following consonants. But an additional rule must also be formulated to account for the affrication of forms such as nokaNgí I said from no + kaNt + gi (1/PERSON + say + NON/FUTURE).
Still another solution would be a phonological rule or readjustment rule of affrication with the grammatical bracketing specifying conjunctively INTERRUPTIVE and NON/FUTURE.

Finally, we might propose a diacritic feature [+D] for the /i/ of the two morphemes NON/FUTURE and INTERRUPTIVE and incorporate it into the structural description of the rule.

Which of the solutions is preferable? The "absolute neutralization" solution would derive the correct surface derivation with two rules, but at the cost of a highly abstract analysis, which is very unlikely to capture psychological reality. It would force us to posit an underlying /e/ in numerous forms (e.g. no + teni my breast for the surface notini) where no alternations exist surfacing the contrast. This solution is thus undesirable even though it does approximate the diachronic development of the forms.

The "readjustment" solution requires not only a readjustment rule but a phonological rule with bracketing as well. It is thus too bulky, deriving by two rules what appears to be one process.

The "bracketing" solution and the "diacritic" solution are thus the simplest and appear to more accurately reflect synchronically the nature of the process in question. That is, they affirm that the conditioning is no longer phonological, and rightly so since native reaction indicates no contrast between /i/ and /e/ such as the "absolute neutralization" solution requires.11

The two solutions that remain are similar in complexity. While "bracketing" requires a rule with a conjunctive structural description,

11 Some aspects of native reaction to proposed orthography as evidence of psychological reality are discussed in Chapter IX, SURFACE REPRESENTATION.
the "diacritic" solution utilizes a similar rule at the expense of an extra feature in the inventory, (i.e. the diacritic [+D]) on the vowel.) Since the "bracketing" solution represents some kind of observable reality (i.e. the distribution and meaning of the morphemes involved), while the "diacritic" solution is not necessarily related to any reality but is more an arbitrary linguistic contraption, I therefore advocate the "bracketing" solution for the Axininca data.

The PROGRESSIVE aspect which optionally precedes the TENSE marker exhibits a similar grammatically conditioned alternation before NON/FUTURE, which is analogical to the affrication of /t/. The following examples illustrate its alternations:

(197)

iNčhiki he will cut iNčhikači he will be cutting
ičhika he cut himself ičhikača he is cutting himself
ičhiki he cut ičhikači he is cutting

hotiti he will put in hotitači he will be putting in
hotita he got in hotitača he is getting in
hotiti he put in hotitači he is putting in

The above examples indicate that the PROGRESSIVE suffix has two alternations: -ač preceding the FUTURE -i and the REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE -a; and -ag preceding the problematic NON/FUTURE. If we posit -ag as the underlying form, a rule palatalizing it to -ač before the FUTURE -i would make sense phonetically; but the palatalization before -a of the REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE would present difficulty, especially since the unpalatalized affricate is found before an -i in the FUTURE.

No purely phonological rule is possible to derive the alternations of PROGRESSIVE. What appears likely is that the
PROGRESSIVE had undergone an analogical change, patterning the affrication of apicals before NON/FUTURE. Since the affricate resulting from this rule has become the sole distinction between FUTURE and NON/FUTURE following any verb or suffix which is vowel final, we might expect this sort of restructuring of other morphemes in this environment to preserve the grammatical distinction. This analysis accordingly predicts an eventual restructuring of NON/FUTURE to an underlying form of -gi instead of -i.

By positing -ač as the underlying form for PROGRESSIVE, I will formulate the affrication rule to derive the -ag alternation by the same process which affricates the epenthized and morpheme-final /t/ before NON/FUTURE. Note that we cannot generalize a "č → t / ___ [NON/FUTURE]" rule because of verbs like moNčaNči to cross whose form preceding FUTURE and NON/FUTURE is identical; thus imoNči he will cross or he crossed and not *imoNči.

The affrication rule is then formulated to affricate /t/ before the NON/FUTURE and to derive an -ag alternation of PROGRESSIVE in the same environment. The rule follows:

(198) AFFRICATION

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ [-\text{delayed}] \\
\quad [-\text{high}] \\
\quad [-\text{labial}] \} \\
\} + \{ [+\text{delayed}] \\
\quad [-\text{high}] \} / ___ \\
\} \quad \text{NON/FUTURE} \} \quad \text{INTERRUPTIVE}
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. /t/ and the /č/ of PROGRESSIVE become /č/ preceding NON/FUTURE or INTERRUPTIVE.

Observe that the rule as stated is general enough in its feature specification to apply to the aspirated apical obstruents as well. However, as noted in the discussion of morpheme structure in Chapter III, no morphemes ever end in the aspirated obstruents; and since none are ever derived by EPENTHESIS, we may formulate it as above and allow it to apply vacuously.
CHAPTER VI
PALATALIZATION AND RELATED PROCESSES

PALATALIZATION

I have demonstrated that two kinds of processes are at work in Axininca phonology to insure that certain underlying consonant and vowel clusters do not surface. Of these two processes, epenthesis is common to the verb suffixal morphology and deletion is common to the prefix morphology. The following data demonstrates that in addition to these two processes, a third type of rule is needed to account for the absence of certain vowel clusters in the surface representation which are found in underlying representations:

(199)  kimi  squash  kimiya  squash drink
par'yamści  plantain  par'yamča  plantain drink
siNki  corn  siNča  corn drink
kiri  palm fruit  kirya  palm fruit drink
(pifayo)

This fairly unproductive derivational suffix -a drink made from ____ illustrates that Axininca has two ways of disposing of a vowel cluster consisting of a high vowel plus low vowel. If the consonant preceding the cluster is apical or velar then that consonant and the high vowel coalesce to the palatalized counterpart of the consonant. Where the preceding consonant has no palatalized counterpart in the inventory (e.g. *mVen) the glide /y/ is inserted to break up the vowel cluster.

These processes are illustrated in the inflectional verb morphology as well. Consider the following occurrences of the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE suffix, in contrast to the regular FUTURE and
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE:

(200) FUTURE  REFLEXIVE/ NON/FUTURE  REFLEXIVE/ FUTURE
he will ___ he ___-ED himself he will ___ himself

INčiki ičika INčiča out
INkaNti ikaNta INkaNča say
INkimi ikima INkimiyi hear
INkiWi ikiWi INkiWiya wash
INi ima INiIya see
IMiči IMiča IMičiIya peel
INpiyoTi ipiyota INpiyoča gather
HOTITI hotita HOTIČA put in
INKIsiti ikisita INKisiča comb
INPoniTi iponata INPonača wrap

The above examples illustrate the -i of FUTURE and the -a of REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE behaving as expected with regard to EPENTHESIS. From the alternations involving REFLEXIVE/FUTURE there appears to be a palatalization process occurring which is similar to the one noted for the derivational nouns in (199). The remaining question concerns the underlying form of the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE suffix. From the above alternations the possibilities would be -ča (as following vowel-final verb roots), -iya or -iiya (as following labial- and (alveo)palatal-final verbs), or -a plus some palatalizing agent (as following the apical- and velar-final verbs). An additional alternation of this morpheme, -ya, is evidenced by the following examples of roots ending in glides:

(201) ooWAANči sun
      hoOWA he surned himself
      hooWiya he will sun himself
piyaaNchi  lose
ipuya  he lost himself
iNpiya  he will lose himself
ogiyaNchi  pole a canoe
hoNgiya  he poled himself (in a canoe)
hoNgiya  he will pole himself (in a canoe)
tagaaNchi  burn
itaga  he burned himself
iNtaiyA  he will burn himself
iragaNchi  mourn
hiraga  he mourned himself (cried)
hiraiya  he will mourn himself (cry)
ghinagaNchi  lift
ighina  he lifted his body part
INghinaiya  he will lift his body part
owamagaNchi  kill
howama  he killed himself
howamaiya  he will kill himself

The above examples show the velar glides becoming a high vowel and a palatal glide being lost before the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE suffix, while the labial glide behaves like the other consonants.

Consider the effects of positing -ia as the underlying form of this suffix. For verbs ending in apicals or velars such as iNchiča he will cut himself, the underlying representation ir+N+či̝k+ia would require a glide epenthesis rule, equal to that required for the derivational noun forms. For verbs ending in vowels, where epenthesis would normally occur, an underlying representation such as ir+N+kisi+ia he will comb himself will correctly derive the surface iNkisiča by PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION, EPENTHESIS of /t/ and the palatalization rule needed above. Finally, for verbs ending in the glides,
an additional rule palatalizing /g/ and metathesizing the syllabiccy of /g/ and /i/ would be needed. The rule should also delete /y/ before /ia/.

Positing -ia as the underlying form of the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE takes advantage of already necessary rules, except in the case of the syllabiccy metathesis referred to, where an additional rule would be needed for some alternate, regardless of the underlying form.

Consider also positing -ya as the underlying form. Following consonants such as with the verb root ħīk to cut, it would cause epenthesis of an /a/ and yield the incorrect *iNChikaya unless some exceptional rule to EPENTHESIS was formulated for it. Further rules would be needed to derive the -ča, -a and -iya alternations as well if -ya were the underlying form. Likewise, positing -a, -iya or -ča as the underlying form would require rules in addition to those needed for the noun examples illustrating similar processes.

It thus appears that -ia is the preferable solution for the underlying form of the REFLEXIVE/FUTURE. Objection might be raised to this on the grounds that the proposed morpheme violates surface syllable constraints. But the necessity of positing underlying verb roots and suffixes which violate those constraints has already been demonstrated. Furthermore, the form posited involves a very small step of abstraction, since both /i/ and /a/ are found on the surface in some of the existing alternations, and the sequence /ia/ does indeed exist where /i/ and /a/ occur contiguously at morpheme boundaries in underlying forms.

We have noted three processes with regard to the nouns derived from the suffix -a drink made from ____. The three processes are palatalization and subsequent deletion of the palatalizing element, epenthesis of /y/, and metathesis or "feature
switching" for the feature syllabic together with deletion of /y/. The function of each of these rules is to break up a cluster of /ia/. The differences between the processes involve only the element preceding the unacceptable sequence. In transformational rule format, the similarities of the processes are evident, as seen in the following:

(202)

(palatalization):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{[+consonantal]} & [\text{+syllybic}] & [\text{+syllybic}] \\
\text{[+high]} & [-\text{high}] & [-\text{back}] \\
\text{[+-labial]} & & \\
1 & 2 & 3
\end{array}
\]

(glide epenthesis):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{[-syllybic]} & [\text{+syllybic}] & [\text{+syllybic}] \\
\text{[+high]} & [-\text{high}] & [-\text{back}] \\
\text{[-labial]} & & \\
1 & 2 & 3
\end{array}
\]

(syllabic metathesis):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{[-consonantal]} & \text{<empty>} & \text{[-syllybic]} \\
\text{[-syllybic]} & [\text{+syllybic}] & [\text{+syllybic}] \\
\text{<back>} & [-\text{high}] & [-\text{back}] \\
\text{-labial} & & \\
1 & 2 & 3
\end{array}
\]

Some intricacies of order of application involve the above processes. Consider first the relationship between the syllabic metathesis and GLIDE FRONTING (180). Given the present formulation of the two rules an underlying form such as \text{ir} + \text{N} + \text{tag} + \text{ia} (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + FUTURE + burn + REFLEXIVE/ FUTURE) he will burn himself meets the structural description of both rules. If GLIDE FRONTING applied first, it would even correctly change /g/ to /i/ in the above form. In that case, the
syllabic metathesis rule could be simplified somewhat by removing the feature [back] from both the structural description and the structural change. This of course implies an extrinsic ordering statement for the two rules.

The rule of syllabic metathesis, if it were ordered before GLIDE FRONTING, would of course be left as it is formulated above to derive the correct surface forms. However, in choosing between two solutions, both of which demand an ordering statement, the one with the fewest features would undoubtedly be preferred. I would thus be inclined to order GLIDE FRONTING first.

Consider, however, the possibility of collapsing the three rules formulated above. It would be possible with the liberal use of angled brackets to collapse these rules, though at first glance the structural similarity is not such compelling evidence for their collapse, since the value for the features are so different. The functional unity of the rules (i.e. conspiring to break up the /ia/ cluster) does, however, argue for their collapse. And indeed, by the disjunctive ordering necessitated by collapsing the rules we can simplify the rules somewhat (from 36 to 23 features, total) and dispense with any extrinsic ordering statements between the rules as first formulated.

Disjunctively ordering the palatalizing part of a newly collapsed rule before the glide epenthesis, we may dispense with the features [high], [back] and [labial] for the glide epenthesis part, because the specifications indicated in the previous glide epenthesis rule, i.e.

\[(\cdot) \text{high} \quad \text{-back} \quad \text{-labial}\]

would be the only possible remaining ones for [-syllabic] segments after the palatalizing part has been specified. Collapsing the rule of syllabic metathesis with these would also necessitate some internal disjunctive ordering since the glides /y/
and /g/ behave differently than /w/ with regard to breaking up a following /ia/ cluster. Thus to save features, the part of the rule dealing with [-labial] glides should be disjunctively ordered first, by angled brackets.

It might be argued that a rule which utilizes disjunctive ordering so extensively is not well motivated. On the contrary, I believe such a rule in this case captures the true generalization, i.e., that a specific cluster is broken up in different ways depending on what the preceding segment is. Having three separate rules written utterly fails to capture the generalization. We may formulate the general rule as follows:

(204) PALATALIZATION

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[-consonantal]} & \quad \text{[+syllabic]} & \quad \text{[-high]} \\
\text{-syllabic} & \quad \text{[+high]} & \\
\text{+sonorant} & \quad \text{[-labial]} \\
\text{<-back}> 1 & \quad \text{2} & \quad \text{3} & \quad \text{4} \\
\text{1} & \quad \text{2} & \quad \text{3} & \quad \text{4} \\
\text{[[-syllabic]]} & \quad \text{[-syllabic]} & \quad \text{[high]} & \quad \text{<-labial>} \\

\text{[∅]} 1 & \quad \text{2} & \quad \text{3} & \quad \text{4} \\
\text{+[syllabic]} 2 & \quad \text{[∅]} 3 & \quad \text{[+consonantal]} & \quad \text{[high]} & \quad \text{-back} \\
\text{+high} & \quad \text{-back} & \quad \text{+syllabic} & \quad \text{[-labial]} & \quad \text{-syllabic} \\
\text{<-back}> \end{align*}
\]

i.e. /gia/ becomes /iya/ as per 1<2>. /yia/ becomes /ya/ as per 2<3>. Any other velar or apical consonant before /ia/ becomes the palatal counterpart, with subsequent deletion of /i/ as per 3<3>. All other consonants (palatal and labials) preceding /ia/, result in a /y/ inserted between the two vowels as per 4<4>.  

As I previously stated, since the syllabicity metathesis process is now collapsed in the above rule, it must be ordered before GLIDE FRONTING. Thus the following statement of extrinsic ordering:

\[(205) \text{PALATALIZATION} + \\text{GLIDE FRONTING}\]

Alternatively we could include more features in the structural description of GLIDE FRONTING and avoid any ordering statements. That is, we could make the GLIDE FRONTING rule $g \rightarrow y / \_\_ \_ \_ \_ \_ iC$, thereby blocking its application to a form like $ir + N + tag + ia$ he will burn himself. Again, since I know of no generally accepted metric that dictates which is more costly (i.e. an extrinsic ordering statement versus added features in a rule), I leave the extrinsic ordering statement as it stands.

PALATALIZATION as now formulated must apply following EPENTHESIS. The following derivation illustrates the necessary feeding order:

\[(206) \begin{array}{ll}
\text{ir} + \text{oti} + \text{ia} & 3\text{PM} + \text{put in} + \text{REFLEXIVE/FUTURE} \\
\emptyset h & \text{OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION} \\
+\text{t+} & \text{EPENTHESIS} \\
\varepsilon \emptyset & \text{PALATALIZATION} \\
\text{hotiča} & \text{he will get in}
\end{array}\]

We must make a statement ordering these rules as well, as follows:

\[(207) \text{EPENTHESIS} + \text{PALATALIZATION}\]

LENGTHENING

Two of the examples of REFLEXIVE/FUTURE given earlier occur with an unexplained geminate /ii/ cluster: iñiña he will
see himself and imičiiya he will peel himself. In fact, in many cases following the palatal consonants we find geminate clusters, except, of course, in word-final position where they are never found. The following examples illustrate some of these derived geminate clusters following palatals:

(208) no + č + ak + i  
     ↓  
    nočaaki  
    I have entered

no + mič + i + ro  
↓  
номицииро  
I will peel it

no + ĕ + i + ri  
↓  
nooniiri  
I saw him

no + parv + ak + i  
↓  
noparvaaki  
I have fallen

no + piy + ak + i + ro  
↓  
nopiyakiro  
I have lost it

Note, however, that this lengthening applies only following the [+consonantal] segments, (i.e. not following /y/) as the final example in (208) illustrates.

We may further observe that the lengthening process may apply following segments derived by EPENTHEISIS as seen in the following derivations:

(209) no + N + ěhipa + i a + ro  
     +t+  
     ě  ŭ  
     ŭ  Ŵ  
     noNěhipačaaŵo  
     1P + FUTURE + accompany + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF  
     EPENTHEISIS  
     PALATALIZATION  
     LABIALIZATION
no + N + ć + piro + i 1P + FUTURE + enter + VERITY + FUTURE  
+a+ EPENTHESIS
nončaapiroti I really will enter (go all the way in)

Note, however, that lengthening does not occur following every occurrence of a palatal, as demonstrated by the following:

(210) kačokaaNčhi to mix
čiya palm (ungurahui)
konoapi poison root (barbasco)
noyoryani my manioc worm

The crucial difference between the forms where lengthening takes place and the others is the presence versus absence of a morpheme boundary. We must therefore formulate the rule of lengthening to include the morpheme boundary following the palatal. It is given as follows as a copy rule in transformational format for economy of features:

(211) LENGTHENING
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
+\text{consonantal} \\
+\text{high} \\
-\text{back}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
+\text{syllabic} \\
-\text{syllabic}
\end{bmatrix} \rightarrow 1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 3 \ 4
\]

i.e. A vowel becomes a geminate cluster following a morpheme-final palatal consonant (except /y/) and preceding a consonant.

As demonstrated in (209) for forms such as nončhipačaawo I will accompany her, LENGTHENING must apply to the output of EPENTHESIS and PALATALIZATION. Since the latter two have already been specified with an ordering statement, we specify as follows the ordering relationship PALATALIZATION and LENGTHENING exhibit:
(212) PALATALIZATION

\[ \leftarrow \quad \text{LENGTHENING} \]

Another type of derivation also illustrates the necessity of the above feeding order. Consider the following REFLEXIVE/FUTURE forms which initiated our discussion of lengthening:

(213) \[ \text{ir} + \text{miç} + \text{ia} \quad \text{3PM} + \text{peel} + \text{REFLEXIVE/FUTURE} \]
\[ \emptyset \quad \text{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION} \]
\[ y \quad \text{PALATALIZATION} \]
\[ i \quad \text{LENGTHENING} \]
\[ \text{imично} \quad \text{he will peel himself} \]

An ordered relationship also exists between LENGTHENING and AFFRICATION. The following forms, which include the PROGRESSIVE aspect, undergo LENGTHENING whether or not the final consonant of PROGRESSIVE is /č/ or has been changed to /č/ by AFFRICATION:

(214) \[ \text{hotitačimi} \quad \text{he will be putting you in} \]
\[ \text{hotitačimi} \quad \text{he is putting you in} \]
\[ \text{hotitačiri} \quad \text{he will be putting him in} \]
\[ \text{hotitačiri} \quad \text{he is putting him in} \]
\[ \text{hotitačiro} \quad \text{he will be putting her in} \]
\[ \text{hotitačiro} \quad \text{he is putting her in} \]

But a /č/ derived by the rule of AFFRICATION from /č/, either underlying or epenthized, does not affect the length of a following vowel, as the following forms indicate:

(215) \[ \text{hotičimi} \quad \text{he put you in} \]
\[ \text{hotitimi} \quad \text{he will put you in} \]
\[ \text{hotičiri} \quad \text{he put him in} \]
\[ \text{hotitiri} \quad \text{he will put him in} \]
hotifiro  he put her in
hotitiro  he will put her in

If the structural description of LENGTHENING were generalized to include /t̚/ as well, the above forms without PROGRESSIVE would be incorrectly geminated. Thus the means of lengthening the forms following the /t̚/ of PROGRESSIVE without the /t̚/ derived from /t/ is to order LENGTHENING before AFFRICATION, as follows:

(216) LENGTHENING
     +
     AFFRICATION

This assures the correct derivation illustrated below:

(217)  ir + oti + ač + i + mi  3PM + put in + PROGRESSIVE +
     NON/FUTURE + 2P
     Øh  OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION
     +t+  EPENTHESIS
     i  LENGTHENING
     t  AFFRICATION
     hotiťačlimi  he was putting you in

BACKING

The following alternations exhibit a derived morpheme-
final palatal which does not cause lengthening of the following
vowel:

(218)  kisaaNčhi  to be angry
mičaaNčhi  to peel fruit
nokisakiro  I have been angry at her
nomičaakiro  I have peeled it
noNkičiro  I will be angry at her
nomičiiro  I will peel it

Since no cases of /s/ preceding /i/ at morpheme boundary occur, a rule is needed palatalizing it in that environment. Notice,
however, that the rule must follow LENGTHENING so that the vowel is not lengthened to derive the incorrect *noNkiçiïro
I will be angry with her.

The only forms which undergo this process are verbs which have morpheme-final /s/. When these precede a vowel other than /i/, there is free variation with the glottal fricative as illustrated below:

(219) pisaaNçihi (or) pihaaNçihi clear brush
kisaaNçihi (or) kihaaNçihi be angry
awisaaNçihi (or) aãihaaNçihi pass

Forms such as paso gourd and iposi fish (carachama) confirm that the backing and palatalization occur only at morpheme boundary. The rule deriving the palatal and glottal fricatives from /s/ is formulated as follows:

(220) BACKING

\[
[-\text{consonantal}] \quad \text{OPTIONAL} \quad \frac{[+\text{high}]}{[-\text{high}]} \quad \frac{[+\text{syl}]}{[-\text{high}]} \quad \frac{[+\text{high}]}{[-\text{high}]} \quad \frac{[+\text{high}]}{[-\text{high}]} \quad \frac{[+\text{syl}]}{[-\text{high}]} \\
\]

i.e. /s/ becomes /ç/ before morpheme boundary and /i/. /s/ optionally becomes /h/ before morpheme boundary and other vowels.

As previously stated, the rule is ordered following LENGTHENING as indicated by the following:

(221) LENGTHENING

\[\downarrow\]

BACKING
CHAPTER VII
ADDITIONAL PHONOLOGICAL RULES

CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION

It has been demonstrated that PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION (153) and related rules break up unacceptable consonant and vowel clusters preceding the stems. EPENTHESIS (170) and related processes break up unacceptable clusters in the verb suffixation. And PALATALIZATION (204) applies to the unacceptable sequence /ia/ whenever it is found, to break it up. However, outside of the scope of these processes there are still possible vowel clusters coming together at morpheme boundaries in the non-verb suffixation, which do not meet the surface structure constraints. Consider, for example, some nouns which have final underlying vowel clusters, occurring with the pluralizing DIMINUTIVE suffix -iriki which begins with a vowel:

(222) sanpaa + iriki \[\Rightarrow\] sanpairiki

balsa + DIMINUTIVE \[\Rightarrow\] little balsas

$\chi$hiwoo + iriki \[\Rightarrow\] $\chi$hiwoiriki
cane box + DIMINUTIVE \[\Rightarrow\] little cane boxes

manii + iriki \[\Rightarrow\] maniiiriki

ant (izula) + DIMINUTIVE \[\Rightarrow\] little ants (izula)

no + pai + iriki \[\Rightarrow\] nopairiki

1P + grey hair + DIMINUTIVE \[\Rightarrow\] my little grey hairs

To date, I have encountered no non-verb suffixes beginning with /a/ or /o/. And the suffixes in (222) do not pose any difficulty of analysis. A rule is simply needed deleting the second vowel of a cluster when an /i/ follows the cluster. Suffixes beginning
with /a/ or /o/ would necessarily behave differently since no surface clusters have this as a second vowel unless the cluster is geminate. Perhaps because of this surface constraint, no suffixes of the non-verb morphology ever begin with a back vowel. At any rate, we may formulate the present rule quite simply as follows:

(223) **CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION**

\[ [+\text{syl} \text{lable}] \rightarrow \emptyset / [+\text{syl} \text{lable}] \text{___} [+\text{high}] \]

i.e. The second vowel of a cluster is deleted before a high vowel.

Unless we considerably increase the complexity of the above rule with additional features and grammatical bracketing, it must be extrinsically ordered in relation to the other rules that break up clusters. So, for example, a verb such as \textit{ir} + n\textit{aa} + i\textit{i} (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + chew + FUTURE) meets the structural description of CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION. But the application of this would derive the incorrect surface form \textit{*inai}. Instead, EPENTHESIS should apply first to give \textit{inaati} \textit{he will chew}. We must thus extrinsically order EPENTHESIS to precede CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION.

Likewise, a form such as \textit{no} + a\textit{iri} + n\textit{i} (1/PERSON + bee + POSSESSIVE) would meet the structural description of CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION to derive the incorrect \textit{*naiiriti} instead of \textit{nairiti my bee} if it is applied before PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION. Again, it is possible to increase the complexity of CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION so that it would not apply to the above form. The alternative is to extrinsically order PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION before it.

We may thus specify the following statement of rule order:
Additional Phonological Rules

(224) \{EPENTHESIS .
{PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION}
\} 

\textbf{CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION}

\textbf{REDUPLICATION}

There is another process which interacts with the rules changing syllable structure, such as EPENTHESIS and PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION. By this productive process, verb stems are reduplicated to indicate some type of excessive action which may be roughly translated \textit{more and more}.

Before formulating the rule, some discussion of the morphological derivation might be warranted. Since the reduplication appears to be triggered from the right bracket of the verb stem (i.e. [\textsc{verb}]), a REDUPLICATION morpheme is generated by the MODAL as its initial constituent, i.e. occurring immediately following the verb stem (see MODALS in Chapter II). The rewrite rules translating purely grammatical functions such as REDUPLICATION into the phonological structure (to which readjustment rules and the phonological rules apply) assign it no underlying phonological structure (i.e. \textsc{\textempty}). Thus the phonological rules dealing with REDUPLICATION have to make reference to its bracketing since there is no surface manifestation other than the actual results of the phonological rule itself.

There are actually two processes needed to derive the correct surface forms in (225). Consider first forms such as \textsc{nantanataWaiwaki} he has continued to carry more and more. Comparing the INFINITIVE \textsc{nataanGhi} to carry, we find a CV verb root. Since the reduplication rule likes to reduplicate CV CV verb roots, it adds an extra /\textsc{ta}/ syllable to a root like \textsc{na}.

Consider then the following examples of the reduplication process (where I = \textit{I will continue to___}, II = \textit{I will continue to___more and more}, III = \textit{has continued to___more and more}):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFinitive</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>čhikaančhhi</td>
<td>noNčhikačhayaiti</td>
<td>noNčhikačhayaiti</td>
<td>čhikačhayaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kočwančhhi</td>
<td>noNkočhawaiti</td>
<td>noNkočhawaiti</td>
<td>kočhawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osančpitaačhhi</td>
<td>nosančpiwaiti</td>
<td>nosančpiwaiti</td>
<td>osančpiwaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oiriNkaančhhi</td>
<td>noiriNkaawaiti</td>
<td>noiriNkaawaiti</td>
<td>oiriNkaawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>osančkinaataačhhi</td>
<td>nosančkinawaiti</td>
<td>nosančkinawaiti</td>
<td>osančkinawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kawosītaančhhi</td>
<td>nokawosītačhhi</td>
<td>nokawosītačhhi</td>
<td>kawosītačhhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aminančhhi</td>
<td>naminawaiti</td>
<td>naminawaiti</td>
<td>amininawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasoNkaančhhi</td>
<td>noNtasoNkaawaiti</td>
<td>noNtasoNkaawaiti</td>
<td>tasoNkaawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apiitaančhhi</td>
<td>napiWaaiti</td>
<td>napiWaaiti</td>
<td>apiwaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aasitaančhhi</td>
<td>naasiwaaiti</td>
<td>naasiwaaiti</td>
<td>aasiwaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>komataančhhi</td>
<td>noNkomawaiti</td>
<td>noNkomawaiti</td>
<td>komawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asitaančhhi</td>
<td>nasiwaaiti</td>
<td>nasiwaaiti</td>
<td>asiwaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ookaančhhi</td>
<td>nookawaaiti</td>
<td>nookawaaiti</td>
<td>ookawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naataančhhi</td>
<td>nonawaaiti</td>
<td>nonawaaiti</td>
<td>naawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nataančhhi</td>
<td>nonawaaiti</td>
<td>nonawaaiti</td>
<td>naawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akaančhhi</td>
<td>nakaawaaiti</td>
<td>nakaawaaiti</td>
<td>akaawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kïntaataančhhi</td>
<td>noNkîntawaiti</td>
<td>noNkîntawaiti</td>
<td>kîntawaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agaančhhi</td>
<td>naawaaiti</td>
<td>naawaaiti</td>
<td>aawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aafiaančhhi</td>
<td>naafiaawaaiti</td>
<td>naafiaawaaiti</td>
<td>aafiaawaaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thaaNkitaančhhi</td>
<td>noNthaarnkita aimaiti</td>
<td>noNthaarnkita aimaiti</td>
<td>thaaNkitaaimaitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thotaančhhi</td>
<td>noNthowaiti</td>
<td>noNthowaiti</td>
<td>thotaaimaitaki</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cut</th>
<th>search</th>
<th>ask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lower</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>bathe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look</td>
<td>fan</td>
<td>repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meet</td>
<td>paddle</td>
<td>cover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abandon</td>
<td>chew</td>
<td>carry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer</td>
<td>tell</td>
<td>take</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>hurry</td>
<td>kiss</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the examples of reduplication indicate, the preferred form of reduplication utilizes the suffix \-wai\ CONTINUATIVE for obvious semantic reasons. The reduplication can occur without this suffix, however (e.g. noNko\=wako\=watiro I will look for more and more).

We may observe that the process which adds a syllable to CV verbs is actually more productive than just for reduplication. Consider further inflectional forms of the verb \na\ to carry:

(226) nonawaiti I will continue to carry
    nonapiroti I will carry it well
    natawaitaan\=chi to carry continually
    natapirotaan\=chi to carry well

It thus appears that any time a CV verb is preceded by word boundary and followed by a consonant-initial suffix, there is addition of a syllable /ta/ consisting of the unmarked consonant and unmarked vowel, appearing somewhat like a "double epenthesis." That this process cannot be collapsed into EPENTHESIS is demonstrated later.

A further function of this process in relation to reduplication is that it adds an /a/ to CVC verbs like \\=chi\=k to cut, to give the preferred shape. In fact, all consonant-final verbs are given a final /a/ so that they meet the structural description of the main reduplication rule. This preliminary process to reduplication is formulated as follows:\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{12}For the rules of SYLLABLE ADDITION and REDUPLICATION, the common feature abbreviation C, V and N are used since no place or manner of articulation features are needed for the structural description of either rule.
SYLLABLE ADDITION

\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{ \text{\textbf{\#\# CV \text{VERB}}} \right\} \left\{ \text{\textbf{\langle \text{C} \rangle}} \right\} \quad & \rightarrow \quad \left\{ \text{-aspirated} \right\} \left\{ \text{-delayed} \right\} \left\{ \text{-back} \right\} \left\{ \text{-labial} \right\} \left\{ \text{\textbf{\langle \text{C} \rangle}} \right\} \left\{ \text{\textbf{\#\#}} \right\} \\
\text{C} & \qquad \text{1} \qquad \text{2} \\
\text{\textbf{\#\#}} & \qquad \text{\textbf{\#\#}} \quad \text{\textbf{\#\#}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

i.e. Preceding [REDUPLICATION] or a consonant, /ta/ is epenthesized if only a word initial CV is present. Otherwise, /a/ is inserted between C and [REDUPLICATION].

Now consider the formation of the rule which actually performs the reduplication. One of the most striking elements of Axininca reduplication is that it reduplicates a word boundary into some forms, but not into others. Preferring two-syllable verbs with initial consonants to reduplicate, it appears that in the absence of the initial consonant in VCV-type verb roots, the rule actually copies the word boundary.

For roots longer than two syllables, the rule reduplicates the antepenultimate syllable only if it has an initial consonant (e.g. as with kawosi bathe but not with osanpi ask). Furthermore, while three-syllable roots may have all three syllables reduplicated (as with kawosi bathe), the rule will not reduplicate a PERSON prefix on a verb longer than two syllables (as with koma paddle). However, any PERSON prefix which, after PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION has applied, results in a two-syllable string with the verb root, may also be reduplicated with the verb. Thus the rule must specify that all segments to be reduplicated in a three-syllable string preceding [REDUPLICATION] are within the verb stem, so the rule in this expansion will have bracketing for the verb.

The reduplication process is formulated by the following rule:
Additional Phonological Rules

(228) REDUPLICATION

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{ & \{ \text{VERB} & (X) \text{ CV(V)(N))} \} \text{ CV(V)(N)} \} \text{ CV(V)(V)} \} \text{ [REDUPLICATION]} \} X \\
\}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 0 & 5
\end{array}
\]

i.e. Preceding [REDUPLICATION], a sequence of word boundary plus two syllables or two vowels is repeated. A three-syllable verb root (or longer) is repeated preceding [REDUPLICATION] if it has an initial consonant on its antepenult. Two syllables (or two vowels) preceded by a consonant are repeated when they precede [REDUPLICATION].

Consider the implications of the following derivations for the ordering relationships between REDUPLICATION and various other rules:

(229)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
a + \text{ [REDUPLICATION]} + \text{ \ddot{w}ai} + \text{ ak + i} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ carry + REDUPLICATION +} \\
\text{ CONTINUATIVE + PERFECT +} \\
\text{ NON/FUTURE} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ SYLLABLE ADDITION} \\
\text{ REDUPLICATION} \\
\text{ EPENTHESIS} \\
\text{ he has continued to carry} \\
\text{ more and more}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ta} \\
\text{nata} \\
\text{natanata\ddot{w}aitaki}
\end{array}
\]
no + N + ko[w + [REDEPLICATION] + i + ro

\[ a \]

ko\[a +t+

noNko[wako\[a\[atiro

I will search for it more and more

no + api\[i + [REDEPLICATION] + Wai + i

\[ \emptyset \]

n + api\[i +t+

napiinapi\[i\[aiti

I will continue to repeat more and more

SYLLABLE ADDITION is obviously ordered before REDUPLICATION to derive the correct surface forms, as illustrated by the first example in (229) and the discussion preceding the formulation of SYLLABLE ADDITION. Therefore an ordering statement of the following sort is needed:

(230) SYLLABLE ADDITION

\[ \downarrow \]

REDUPLICATION

Though the first derivation in (229) utilizes the rule of EPENTHESIS, it does not illustrate the crucial ordering between that rule and REDUPLICATION or SYLLABLE ADDITION. The derivation of the second example does (i.e. I will search for it more and more). This form illustrates that at least SYLLABLE ADDITION must precede EPENTHESIS as it crucially feeds it. The derivation also dispels any thoughts we might have entertained about collapsing SYLLABLE ADDITION with EPENTHESIS, since this derivation demands SYLLABLE ADDITION preceding REDUPLICATION and
EPENTHESIS to yield the correct surface structure. So another ordering statement is therefore needed:

(231) SYLLABLE ADDITION
       ↓
       EPENTHESIS

Finally, the third derivation in (229) (*I will continue to repeat more and more*) demonstrates a relationship between REDUPLICATION and PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION. We are thus compelled to order the latter rule before the former as indicated in the following statement:

(232) PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION
       ↓
       REDUPLICATION

SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING

In addition to the LENGTHENING rule which applies following the palatals, the SUBJUNCTIVE suffix, -ta, appears to geminate a single vowel preceding it. Consider the following alternations:

(233) iNčaawaitiita He might continue entering?
iNpaawaitiroota He might continue feeding her?
iNthoawaitiriita He might continue kissing him?

The lengthening property is peculiar to the SUBJUNCTIVE. The same morphemes preceding the PLURAL suffix, -ni, exhibit no geminate vowels:

(234) iNčaiyini They will enter.
iNpaiyironi They will feed her.
iNthotaiyirini They will kiss him.

We are thus compelled to formulate a rule in which the structural description includes the bracketing for the SUBJUNCTIVE. It is
as follows:

(235) SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING

\[
[-\text{syllabic}] \begin{bmatrix} \text{+syllabic} \\
\backslash \text{labial} \end{bmatrix} \text{SUBJUNCTIVE} \rightarrow 1 \ 2 \ 2 \ 3
\]

1 \ 2 \ 3

i.e. A vowel becomes a geminate cluster following a consonant, when preceding SUBJUNCTIVE.

For a form such as \text{inCaa\textbackslash waitiita} he might continue entering? EPENTHESIS feeds SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING, since the epenthesized /t/ is the [-syllabic] of the structural description of SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING in the derivation of that form. We thus have the following ordering statement:

(236) EPENTHESIS

\[\rightarrow\]

SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING

CONTRACTION

Concluding the set of phonological rules of Axininca is an optional contraction process which alters the syllable shapes of the PLURAL suffix, -\text{aly}, in certain environments. Consider the following examples of the variation:

(237) iNpiyotaiyani (or) iNpiyoiyani They will gather.
iNpisitaiyini (or) iNpisiiyiini They will sweep.
iNkomataiayini (or) iNkomaiyiini They will paddle.
hapiitaiyini (or) hapiyiini They will repeat.
iN\text{thamaiyiini} (or) iN\text{thamaiyiini} They will cultivate.
hima\text{gaiyiini} (or) himaiyiini They will sleep.
iNpakagaiyini (or) iNpakaiyini They will finish.
himitagaiyini (or) imitaiyini They will jump.
iN\text{chikaiyini} but *iN\text{chiiyiini} They will cut.
The first three examples in (237) illustrate that an epenthesized /t/ and the /a/ of the PLURAL suffix may optionally be deleted when the /t/ follows a single vowel. The following two show that when the epenthesized /t/ plus PLURAL follow a vowel cluster, the second vowel of the cluster may also be deleted. The next three examples similarly show that a verb-final /g/ and the /a/ of PLURAL optionally delete. But other verb-final consonants in the same environment may not be deleted as the final example illustrates.

Observe also that the PASSIVE suffix, -ai, has a similar phonological form to the PLURAL, but does not undergo a similar contraction: *inpisitaitiro someone swept it or it was swept, but not inpisiiitiro. The rule will therefore either have to make reference to the final /y/ of the PLURAL suffix of to the bracketing. Since PLURAL is the only suffix exhibiting this phenomenon, and since a rule employing its bracketing would utilize less features than specifying the /iy/ of the suffix, bracketing will be utilized for the rule, which is formulated as follows:

(238) OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{C(V)V} \\
\{ \\
\text{-aspirated} \\
\text{-delayed} \\
\text{-back} \\
\text{-labial} \\
\text{-consonantal} \\
\text{+high} \\
\text{+back} \\
\} \\
\text{PLURAL}^{[+\text{low}]} \rightarrow 1 \emptyset 5 \\
\end{array}
\]

i.e. /t + a/ and /g + a/ are optionally deleted following C(V)V and preceding /iy/ of PLURAL.

OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION is fed by EPENTHESIS, since the /t/ in the structural description of the rule can only be derived by EPENTHESIS. That implies that the only root-final
/t/ which occurs follows /N/. Furthermore, an ordering of OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION before EPENTHESIS would yield incorrect derivations for the forms with verb stems ending in /g/. The following illustrates the incorrect derivation:

(239)  ir + mag + aiy + i + ni  3PM + sleep + PLURAL + FUTURE + PLURAL
   Ø  Ø  OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION
   +t+  EPENTHESIS
  hi  OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION
*himatiyini  they will sleep

A correct ordering of the above would derive the true surface form himaiyini they will sleep. We must therefore specify the following order:

(240)  EPENTHESIS
        +
OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION
CHAPTER VIII
RULE ORDER

Nineteen phonological rules are needed to derive the surface representations of Axininca from the underlying representations posited. In addition to these rules, certain explicit statements of order of application of rules have been made, such that if these orders were reversed, incorrect derivations would occur with the rules formulated as they presently are. As previously noted, other systems of rule application have recently been advocated to replace the principle of extrinsic ordering. Accordingly we could adopt a principle such as simultaneous application (i.e. that rules apply only to underlying forms and that there are no intermediate stages of derivation) at the cost of greatly increasing the complexity of the rules. Alternatively we might observe that many of the ordering statements heretofore presented reflect feeding and counter-bleeding orders, suggestive of an intrinsic principle of maximal utilization of rules. Or we might note that many of the orders minimize opacity. There are, however, certain necessary orderings of rules which violate either of these generalizations. Since this is the case, and since none of the theories of intrinsic ordering has gained general acceptance, I present the rules of Axininca as a partially ordered set.

This does not imply that the native Axininca speaker has nineteen layers of phonological representation and derivation stored in his head. Many of the rules may apply in relation to each other without any order restrictions. Furthermore, when we compare the ordered relationships among the rules, the greatest degree of layering is six rules as the following chart indicates:
The six layers of ordering may be further illustrated in the following derivations where crucial orderings are indicated with arrows relating the rule titles:¹³

(242) \(ir + pirINto + ni\) 3PM + pond/frog + POSSESSIVE
\(\emptyset\) PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION
\(\bar{w}\) WEAKENING
\(t\) GENITIVE STRENGTHENING
\(ihiriNtoti\) his pond frog

(243) \(ir + na + ač + i + ro\) 1P + carry + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM
\(\emptyset\) PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION
\(+t+\) EPENTHESIS
\(i\) LENGTHENING
\(č\) AFFRICATION
\(inatačiiro\) he is carrying it

(244) \(no + N + kis + i + ro\) 1P + FUTURE + be/angry + FUTURE + 3PF
\(č\) BACKING
\(noNkičiro\) I will be angry at her

(245) \(no + N + kaNt + [REDUPLICATION] + i + ro\) 1P + FUTURE + say + REDUPLICATION + FUTURE + 3PF
\(a\) SYLLABLE ADDITION
\(kaNta\) REDUPLICATION
\(+t+\) EPENTHESIS
\(noNkaNtakaNtatiro\) I will say to her more and more

¹³Further examples of the application of each of the phonological rules and their ordered interaction may be found in Appendix C, SAMPLE DERIVATIONS.
(246) o + o + p + [REDUPLICATION] + wai + ia + ro + ta
3PF + causative + feed + REDUPLICATION + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF + SUBJUNCTIVE
PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION
WEAKENING
SYLLABLE ADDITION
REDUPLICATION
EPENTHESIS
PALATALIZATION
LENGTHENING
LABIAL ASSIMILATION
SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING
owā owaₜ̩waiₜ̩aₜ̩aaₜ̩woota
that she might feed her continually more and more

(247) no + o + piiNka + [REDUPLICATION] + wai + i + ro
1P + causative + submerge + REDUPLICATION + CONTINUATIVE + FUTURE + 3PF
PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION
WEAKENING
REDUPLICATION
EPENTHESIS
nowiNkawiNkawiwaitiro
I will continually submerge it more and more
While the derivations illustrate the six layers by orderings needed in various individual derivations, no single derivation ever utilizes six ordered rules in a series. Thus in proposing the extrinsic ordering of Axininca phonological rules we are seemingly not committing too much of a load to the native speaker's competence. Furthermore, I do not intend to imply that the flow chart itself, as given in (241), necessarily represents a psychological reality. Even if extrinsic ordering has some kind of correlate in the mind of the speaker, the different tiers shown in the flow chart do not necessarily correspond to that reality, but are only suggestive of which rules are not crucially ordered with reference to one another, and which rules are.

Two observations (among many) might be made about the ordering of the rules. First, the preceding derivations bring out an interesting (and perhaps implicational) aspect of the particular order of rules in Axininca, namely that the necessary extrinsic ordering affects segment changes in a string almost always in a left to right order. That this is so is a result of the order of the rules applying to prefixes (e.g. PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION) before a rule applying to the initial segments of roots (e.g. WEAKENING), and the latter before a rule applying from the end of a stem (e.g. REDUPLICATION), and that before a rule applying after a root (e.g. EPENTHESIS), etc. This phenomenon is somewhat suggestive of a "selectric" principle such as that proposed by Cearley (1974). But, whereas Cearley proposed this sequencing of rules to apply to a string left-to-right, to account for phonetic rules (his "phonological" rules), in Axininca the rules suggesting this type of application are "deeper" than phonetic rules (i.e. his "morphological" rules). Moreover, if we rigorously try to apply such a principle to the rules herein proposed for Axininca (even with certain modifications) the principle fails to account for a counterfeeding
or opaque ordering such as EPENTHESEIS to VELAR GLIDE DELETION in such derivations as ir + ag + ak + i + ro (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + take + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3/PERSON/FEMININE), where the ordering prohibits EPENTHESEIS from applying after /g/ is deleted. But it is precisely this type of derivation that constitutes the exceptional or problematic orderings of the proposed intrinsic ordering principles such as maximal utilization of rules or minimization of opacity as well.

The second observation is related to these immediately preceding comments. The mere extrinsic ordering of rules in this phonology has failed to distinguish among the different reasons why certain rules are ordered with relation to each other. It fails to capture the generalization that a large percentage of the rule-ordering statements would not be necessary in a random sequential or a minimization of opacity principled phonology. One wonders, however, if those distinctions are ever real ones in the competence of the native speaker. With the issue currently unresolved in the theory of phonology, we may leave it now in favor of more tangible aspects of the Axininca sound system.
CHAPTER IX
SURFACE REPRESENTATION

PHONETIC PROCESSES

If we compare a close phonetic transcription of one of
the texts in Appendix A with the surface representation of the
same, numerous discrepancies between the two are observable.
Perhaps the most obvious ones could be characterized by the
following approximations of a few of the phonetic rules of
Axininca: 14

(248) \[ s + \tilde{s} / \_i \]
\[ N + m / \_p \]
\[ n / \_t, th, \_g, gh, \z, \zh \]
\[ n / \_k \]
\[ i + \emptyset / \{gh\} \_c \]
\[ \tilde{w} + \beta / \{\#\} \_i \]

Furthermore, levels of stress and pitch would be recorded in a
close phonetic transcription, but are not derived by any of the
phonological rules herein proposed for Axininca. The question
then arises as to why the phonological rules do not continue on
to specify the observable phonetic variation of the language.
What is our reason for stopping at this stage of derivation, or
what is the significance of this proposed level of representation
as distinct from a close phonetic transcription?

14 The actual formulations of these and other phonetic
rules, as well as stress placement in Axininca, are elaborated in

159
One of the major tenets of the theory of generative phonology from its nascent stages was that only two relevant or psychologically real levels of phonological representation exist, termed "systematic phonetic" and "systematic phonemic" in the standard theory as exemplified by Chomsky and Halle (1968). According to them, the phonetic representation is the output of the set of phonological rules and theoretically for the phonology of any language is related to a universal phonetics expressed in terms of distinctive features. The underlying or "systematic phonemic" representation is a level at which each morpheme of the language has a single representation, and the string of these as specified by the syntactic component is the input to the set of phonological rules. That there was no intermediate level of phonological representation such as the autonomous or taxonomic phonemic, characterized by the constraint of biuniqueness, was advocated in the early development of the theory; and few phonologists advocate a return to this constraint.

Nonetheless, as Schane (1971.519-20) pointedly observed, most generative descriptions of languages derived a "systematic phonetic" representation which looked more like an autonomous phonemic level than one that could be plugged into universal phonetics. Schane thus questions whether the surface contrast of a language does play a more significant role in the theory than generative theory previously assumed. He cites a number of examples of phonological changes which are problematic without the notion of surface contrast but advocates no actual intermediate level of representation corresponding to this. More recently, Anderson (1974) has argued that, even though we may distinguish between phonetic rules, morphophonemic rules and morpholexical rules (i.e. those phonological changes making reference to specific morphemes or classes), the mixing of these in phonology precludes any intermediate stage of derivation.
On the other hand, Wang (1968.707) argues that there must be some intermediate level recognizing the surface contrasts which has psychological reality. An intermediate "natural phonemic level" of representation has also been advocated by Stampe (1969 and 1973), particularly as characterized by Rhodes (1974), based on studies of child language acquisition.

Thus within the field of phonology, there is no consensus as to whether any intermediate level of phonological representation exists. Several kinds of objective evidence may be invoked to resolve the question. Accordingly we find Schane (1971) using evidence from language change as an indication of the reality of surface contrast and Stampe's (1969 and 1973) use of child language acquisition. While these kinds of evidence may be useful in demonstrating a psychologically real distinction between morphophonemic and phonetic rules, it is uncertain whether they actually attest a real intermediate level of representation. And given the kinds of rule interaction discussed by Anderson (1974), we might consider this as evidence against such a level, though his evidence is internal (i.e. based on the formulation and interaction of the rules themselves, together with the observable phonetics and alternations) and as such not as pointed as the external evidence from child language acquisition and diachronic phonology.

PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY AND ORTHOGRAPHY

One different type of external evidence is the reaction of native speakers to an actual written representation of their language. Sapir's (1933) observations on the reaction of informants from various North American Indian languages to a written form of their language are precisely evidence of this sort. Along the same lines is the native reaction to orthography attested in Gudschinsky (1958), Gudschinsky and Popovitch (1970), and Shand (1972).
Alongside these, observe the claims of Pike (1947.57) regarding the autonomous phonemic level of representation.

...a practical orthography is phonemic. It has one and only one symbol for each sound unit. These the native soon learns to recognize. He needs no "extra" symbols which correspond to sub-units in his language.

In contrast to this is the following claim from Chomsky and Halle (1968.49): "Except for unpredictable variants (e.g. man - men, buy - bought), an optimal orthography would have one representation for each lexical entry."

Though the claim that a phonemic level (i.e. one characterized by biuniqueness) is a psychologically real level of representation was flatly rejected by most generative phonologists, it is safe to say that this is a valid observation about the least degree of abstraction that might characterize such a level. For example, for a language with no phonological alternations and no surface neutralizations of contrast in any environment, but one which did have some allophonic rules, a claim that the phonemic level characterized by biuniqueness is a psychologically real level of phonological representation would be generally accepted. Furthermore, that an optimal practical orthography of the language would parallel this level of representation should be equally obvious. We may thus conclude that an autonomous phonemic level would be the least abstract of the conceivable psychologically real phonological representations which are more abstract than the phonetic.

The well-known Russian voicing and German devoicing examples have often been given as evidence that the "real" level is not the autonomous phonemic level, since the convention of biuniqueness results in a loss of generality in these cases. But this again is internal evidence. Furthermore, the claim that the orthographies of Russian and German may be used as external evidence of the nature of this level is unsound, since these conventional orthographies, based on older stages of the
languages, are not synchronic. Moreover, the native reaction of a literate speaker given as evidence for a level of phonological representation is immediately suspect. There would be no way of knowing whether the speaker was reacting naively or based on his acquired knowledge of his alphabet.

The material presented by Sapir (1933), Gudschinsky (1958), Shand (1972), and Gudschinsky and Popovitch (1970) gives better cases of external evidence of the sort I have been discussing. Unsurprisingly, we find that in each case except the last an orthography corresponding to a level of phonological representation somewhat more abstract than the autonomous phonemic is necessitated by previously illiterate native speakers' reaction. In the last case, Gudschinsky and Popovitch stretch the theory of autonomous phonemics to the point of making vowels allophones of consonants. What appears to be happening in the Maxakalí data is a simple case of deletion. Since neutralizing deletion is not normally allowed by the autonomous phonemic theory, we thus find the unusual allophonic rule proposed by Gudschinsky and Popovitch.

Chomsky and Halle's claims about the relationship between the systematic phonemic level and English orthography are likewise incapable of being proven. Literate speakers of English would undoubtedly be influenced by their knowledge of English orthography in any kind of native reaction to a level of representation similar to that which Sapir and the others noted. And I know of no external evidence of this sort demonstrating that an optimal orthography parallels a systematic phonemic representation. The examples from Sapir and the others only show that the level of this sort is more abstract than the autonomous phonemic, and not that it is the systematic phonemic.

For the Axininca data presented here, we have some external evidence similar to the kind given by Sapir and the others discussed above. For a previously unwritten language such as this, there is no influence from knowledge of a conventional
orthography that would interfere with native reaction to a level of phonological representation. I may thus consider the naive reactions of my principle informant, Jorge Sánchez, to a written representation of his language as valuable external evidence to the nature of a phonological representation.

There are unfortunately some complicating factors such as interference from Jorge's literacy in Spanish. Also, the conditions under which a possible written representation of Axininca was presented to Jorge were not of the "controlled" quality that good experimental phonology demands. Nevertheless, his reactions, and in particular his spelling errors or lack of them in the early stages of learning to write his language are quite valuable as such external evidence for phonological representation.

Consider for example, Jorge's writing of /N/, the unspecified nasal consonant proposed for the underlying representation. Jorge was first taught to write "n" before "t" wherever it occurred, as in "pirinto" pond frog. He was also taught to write "m" and "n" as in "mapi" rock and "ana" black dye. Whenever Jorge wrote the /N/ before /p/, he wrote it with an "n" instead of with an "m", e.g. "inpoqui" he will come for [m po ki]. When he was later taught to write "m" before "p" (as it would be in Spanish) he changed to consistently writing "m" before "t" as well, as in "pirimto" for pond frog. We may thus take this as evidence that at some underlying level these syllable-final nasals are a single segment, not derived from the syllable-initial nasals which are specified for place of articulation. The fact that he wrote this consonant with "n" and then later with equal facility wrote the same letter as "m" in all environments I take to be

---

15 Hereafter an orthographic representation or spelling convention is placed in quotes to distinguish it from a phonological representation.
compelling evidence that this nasal should be unspecified for place of articulation.

Another example is Jorge's inconsistency in writing "i" and "e". From his knowledge of Spanish orthography, he would be perfectly set up to write two contrasting front vowels in Axininca if they were both needed. Related dialects of Campa do have the contrast; and as presented in the earlier discussion of AFFRICATION (198), a possible, though highly abstract, solution for the alternations preceding the NON/FUTURE and INTERRUPTIVE suffixes would be to posit an underlying contrast between /i/ and /e/ which later undergoes absolute neutralization. In addition, there are phonetic occurrences of [i] which are quite close to the Spanish vowel "e" in certain environments. Jorge was taught to orthographically distinguish "i" and "e" in words where the phonetic [i] and [i] occur ([pito] as "pito" monkey (muamguiri) and [hiro] as "jero" monkey (huapopo)) to pattern after Spanish orthography whenever possible.

In writing, however, he soon became inconsistent, with regard to the two vowels, writing the same word with "i" on one occasion and a few minutes later with "e" and sometimes writing "i" where [i] occurs and "e" where [i] occurs. When I suggested that he write only "i", he readily accepted the suggestion and has had no difficulty reading the vowel or writing it consistently since that time. Not only do I take this as evidence against an abstract absolute neutralization solution to the affrication problem, it is evidence that the several phonetic front vowels are the same segment at an underlying level.

These two cases of native reaction to orthography give us some insight into the nature of a psychologically real level of representation for Axininca. But taken by themselves they certainly do not point to an intermediate level of representation distinct from the underlying level. Consider, however, the evidence related to different types of vowel deletion in Axininca.
The alternations of PERSON prefixes show a process of vowel deletion as formulated by the rule PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION (153). In addition to this there are underlying vowel clusters arising from noun suffixation which undergo a deletion as the rule of CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION (223) specifies. And finally, we have observed that in word-final position a geminate cluster is reduced to a single vowel, also a kind of deletion (see the rule of GEMINATE REDUCTION (185)).

Aside from these phonological processes, there is a rule which deletes the vowel /i/ when it follows /ʃʰ/ or /s/ preceding another consonant in words longer than two syllables as the following examples illustrate:⁶

(249) [piʃro] /pisiro/ small toucan
     [ʃhraleza] /ʃhrakə/ yellow-breasted bird
     [iʃkiki] /iʃhiki/ wild fruit
     [ʃkiri] /sikiri/ gnat

Even in slow speech or pronounced in isolation, the vowels are deleted as the above transcriptions indicate. In fact the only time the vowels are ever pronounced is when I have Jorge say the words syllable-by-syllable with a break between each syllable, a process I had taught him to do with unequivocable CVCVVCV nouns. Furthermore, often in these exaggerated syllable-by-syllable articulations the vowels would still be absent. Thus the deletion process in question is not merely a fast speech rule.

Jorge's spellings of words undergoing each of these deletion processes is quite significant. Most of his initial drilling in spelling words were with unequivocable CV patterns such as [mapi] /mapi/ rock which by any rational phonological analysis imaginable would have the same underlying representation as its surface representation.

---

³⁶The phonetic rule s → ʃ / ___i is not particularly relevant here though the transcriptions indicate its application.
Words which undergo PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION Jorge consistently spells without the deleted vowel. For example, for no + mapi + ni my rock he writes "nomapini" but for no + ana + ni my black dye he writes "nanani". His preferred orthography thus resembles a surface representation for these forms.

He also consistently spells words which undergo CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION and GEMINATE REDUCTION without the deleted vowels. For example, for no + pai my grey hair he writes "nopai", but for no + pai + iriki my little grey hair he writes "nopairiki". Also for no + mapaa + ni my tree (sapote) he writes "nomapaati", but for mapaa tree (sapote) he writes "mapa". Thus for these deletion processes as well, his preferred orthography resembles a surface representation rather than an underlying one.

However, for the forms which undergo the deletion of a vowel between /tʰ/ or /s/ and a consonant, Jorge always writes the deleted vowel in his spellings. Thus for [tʰraka] yellow-breasted bird he writes "tsiraca" and for [iʃki] wild fruit he writes "itsiki", and similarly for all the forms of the language which undergo this deletion. I have never observed him spelling one of these forms without the /i/. So in contrast to the other types of deletion, Jorge's preferred orthography in this case more closely parallels an underlying form.

Within a theory which allows only an underlying level of representation and a phonetic level, I know of no way of explaining this phenomenon. If, on the other hand, we allow for a psychologically real level of representation between the underlying level and a close phonetic transcription (or whatever will plug in to a universal phonetics), the phenomenon makes perfect sense. Accordingly, phonological (or morphophonemic) rules apply to the underlying representation to derive the intermediate level which is the one optimally suited for orthography. This representation then serves as the input to the phonetic (or allophonic) rules which derive the phonetic representation.
Thus of the rules of Axininca I am positing two classes: the phonological (or morphophonemic) rules and the phonetic (or allophonic) ones. In Jorge's preferred orthography is represented the output of all the phonological rules formulated in Chapters IV to VII. For example, as derived by the WEAKENING rule (145), Jorge consistently writes "novasoni" for no + paso + ni my gourd ("v" being the closest Spanish symbol to Axininca /w/); and he writes "noyimini" for no + kimi + ni my squash. Likewise, corresponding to the rule of LABIAL ASSIMILATION (147), Jorge consistently writes "antavo" for aNta + ro large (feminine or inanimate) as the output of this rule would derive.

Conversely, for a rule which lowers /i/ between /h/ and /r/, Jorge's preferred orthography represents the "f" and not an "e". Thus he consistently writes "jiro" monkey (nuapo) corresponding to hiro as the input to the phonetic lowering rule. Likewise he writes the vowels of the postsibilant deletion rule corresponding to their presence in the proposed intermediate level of representation, and similarly for each of the phonetic rules formulated in Payne and Payne (to appear).

Thus, for Axininca the surface contrasts are those segments which are necessary to distinguish lexical and grammatical items at the surface level. Those segments are the same as the underlying segments as represented in the articulatory chart (100) and distinctive feature matrix (101). The phonological rules either delete, epenthesize, or convert one underlying segment to another underlying one. Phonetic rules, on the other hand, derive a number of allophones not specified in the charts.

It is also worth mentioning here that the suprasegmental phenomena of stress and pitch (as described by Payne and Payne) are phonetic rather than phonological rules in Axininca. Accordingly, Jorge has no inclination to represent any stress in the orthography though the precedent from Spanish would certainly make such a representation available if it were contrastive at a
lexical or grammatical level. Nor is stress introduced by a cycle or rules with grammatical environments. Instead the stress phenomena are predictable based on surface syllable and word shape and a scale of syllable strength versus weakness.

Throughout this study I have referred to the intermediate level as a surface representation, and in contrast to the underlying morphophonemic representation that is what it is. But the term thus used is somewhat of a misnomer since it has been used by others to refer to a phonetic representation (though as Schane (1971) observed, it has usually been less abstract than that in most generative descriptions). In this description I have always used the term "phonetic transcription" or "phonetic level" to refer to this level.

Perhaps a more appropriate term for what I have called the surface level is the more traditional "phonemic", as long as it is clear that this does not imply a biuniqueness criterion. The evidence from Sapir, Gudschinsky and Shand clearly indicates that biuniqueness is not the true generalization about this level. But I suspect that the level will rarely be a great deal more abstract than that. In Axininca the surface or phonemic level happens to be biunique, although I certainly was not aiming for that when I began the analysis. Furthermore, I suspect that most autonomous phonemic analyses utilizing a biuniqueness criterion would make the syllable-final nasals in Axininca to be allophones of the corresponding syllable-initial nasals in that they are phonetically homorganic to the following obstruent.

PREVIOUS PHONEMIC STATEMENTS OF AXININCA

That is exactly what Heitzman's (1973 and 1975) preliminary analysis of the Campa of Puerto Davis (i.e. Axininca) did. Accordingly, she posits the following phonemes for the language (1973.7): /p, t, k, th, č, b, s, š, h, m, n, r, y, i, e,
That an initial approximation of an autonomous phonemic analysis of this dialect, based on a word list of 262 entries, should miss a few subtle contrasts is quite understandable. Heitzman's purpose was not a thorough analysis of Axininca phonology, but rather a broad comparative sketch incorporating many dialects of Campa. Subsequent to her (1975) studies (which were actually done much earlier, and presented at the 1970 International Congress of Americanists), she discovered the aspiration contrast involving the affricates in Pichis Asheninca (Allene Heitzman, personal communication) which, even after eight months of field work in Axininca, I often have difficulty hearing.

Also missing from the above inventory is /g/. The /b/ (i.e. [β]) in the above list is an allophone of /w/, treated in my description as a glide because of its relationship to the labial vowel in the rule of LABIAL ASSIMILATION (147) and its patterning with /y/ in WEAKENING (145).

The absence of /ň/ and /rv/ from Heitzman's inventory reflects a differing segmentation. That the above are interpreted as single segments rather than a sequence in Axininca follows from three kinds of evidence: distributional phonetic, morphophonemic patterning, and morphological.

The distributional evidence is found in forms such as innparvaatit he will fall again which if the /rv/ were interpreted as /ri/ (CV), would yield the only three vowel clusters in the language; likewise for the /ň/ as /ni/.

The morphophonemic evidence is seen from such rules as PALATALIZATION (204) and EPENTHESIS (170). That kirī + a palm fruit drink becomes kirva involves a general rule deriving palatals from apicals. This pattern would be broken only in these two cases if the consonants were segmented as /ri/ and /ni/. Furthermore, a form such as ir + parv + ak + i he has fallen is regular with regard to EPENTHESIS. If the verb root were parī as a CV segmentation would dictate, we would have difficulty
explaining why EPENTHESIS of a /t/ does not occur between the /i/ of the root and the /a/ of PERFECT.

The morphological evidence is that a form like kor\textit{ya}
m\textit{amiao} worm behaves like a two-vowel root by taking the -\textit{ni} alternation of POSSESSIVE (i.e. noyoyo\textit{ani my man\textit{amiao} worm}). Again a CV interpretation in this case (i.e. kor\textit{ia}) would be the single type of exception to the otherwise regular alternation of POSSESSIVE as derived by the rule of GENITIVE STRENGTHENING (163).

The /s/ and /$\$\$\$/ contrast actually involved a palatal fricative /$\$\$\$/ for the latter. [\$\$\$] is then the allophone of the /s/ before the high front /i/, and both phonemes have complete distribution before the vowels.

Anderson's (1976.2) "linguistic impressions" of Axininca cited in Chapter I are also intended to be very tentative. He was, however, extremely close to recognizing the loss of the contrast between /i/ and /e/ in this dialect. His comments on /g/’s limited distribution and the morphophonemic derivation of /r/ are also quite near the point. The distributional limitation of the apical and alveopalatal obstruents, he notes, hinge on the front vowel contrast. Since there is none, all four of those consonants do, in reality, occur before /i/. His statement "Wherever one would expect /tea/, we find a palatalized voiced ‘ch’ followed by ‘a’" is of course the more general PALATALIZATION rule (204).
CHAPTER X
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this chapter I restate the rules specifying the structure of the word, which were scattered throughout Chapter II. This is followed by a list of the various constraints on the inflectional morphology. After this the list of phonological rules is given, followed by the surface structure constraints on phonology. In presenting the entire scope of the study in one section, the phonological and grammatical structure of the Axininca word is more readily apparent.

WORD-STRUCTURE RULES:

Flow chart of major constituents of the word (16)

QUALIFIER \rightarrow (PLURAL) (SUBORDINATE) (MOOD) (24)
AUXILIARY \rightarrow (ASPECT) TENSE (CLIMAX) (OBJECT) (39)
NON/FINITE \rightarrow \{STATIVE
\} (36)
\{INFINITIVE\}
POSTPOSITION \rightarrow (VERITY) (COMPARATIVE) (DIMINUTIVE)
\{LOCATION\} (PLURAL) (81)
GENITIVE \rightarrow (NON/POSSESSIVE) (CLASSIFICATORY)
\{VOCATIVE\} (POSSESSIVE) (83)
SUBORDINATE \rightarrow \{RELATIVE
\} (29)
\{ADVERBIAL\}
MOOD \rightarrow \{INDEFINITE
\} (30)
\{SUBJUNCTIVE
\} EMPHATIC
\{EXCLAMATORY
\} DUBITATIVE
\textbf{Summary and Concluding Remarks}

\begin{align*}
\text{MODAL} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PARTICIPANT} \\
\text{TIME} \\
\text{PURPOSIVE} \\
\text{MANNER} \\
\text{DIRECTION}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (59) \\
\text{PARTICIPANT} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{DATIVE} \\
\text{REFERENTIAL} \\
\text{PASSIVE} \\
\text{RECIPROCAL} \\
\text{CAUSATIVE} \\
\text{PLURAL} \\
\text{BENEFACTIVE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (60) \\
\text{TIME} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{EARLY} \\
\text{HABITUAL} \\
\text{REPETITIVE} \\
\text{CONTINUATIVE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (68) \\
\text{PURPOSIVE} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{REASON} \\
\text{PURPOSE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (70) \\
\text{MANNER} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{REDUPLICATION} \\
\text{VERITY} \\
\text{DISTRIBUTIVE} \\
\text{FRUSTRATIVE} \\
\text{INTERRUPTIVE} \\
\text{AFFECTIONATE} \\
\text{RAPID} \\
\text{RESOLVED}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (72) \\
\text{DIRECTION} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ARRIVAL} \\
\text{DEPARTURE} \\
\text{THERE/AND/BACK} \\
\text{RECEIVING}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (79) \\
\text{ASPECT} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PERFECT} \\
\text{PROGRESSIVE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (40) \\
\text{TENSE} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\pm \text{FUTURE} \\
\pm \text{REFLEXIVE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (44) \\
\text{OBJECT} & \rightarrow \text{PERSON} \quad (48) \\
\text{POSSESSIVE} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NORMAL (unmarked)} \\
[\text{RI POSSESSIVE}] \\
[\emptyset \text{ POSSESSIVE}]
\end{array} \right\} \quad (85) \\
\text{PERSON} & \rightarrow \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
1/\text{PERSON} \\
2/\text{PERSON} \\
3/\text{PERSON} \\
1/\text{PERSON/INCLUSIVE}
\end{array} \right\} \quad (49)
\end{align*}
3/PERSON → [±MASCULINE] (49)

VERB → [0, 1, 2 TRANSITIVE]
      [±SPANISH LOAN] (20)

NOUN → [±POSSESSED
       ±KINSHIP
       ±SPANISH LOAN] (21, 23)

MORPHOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS:

PLURAL CONSTRAINT (26)
REFLEXIVE CONSTRAINT (45)
1/PERS/INECLUSIVE CONSTRAINT (57)
TRANSITIVE CONSTRAINT (58)
PASSIVE CONSTRAINT (64)
TRANSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT (67)
REFLEXIVITY ADJUSTMENT (75)
GENITIVE CONSTRAINT (84)
KINSHIP CONSTRAINT (94)
SPANISH/LOAN CONSTRAINT (95)

PHONOLOGICAL RULES:

IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION (156)
PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION (153)
OPTIONAL PREFIX SPARANTIZATION (134)
WEAKENING (145)
GENITIVE STRENGTHENING (163)
SYLLABLE ADDITION (227)
REDUPLICATION (228)
EPENTHESIS (170)
PALATALIZATION (204)
VELAR GLIDE DELETION (179)
CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION (223)
SUBJUNCTIVE LENGTHENING (235)
OPTIONAL PLURAL CONTRACTION (238)
LENGTHENING (211)  
GLIDE FRONTING (180)  
GEMINATE REDUCTION (185)  
AFFRICATION (198)  
BACKING (220)  
LABIAL ASSIMILATION (147)

SURFACE PHONOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS:  
WORD-STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT (103)  
SYLLABLE-STRUCTURE CONSTRAINT (107)  
VELAR GLIDE CONSTRAINT (110)  
UNSPECIFIED NASAL CONSTRAINT (111)  
VOWEL CO-OCCURRENCE CONSTRAINT (112)  
WORD-INITIAL CONSTRAINT (114)  
INTERVOCALIC CONSTRAINT (115)  
WORD-FINAL CONSTRAINT (117)  

Two components are missing from the above outline, which are necessary to generate Axininca structures from the word level to the surface (phonemic) representation. One is a specification of the order of application of the phonological rules. Though the above order is one of many possible arrangements which would derive the correct surface structures, the flow chart (241) presented in Chapter VIII is a more accurate (though not exhaustive) representation of ordered relationships among rules.

The other missing component is the lexicon, which would specify the input to the phonological rules by giving a phonological substance to the output of the word-structure rules and constraints. An informal sampling of lexical items is given in Appendix D in three parts: first, a brief illustrative sample of some words of the major classes; second, the affixes of the inflectional morphology; and finally, a word list.
APPENDIX A
TEXTS

For the purpose of exemplifying the preceding morphology and phonology of Axininca, nine texts composed by Jorge Sanchez are included here. Each text is given an underlying representation and a surface (phonemic) representation. In addition there are morpheme by morpheme glosses and free English translations for each.

In the morpheme by morpheme gloss, affixes of the inflectional morphology are written in all capital letters as in the preceding chapters. Words of the major classes (NOUNS, VERBS, and ADVERBS) are written in lower case as are derivational affixes. Three spaces separate words, pluses separate morphemes, and slashes separate several English words used as a gloss for a single morpheme. Abbreviations are utilized for the person markers in the texts as follows: 1P for 1/PERS, 2P for 2/PERS, 3PM for 3/PERS/MASCULINE, 3PF for 3/PERS/FEMININE, 1PI for 1/PERS/INCLUSIVE.

The nine texts were selected to include as varied morphological and phonological data as possible. The first text, CANOE, is a third person narrative encompassing past, present, and future. The second, HOUSE, is a first person future narrative and procedural discourse. The third, BEETLE, is a legend. The fourth, CONVERSATION, is primarily dialogue between four characters. The fifth text, PADDLE, is a first person plural inclusive procedural discourse. The final four texts, WILD BOAR, MONKEY, LAND BIRD, and RED BIRD, are brief descriptions.
PHONEMIC REPRESENTATION

CANOE

(1) naaka noNkInkithatakatiri apa (2) apa ti
isaiki ipaNkoki (3) hiyaatağı boöinsanakı (4) haminaatiro
ipito iNčhikaatiro (5) hiyaataiyanakıni paWačhori ičimenakı
iriri ir opoñaanaaka naana (6) ari himaiyini aNtamikı (7)
pairani ičhikaWitaWo haNtaWitaNtari aawana (8) ti iNhoN-
kıro ositoWanakı iraWanatı (9) hookasitanakaWo ipito (10)
iroñaakira haminaatiro iNčhikaatiro (11) iroñaaka hiyaat-
tanakı (12) oñaatamamı iNčhikapaakıro (13) pasini oñaata-
amı arika iNhoNkakıro čhirińitiini iNpokai (14) tomın-
kıko raasiti sison (15) ari iNpiyoYačaani maawonı (16)
ara raasitaki sison (17) oitarika iNkInkithatakatıri
(18) iroohaći iNpiyaNtanaiyari (19) iNpakaakirıoka iNkIn-
kithaWaitı (20) iNkanaNtanakıri pasipainı (21) thamı pino-
sıkakotına nopito (22) arika pinošıkakotakıtını (23) noN-
pokapaačıırıka haka (24) ti ayootakoğırı apa (25) oita-
rika haNtıri o haNtačı eskuera (26) kimitaka eskuera
iroñaaka ti opaNtaWı (27) ari okaaći iroñaaka

HOUSE

(1) iroñaaka noNkInkithatakatıro naakotıro nopaNko
(2) nonINči noWİğihiki nopaNko (3) kimitaka veintiseiskı
naminıro noWİğihiki nopaNko (4) naakıti kığhiroinı iNčha-
paNkı oмирıkıpaNkı (5) oNpoñaacă naakıti ğhıroNpıtha
nosırıkaNcaawörı (6) namairıka ğhıroNpıtha nosırıkapairo
(7) oNpoñaacă noNgısiWıraı kaNpona (8) nohotancaawörı
moğkıirosı (9) noNthoNkakırıoka noNgısiWıraı maawonı
(10) namairırıka nohotapairo (11) oNpoñaacă nayı moğkı-
rosı (12) naakırıka moğkıirosı namairı (13) noNkágхиya-
pairo (14) noNthoNkakırıoka maawonı noNkágхиıyro oNpoñaacă
nosırıkanakı (15) nosırıkapırıka arika noNthoNkakırıko nosi-
rıko maawonı (16) oNpoñaacă naakıti koNpirıso (17)
noNpasikori rinok otaNtawasiki (18) noNthoNnakakirori
noNpasikoro (19) oNoñaqa naNwapiNti mapiki kaNdiri (20)
oNkarika oNkaati noNwapiNtakiri (21) kimitaka treinta kaN-
diri iiorika kapičhiini (22) oNoñaqa noNthoNnakakirori
maawoni (23) naakiti kaNpona (24) noNpoNkakiro nayiri
nomiNkotaki (25) noNthoNnakakirori o iiorika noNthoNkiri-
taōo t'aaNkiiini (26) ariitapacakari kasiri niyaatančaaari
yarinaaki nooksitančaančō (27) napiitapairo paata (28)
nakarka pokaači yarinaaki (29) noNpiyapakakari kimitaka
ari noNthoNkapairo (30) ari okaači noNkiNkithačwāgī

BEETLE (MAGGOT FLY)
(1) noNkikithakotakiri čiwiito (2) ianaTa pairani
čiwiito hiyaati haasıNtotaNti (3) hači hiyaagī hiyaagī
sitōwapaaki pанkočhīki (sopirik) (4) wihataNtapaaka kita-
tiriwi koNki (5) kitaitiriwi iyoini (6) kitaitiriwi ani
(7) oponaaka čiwiito ikanči koNki (8) nopoki nosiritačō
pisNto (9) ari iimakči kōwakočwāaitaki oNčhipacca (10)
oponaka čiwiito iiniNtapaaki apaani ōčhinani (11) ikamitaN-
takiro haakiro čimapaka iina (12) oponaka iraniripaini
ikančiri (13) ani t'amiča osagaaNtakiti maanKoyi (14)
t'ami (15) hataiyanakini (16) hiyaagī hiyaagī (17) arii-
taka maanKoyi (18) ikyakotapaaki (čhīk čhīk
čhīk) (19) ińakiro imo (20) hosagaaNtakiri (21) hos-
gaančiri hosagaaNčiri (22) ačhīkaki (23) hōwāwaitaiyani
howāwaitaiyani (24) ipakaaki howāwaitaiyani (25) ika-
takiri iraniri (26) ani t'ami osagaaNtī (27) aanaari
pankočhīki (28) oponaka haaki chipana (29) ikačhīkočwā-
ntakiro hotitaNčaari iimaNkoyiti (30) hosagaaNči hosagaanči (31)
hosapiryači hosapiryači (32) hotitači
hotitači (33) chirininčaanaki (34) ikanakiri iraniri (35)
ani t'amira aatai (36) hi t'ami (37) hataiyaini (38)
hiyaagī hiyaagī (39) ariita pānkoc'hīki iraniri (40) iki
h tínpo'wàiqí gòwíito (41) hówàwaitana ɗiyàé'hí sìtòwàpái
paNkó'qíikí (42) hariita (43) ɗhirini pirotanàkí (44) ikánta
wíta'wàari iràniri (45) anì pìrapái pà'zhàka (46) hàkì
hmm atàkì kimàníntàkinà (47) anì isa'kí imàirìgì (48)
tì isìroNtàwàita (49) ikàNé':hí iràniri ɗhìka ɗkàNtakàà'
çà
ànìri (50) kàari isìroNtàwàitàNtà (51) ɗhàdí ɗkàari
ipòkàNtà akaimàwìtìri (52) iroñàaka'à ɗNé:masìtìri (53)
ɗhìkàrika ɗkíNpòitaNtàpìNtàri ìpàníòreno (54) ìpòñàaka
òñààta'màní ikaNé'írì iràniri (55) anì thà'mì ìpìtàà'tìri
òsàgààntàà'tì maaNkoyì (56) hì thà'mì (57) ikàNtàwàkàiyà-
nàkàni iírìNé':pàíni (58) iroñàaka pìní nòNé:masìtìri (59)
ànìri ɗhìkàrika ɗkíNpòitaNtàpìNtàri ìpàtàkìro'òni (60)
hì nNé'á pìNé:masìtìri (61) ìpòñàaka hataiyàìàknì (62)
hìyààëíi hiyààëí (63) arììtàka òsògààntàpìNé'íra ìmàaNkoyìtì
(64) ɗkìyàkòòtàpàkkìri (ɗhìk òhìk òhìk) (65) ɗnààkìro mo'
(66) òsògààNé'írì òsògààNé'írì a'dhìkàki (67) hówàwaità-
àyì mò hówàwaitàiyànyì (68) ìpàkàakkìri hówàiyànyì (69) ikàN-
tàkìri iràniri (70) thà'mì òsògààntàà'ni a'nì (71) ìnààri
paNkó'ñÌkí (72) òsògààNé'í òsògààNé'í (73) hàakì òcìkì
ììàNkoyì hàipatanàlìri (74) hìiýàyàka orýàèhírì òhìrìnììtíí
(75) ikàNtàkìri iràniri (76) anì thà'mìrà aatai òhìrìnìi-
çàkì (77) hì thà'mì pìçààwò (78) nNé'ììkìró'òni nìNpòiti
nààkà (79) hì aài hataiyàìàknì iràniri (80) hìyààëí
hiyààëí (81) arì háNto (82) ikaNé'írì iírìNé'í (83) arì
nòsàkì hàkà (84) nòmànapì'tàçààri a'nìri (85) nòmàawa-
kàrikà itàràka ɗkíNpòitaNtàpìNtàri ìpàníòreno (86) hì
aài (87) hàdì iírìNé'í (88) ìsàkì ìsàkì (89) ìnà- wàkììíri isìtòwàpàkkà (ìn'sòpìrik) (90) awìhànàkì (tìk tìk
(91) ìNpòi'tànàkì iírìori (92) ìNpòi'tà hìnNpòi'tàì (93)
arì háNto itìNpànàkì (94) ìsitànàkkà iírìNé'ì
kììrò'òni (95) hàmìnàkòòtàpàkkìri nìa hówàwaità ɗiyàè'hí
(96) hówìhàpì'tàhàtànàkìri (97) iki'mànakììírì hówàwaità
ɗiyàè'hí (dàwò dàwò) (98) ìhìkòcììiro ìwàmòkòòtkì (99)
İwamokotitari oçitomoko iito (100) iiritaki hayiri (101) hiyaãgi hiyaãgi sitowapai ipaNkoki (102) ikanTapairi iiriNétipaini (103) noñaakirira aniri hoôwàçaaôora ñiýaãghi (104) ikanTanaki iiriNézi haa iNçarYohaNti hoyawo aniri ñiýaãghî (105) imapiro ti nothiya (106) irootakira kaari hakaNtapinTa apaçuâkori ni akimaiNkataNtari (108) ti ikamaNéiro ituñâhiro (109) ithaawakari iiro owâñhirri (110) ihagi inaanati ti ikamaNéiro (111) opoñaaka sitowapai ciwîito (sopirik) (112) okaNta-WitaWari iina (113) poowapai kaniri (114) hmm ataki kimaniNtakina (115) okaNéiroça iiriNto (116) ñhika ikanTakaça kaari isiroNtaNta (117) piñi nonkairokiri nosiroNta-kayari (118) okairokakiri (tok tok tok) (119) ti isiroNta (120) okaàmakiro iiriNto (121) pinpoki iinâço (122) pimoNtitiri pinkairokiri (123) omoNtiwitàapaakari okairokiri ti isiroNta (124) ikoôi isiroNçama inaawita (125) ti okaNézi isiroNçà (126) ikanTasita hmm (127) opakaasitari ti isiroNta (128) opoñaaka oñaatamani ikanTakiri iraniri (129) ani thâmi osagaanTataati maaNkoyî (130) hi thâmi hataiyanakini (131) hiyaãgi hiyaãgi (132) arïtaka hosagaanTapinNéira (133) imaaNkoyiti (134) ikiyakotapaakiri (çhik çhik çhik) (135) iñaakiro îmo (136) hosagaanNéiri hosagaanNéiri oçhikaki (137) hoôwàwàitaiyani hoôwàwàitaiyani ipakaakiri hoôwàwàita (138) ikaNéiri iraniri (139) ani thâmi osagaanTanai aanaïri paNkôhîki (140) hi hosagaanNéî hosagaanNéî (141) hosapir'yaãgi ñiýaãghiôñwànanâîki (142) hiwiyaka oryâãhîri içaawâñitiini (143) irootaiNéîhoNéhîrînî (144) ikanTàwitàkari iraniri (145) ani thâmi aatai (146) irootaiNéîhoNéhîrînî (147) apaaha ani osagaanTapirotanakîita (148) ti aaka pilota (149) hi ariwî ani (150) kimakina píkanTaâgiira ti aaka pilota (151) hosagaanNéî hosagaanNéî (152) ikanTanaki iraniri (153) ani thâmi aatai (154) apaaha ani osagaanTapirotanakîita
(155) ti aaka pirota (156) hi ariwi ani (157) pikan-
tagiira ti aaka pirota (158) pinpoki aatira (159) hatai-
yanakini iraniri (160) hootaiyanakani (moriki moriki moriki) (161) hinpoichtanaka giwiito (162) ikaimwitanaka aniin aniin apaaha pookana aniin poyaWakinaata (163) thonka hosokawitanakiri imaanKoyiti aaghiki (164) arii-
taiyaani iraniri pankoghiki (165) kinthawaitapaii (166) nookanakiri ani (167) nokaNtaawitakari (168) thami aatai ani (169) irootaiNghi onghirini (170) ikanTanakigi apaaaha ani (171) ti aaka pirota (172) ipoña giwiito ipokaira (173) ghirinipaiti aaghiki (174) thonka honpoha-
Waitaka itokii (175) ponaaaciimooki (176) ariiwiita paN-
koaghiki (177) harita niyanKhitipaiti ghiriniri sitioWapai pankoghiki onaaWaaqiri iina (178) hootakiri iraniri (moriki) (179) iña iponaapoNpooito itokii (180) ikanghi iraniri onpohaka giwiito (181) ikanTanakiki giwiito onpoha-
kinaawi pironghiiti ghimiririti (182) ipairyaakirira iwairo piyanaka pironghi (183) aanaki (184) iihagi ghimiripaini piyanaka ghimiriri (185) agaiyanakini (186) iihagi irirori piyanaka giwiito (187) aanaki (188) ari ikanTayiyan (189) pairani ghimirita iroohaagi haqiriyaawitani (190) ima ikaaniNtaiyironi iwairoitipaini (191) inpairyaawakaiyraka awairoki (192) ari inpiyawakakaça (193) ari okaaeci nokiN-
kithatakoqiri giwiito

CONVERSATION

(1) nonkiniKithatakotiri apaani siraNpara iqhipatawo iina (2) hiyaatayini hariitaNCA naNpiqghiki (3) ikanghi iina (4) thamića ariitaNtakića (5) thami ghika paîtika aNpokaika (6) taanića kimitaka onaatamani ari aNpokaiai (7) hi ariwi (8) opoñaaka hataiyanakini (9) hiyaagi hiyaagi (10) ariitaka naNpiqghiki sitioWapakiki (sopirik) pankoghiki
(11) hiWîthataNtapaka (12) kitaitiriwî açînîNka (13) kitaitiriwî ari pipoki (14) hi ata nopoki (15) nopoki ariîtâwakaiya (16) hi piNpokaâwaiti pimakoryaapai miNKoGiftaki (17) hi ariwî (18) oponâaka iina iihâgi oWîthataNtapaka iroori (19) kitaitiriwî açînîNka (20) kitaitiriwî ari pipoki (21) hi ari nopoki (22) noyatasitari noghipatari ikanî (23) thâmi ariîtaNtakiçâ (24) iro nopokaNtari (25) ha arima pariwaiçâ (26) patitiçâ hinoki (27) pimakoryaapai miNKoGiftaki (28) oponâaka sirañpari ikiNkîthawaitaiyini (29) (ok ok ok) (30) oponâaka eGhirinitakoiyanakini (31) oponâaka ikanNtanakî (32) ariçâ okaàgi akiNkîthawaitaki amayîçâ (33) hi amayî (34) oponâaka magaîyanakini (35) himayî himayî kitičitakotai (36) oponâaka piririNtayakani hiWîthatawakaiyani (37) kitaitiriwî (38) kitaitiriwî (39) iitaka pimisitakiri (40) tikâghî normisigiri (41) oponâaka ikanNtakiro iina (42) piNtasiti kaniri (43) oponâaka iina otasiwaiçî kaniri (44) otasiwaiçî otasisiwaiçî pohataki (45) oponâaka okaNtakiri oimi (46) pohataki kaniri haha hiroka (47) haaWairo oimi kaniri (çirok) (48) hîwakiro miNKoGiftakitiki (49) oponâaka ikaimawakaaka (50) poya kanirirî (51) ariwî (52) pokaiyapaakinî hoya kaniri (53) hîwaiyani hîwaiyani (54) ipakaâkiro hoya kaniri (55) ari oWâka (56) hi ariwî (57) oponâaka ćhnânipaini iihâgi okaimawakini oya kaniri (58) oWaiyani oWaiyani (59) opakaiyakironî oWâ (60) ari oWâka (61) hi ariçâ oWâka maaWoni (62) oponâaka ikanNtanakiro iina (63) thâmi aatai (64) thâmi (65) oñaatamani naNTâwatapâçî naNTapai noWàani (66) oponâaka hiWîthataNtana (67) hataana acînîNka (68) hataana maaWoni (69) hi pimatairo (70) eGhika paitika piNpokaâtika (71) ti niyooGî kimitaka arika noNTôNKakiro noWâani (72) arîpaïti noNpokaâtî haka (73) hi kimakina (74) oponâaka iina oWîthataN-
tanaka (75) hataan açoñiNka (76) hi pimatairo (77) opoñaaka piya (78) ipokaí ipokaí (79) ariita ipaNkoki saikapai (80) ari okaagi nokiNkithaãgi

PADDLE
(1) noNkiNkithatakotiro naaka komawoNghî (2) hiitaãgiri komawoNghî iNC'hato hiwîg'hikaiãgiri omiNta (3) irootaki hiwîg'hikaiãgiri komawoNghî (4) aniNtirika awîg'hikí ayomaũo (5) amîNtaryi iNC'hato omiNta (6) arika amîNtaryaa-kiro omiNta (7) onpoñaaca aNpiriNkíro saŵiri ki (8) arika aNtb'oNkakiro aNpiriNkíro maaũoni (9) onpoñaaca añaanCaaũo hiñãaki (10) aNkomataNCaũo pitoãhíki (11) ãh'íkarika aati (12) ari okaagi akiNkithatakotiro komawoNghî

WILD BOAR
(1) noNkiNkithatakotiri kitairiki (2) hiitaãgiri kitairiki isaiki aNtamiki (3) kitairiki hoûwaitari ima iposiniãi (4) kitairiki hoũawo ãiroãgiki irootaki hoũari (5) iihãgí ãh'îg'hitaãwò ãh'miî (6) irootaki hiriri ipiyari hoũiro iirori (7) kitairiki ãimaã'hi iito itona ãh'okita ipori iiëg ãkiNpita oãîmanaki irooki (8) tikaã'hi ãgiNko (9) kitairiki maaũoni iopokaiyini iopokaiyini ithaiyaiyani (10) hoçaari âwakapaini (11) ari ikaNta iirori kitairiki (12) ti haniëgí apaani apaani (13) haniitaiyini maaũoni (14) ari okaagi nokiNkithatakotiri kitairiki

MONKEY
(1) noNkiNkithatakotiri oçito (2) hiitaãgiri oçito ikini hinoki iNC'hatomasiki (3) ari ikini (4) oçito ikisaaniNtaãi (5) oçito ãimaã'hi irako ipori iito irooki ikiri ãkiNpita oãîmanaki ãgiNko (6) maaũoni ãgïmi (7) oçito ãh'ogîro ãh'óch'oki saikaãh'ìri aNtamiki (8) irootaki ãh'ogîri iirori (9) iniNtirika ãgïmi iryanî (10)
iĉimakirika irtani iNĉiiri itaapiiki (11) ari iĉiiri irtani itaapiiki (12) ari okaaqli nokiNkithatakoğiri oğuțo

RED BIRD
(1) noNkiNkithatakotiri ġhiya (2) hiitağiiri ġhiya isaiki aNtamiki (3) ikini hinoki iNĉhatomasiki (4) ari ikini ġhiya (5) ġhiya ikiĉonkaniNtaği (6) ti haнтariri ġyaniini (7) hoŵari ġhapiği (8) iĝimanaki ĝiĝhiri (9) iритaki hoŵari ġhiya (10) ġhiya aɾi hakaaki aناaaWinli-rîka iNthaĩNkai (ęhiikan) (11) aɾi ikaNTAXi ġhiya (12) iNthaĩNkakairika amaNĉhîyataći (13) o iirorika hiyootağiiro maNĉhîyariNĉhi (14) ġhiya iniNtirika hothouse imiNkośćça hiňookini iNĉhamaísiki (15) aɾi hoŵiri ihtoki (16) oNpoňaça hosaaWinliiri (17) ġhiya įgiimi ihtoki aperature iį giymi oçiki (18) iniNtirika hiraaya iNkanTi (ći wi korva决定了 wi wi korva决定了) (19) aɾi ikanći ġhiya hiraga (20) aɾi okaaqli nokiNkithatakoğiri ġhiya

LAND BIRD
(1) noNkiNkithatakotiri powoîNto (2) hiitağiiri powoîNto isaiki aNtamiki (3) haniići isaawiki kipaghi (4) ġimağı iśiwaNkį iwigi ikiNĉhi iito irooki (5) oğu-manaki ihtowa (6) powoîNto hoŵari thoNkiiriki (7) oğu-manaki owaĩriNĉhîkipaini (8) powoîNto iniNtirika hiňayini iNkanTi (9) (ployapokoro poyapokoro) (10) aɾi ikanći hiňayini powoîNto (11) isaãkîrika apaniroini (12) iniNtirika iNkaiimiric idiotNka (13) iNkanTi (porak porak çoçoço çoçoço) (14) sireNpârai ikaNći (15) hiňi (pokorok pokorok çoçoço çoçoço) (16) aɾi ikanći (17) hiňi sireNpârai powoîNto (18) iniNtirika hiňayini (19) himayi iNĉhaOnkîki (20) aɾi himayini iNtaaamayani (21) aɾi okaaqli nokiNkithatakoğiri powoîNto
UNDERLYING REPRESENTATION

CANOE

(1) naaka no + N + kiN + ki + th a + ako + i + ri
apa (2) apa ti ir + saik + i ir + paNko + ki (3)
ir + iya a + ač + i boWinsana + ki (4) ir + amin + aa +
i + ro ir + pito ir + N + čhik + aa + i + ro (5) ir +
iya a + aiy + an + ak + i + ni paW a + čhori ir + čim +
an + ak + i irirori o + poň + an + ak + a naana (6)
a + ri ir + ma g + aiy + i + ni anTam i + ki (7) pairani
ir + čhik + wi + a + ro ir + aNt + wai + aNt + a + ri
aW a na (8) ti ir + th oNk + i + ro o + sitioń + an +
ak + i ir + aW a na + ni (9) ir + ook + asi + an + ak +
a + ro ir + pito (10) irońaaka + ri + ka ir + amin +
aa + i + ro ir + N + čhik + aa + i + ro (11) irońaaka
ir + iya a + an + ak + i (12) o + ĥaa + aman + i ir +
N + čhik + ap + a e + ak + i + ro (13) pasini o + ĥaa +
aman + i a + ri + ka ir + N + th oNk + ak + i + ro
čhirinii + i tī + ini ir + N + pok + a g + i (14) tomarńko
+k i ir + aası + i sisıon (15) a + ri ir + N + piyo +
aiy + ak + ia + ni maawonı (16) a + ri + ka ir +
aası + ak + i sisıon (17) o + ii + a + ri + ka ir +
N + kiN + ki + th a + ako + i + ri (18) iroo + ha + i
ir + N + piy + aNT + an + a g + ia + ri (19) ir + N +
pakag + ak + i + ro + ri + ka ir + N + kiN + ki + th a +
Wai + i (20) ir + N + kaNT + an + ak + i + ri pasini +
pai + ni (21) tıhami pi + nosi k + a k o + i + na no +
pito (22) a + ri + ka pi + nosi k + a k o + a k i + i + na
(23) no + N + pok + ap + a g + ač + i + ri + ka haka (24)
tı a + iyoo + ako + i + ri apa (25) o + ii + a + ri +
ka ir + aNT + i + ri o ir + aNT + ač + i eskuera
(26) kimi + ak + a eskuera irońaaka tı o + paNta +
ro (27) a + ri o + ka a + i irońaaka
(1) irońaaka no + N + kiN + ki + th̍a + ako + i +
ro no + ag + ako + i + ro no + paNko (2) no + n̄iNt +
i no + wiģ̍hik + i no + paNko (3) kimi + ak + a
veintiseǐs + ki no + amin + i + ro no + wiģ̍hik + i no +
paNko (4) no + ag + aki + i kģ̍hi + roiN̄i iN̄h̍a +
paNg̍i o + miriki + paNg̍i (5) o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no +
ag + aki + i ẽh̍iroNpi + th̍a no + sirik + aN̄t + ia + ro +
ri (6) no + am + ag + i + ri + ka ẽh̍iroNpi + th̍a no +
sirik + ap + ag + i + ro (7) o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no +
N + ẽiawiri + ag + i kaNpona (8) no + oho + aN̄t + ia +
ro + ri moģ̍ikiro + si (9) no + N + th̍oNk + ak + i + ro +
ri + ka no + N + ẽiawiri + ag + i + ro maaWoni (10)
no + am + ag + i + ro + ri + ka no + oho + ap + ag + i + ro
(11) o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no + ag + i moģ̍ikiro + si (12)
no + ag + ak + i + ri + ka moģ̍ikiro + si no + am + ag + i +
ro (13) no + N + kaģ̍hiy + ap + ag + i + ro (14) no +
N + th̍oNk + ak + i + ro + ri + ka maaWoni no + N + kaģ̍hiy +
i + ro o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no + sirik + an + ak + i
(15) no + sirik + ak + i + ri + ka a + ri + ka no + N +
th̍oNk + ak + i + ro no + sirik + i + ro maaWoni (16)
o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no + ag + aki + i koNpiro + si (17)
no + N + pasik + i + ro + ri hino + ki otaNtaWañi + si +
ki (18) no + N + th̍oNk + ak + i + ro + ri + ka no + N +
pasik + i + ro (19) o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no + oW +
piNt + i mapi + ki kaNg̍iri + ki (20) ẽh̍iika + ri + ka
o + N + kaa + i no + oW + piNt + ak + i + ri (21) kimi +
ak + a treinta kaNg̍iri + ki iiro + ri + ka kapiëhǐnĩ
(22) o + N + poN̄ + ak + ia no + N + th̍oNk + ak + i + ro +
ri + ka maaWoni (23) no + ag + aki + i kaNpona (24)
no + N + poNk + ak + i + ro no + ag + i + ri no + miNk̍o +
taki (25) no + th̍oNk + ak + i + ro + ri + ka o iiro +
ri + ka no + thoNk + iγhi + a + ro thaaNki + ini (26)
arii + ap + ag + ak + ia + ri + ka kasiri no + iyaa +
aNt + ia + ri yarinaa + ki no + ook + asi + an + ak + ia +
ro (27) no + apii + ap + ag + i + ro paata (28) naaka +
ri + ka pok + aa + i yarinaa + ki (29) no + N + piy +
ap + ag + ak + i + ri + ka kiimi + ak + a a + ri no +
N + thoNk + ap + ag + i + ro (30) a + ri o + kaa + i
no + N + kiN + ki + tha + Wai + i

BEETLE (MAGGOT FLY)

(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ri giWiito
(2) ir + kaNt + a pairani giWiito ir + iyaa + i ir +
a + siNto + aNt + i (3) ha + i ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa +
i siNw + ap + ag + ak + i paNko + ghi + ki (sopirik)
(4) Wi + tha + aNt + ap + ag + ak + a kit + aiti + ri +
Wi koNki (5) kit + aiti + ri + Wi iyoiNi (6) kit +
aiti + ri + Wi ani (7) o + poN + ak + a giWiito ir +
kaNt + i koNki (8) no + pok + i no + siri + a + ro
pi + siNto (9) a + ri gimi + aghi kow + REDUPLICATION +
Wai + ak + i o + N + ghiKr + i (10) o + poN + ak + a
giWiito ir + niNt + ap + ag + ak + i apaani ghiNani (11)
ir + kami + aNt + ak + i + ro ir + ag + ak + i + ro gimi +
ap + ag + ak + i ir + iina (12) o + poN + ak + a ir +
ani + ri + pai + ni ir + kaNt + i + ri (13) ani thami +
ca a + osagaaNt + aki + i maaNkoyi (14) thami (15)
ha + aiy + an + ak + i + ni (16) ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa +
i (17) arii + ak + a ir + saik + i + ra maaNkoyi (18)
ir + kiy + ako + ap + ag + ak + i + ri (ghi ghi ghi ghi)
(19) ir + i + ak + i + ro ir + moo (20) ir + osagaaNt +
ak + i + ri (21) ir + osagaaNt + i + ri ir + osagaaNt +
i + ri (22) aghi + ak + i (23) ir + o + p + Wai + aiy +
a + ni ir + o + p + Wai + aiy + a + ni (24) ir + pakag +
ak + i + ri ir + o + p + Wai + aiy + a + ni (25) ir +
kaNt + ak + i + ri ir + ani + ri (26) ani thami a + osagaaNt + i (27) a + ag + an + ag + i + ri paNko + ghī + ki (28) o + poñ + ak + a ir + ag + ak + i ghīpana (29) ir + kaghīk + ōiwana + ak + i + ro ir + oti + aNt + ia + ri + ri ir + maanKoyi + ni (30) ir + osagaaNt + i ir + osagaaNt + i (31) ir + osapīry + ač + i ir + osapīry + ač + i (32) ir + oti + ač + i ir + oti + ač + i (33) ghirinii + č + an + ak + i (34) ir + kaNt + ak + i + ri ir + ani + ri (35) ani thami + ra a + aa + ag + i (36) hi thami (37) ha + aiy + an + ag + i + ni (38) ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa + i (39) arii + a paNko + ghī + ki ir + ani + ri (40) iiki ir + iNpoī + ẅai + i giwiiito (41) ir + o + p +  świadom + an + a giya + ghī sitow + ap + ag + i paNko + ghī + ki (42) ir + arii + a (43) ghirinii + piro + an + ak + i (44) ir + kaNt + ẅi + aowment + ag + a + ri ir + ani + ri (45) ani pi + ir + ap + ag + i paGUyeka (46) ir + ak + i hmmm ataki kim + niNt + ak + i + na (47) a + ri ir + saik + i ir + mairi + i (48) ti ir + siroNt + ẅai + a (49) ir + kaNt + i + ca ir + ani + ri ghika ir + kaNt + ak + a + ca a + ani + ri (50) kaari ir + siroNt + ẅai + aNt + a (51) i + ha + i kaari ir + pok + aNt + a a + N + ka1m + ẅi + a + ri (52) iroñaaka + ca a + N + ghima + i + ri (53) ghika + ri + ka ir + iNpoī + aNt + piNt + a + ri apani + roini (54) o + poñ + ak + a o + ṣaa + aman + i ir + kaNt + i + ri ir + ani + ri (55) ani thami a + arii + aa + i + ri a + osagaaNt + aa + i maanKoyi (56) hi thami (57) ir + kaNt + aowment + ag + aiy + an + ak + a + ni ir + iN1di + pai + ni (58) iroñaaka pi + ǹi no + N + ghima + i + ri (59) a + ani + ri ghika + ri + ka ir + iNpoī + aNt + piNt + a + ri apatbaki + roini (60) hi iN1ca pi + N + ghima + i +
ir + o + p + ṭawi + a  ḡiya + ḡhi (aaWo  aaWo) (98) ir + ḡhiko + či + i + ro ir + pa + moko + ni + ki (99) ir + pa + moko + ni + a + ri očito + moko ir + iito (100) iiri + ak + i ir + ag + i + ri (101) ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa + i sitiow + ap + ag + i ir + paNko + ki (102) ir + kaNt + ap + ag + i + ri ir + irinći + pai + ni (103) no + ń + ak + i + ri + ra a + ani + ri ir + o + p + ač + a + ro + ra  ḡiya + ḡhi (104) ir + kaNt + an + ak + i ir + irinći haa iNčarvchaNti ir + o + p + ia + ro a + ani + ri ḡiya + ḡhi (105) imaa + piro ti no + thiy + a (106) iroo + ak + i + ra kaari ir + ak + aNt + piNt + a apathaki + roini a + N + kaim + ñi + ia + ri + ri + ka (107) iiro a + kim + aNka + aNt + a + ri (108) ti ir + kamaNt + i + ro ir + ighiro (109) ir + thaaW + ak + a + ri iiro owaN + i + ri (110) ii + ha + i ir + naana + ni ti ir + kamaNt + i + ro (111) o + poN + ak + a sitioW + ap + ag + i giwiito (sopirik) (112) o + kaNt + ñi + aW + ag + a + ri ir + iina (113) pi + o + p + ap + ag + ia kaniri (114) hmm ataki kim + niNt + ak + i + na (115) o + kaNt + i + ro + ča o + irinNto (116) ḡhika ir + kaNt + ak + a + ča kaari ir + siroNt + aNt + a (117) pi + ń + i no + N + kairok + i + ri no + siroNt + ak + ag + ia + ri (118) o + kairok + ak + i + ri (tok tak tok) (119) ti ir + siroNt + a (120) o + kaim + ak + i + ro o + irinNto (121) pi + N + pok + i iinčo (122) pi + monNti + i + ri pi + N + kairok + i + ri (123) o + monNti + ñi + ap + ag + ak + a + ri o + kairok + i + ri ti ir + siroNt + a (124) ir + kow + i ir + siroNt + ia + ma ir + naa + ñi + a (125) ti o + kaNt + i ir + siroNt + ia (126) ir + kaNt + asi + a kmm (127) o + pakag + asi + a + ri ti ir + siroNt + a (128) o + poN + ak + a o + ńaa + aman + i ir + kaNt + ak + i + ri ir + ani + ri (129) ani thami a + osagaNt + aa +
i maaNkoyi (130) hi thami ha + aiy + an + ak + i + ni (131) ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa + i (132) arii + ak + a ir + osagaanT + apiNT + i + ra (133) ir + maaNkoyi + ni (134) ir + kiy + ako + ap + ag + ak + i + ri (čhič čhič čhič) (135) ir + ñ + ak + i + ro ir + moo (136) ir + osagaanT + i + ri ir + osagaanT + i + ri ačhič + ak + i (137) ir + o + p + Wai + aiy + a + ni ir + o + p + Wai + aiy + a + ni ir + pakag + ak + i + ri ir + o + p + Wai + a (138) ir + kaNT + i + ri ir + ani + ri (139) ani thami a + osagaanT + an + ag + i a + ag + an + ag + i + ri paNko + čhi + ki (140) hi ir + osagaanT + i ir + osagaanT + i (141) ir + osapiy + ač + i ir + kačhič + oīWana + ni + ki (142) ir + iWiy + ak + a orya + čhiri içaawī + iti + ini (143) iroo + aınčhi o + N + čhirini + i (144) ir + kaNT + Wi + ak + a + ri ir + ani + ri (145) ani thami + ra a + aa + ag + i (146) iroo + aınčhi o + N + čhirini + i (147) apaaha ani a + osagaanT + piro + an + ak + i + ta (148) ti aaka pirota (149) hi a + ri + Wi ani (150) käm + ak + i + na pi + kaNT + ač + i + ra ti aaka pirota (151) ir + osagaanT + i ir + osagaanT + i (152) ir + kaNT + an + ak + i ir + ani + ri (153) ani thami + ra a + aa + ag + i (154) apaaha ani a + osagaanT + piro + an + ak + i + ta (155) ti aaka pirota (156) hi a + ri + Wi ani (157) pi + kaNT + ač + i + ra ti aaka pirota (158) pi + N + pok + i a + aa + i + ra (159) ha + aiy + an + ak + i + ni ir + ani + ri (160) ir + oo + aiy + an + ak + a + ni (moriki moriki moriki) (161) ir + iNpoi + čhi + an + ak + a čiWitó (162) ir + kaim + Wi + an + ak + a aniin aniin apaaha pi + ook + a + na aniin pi + oy + aWi + ak + i + na + ta (163) thoNT + a ir + osok + Wai + an + ak + i + ri ir + maaNkoyi + ni aačhi + ki (164) arii + aiy + ag + a + ni ir + ani +
ri paNko + ɣhi + ki (165) kiN + tha + ʔai + ap + ag + i (166) no + ook + an + ak + i + ri ani (167) no + kaNt + ʔi + ak + a + ri (168) thami a + aa + ag + i ani (169) iroo + aiNghi o + N + ɣhirini + i (170) ir + kaNt + an + ak + i + ʔii apaha ani (171) ti aaka pirota (172) ir + poʔ + a ɣiWiiito ir + pok + ag + i + ra (173) ɣhirini + paii aŋhii + ki (174) thoNk + a ir + oNpoh + ʔai + ak + a ir + iito + ki (175) ponaa + ʔiiimoo + ki (176) ariri + ʔii + a paNko + ɣhi + ki (177) ir + ariri + a niyaNki + iti + paii ɣhirini + ri sitow + ap + ag + i paNko + ɣhi + ki o + ʔi + aW + a + ʔii + ri ir + iina (178) ir + oo + ak + i + ri ir + ani + ri (moriki) (179) ir + ʔii + a ir + ponaa + poNpito ir + iito + ki (180) ir + kaNt + i ir + ani + ri oNpoh + ak + a ɣiWiiito (181) ir + kaNt + an + ak + i ɣiWiiito oNpoh + ak + i + na + ʔi piroNgii + iti ɣhimiri + iti (182) ir + pairv + ak + i + ri + ra ir + ʔai + ro piy + an + ak + a piroNgii (183) ag + an + ak + i (184) ii + ha + i ɣhimiri + pai + ʔii piy + an + ak + a ɣhimiri (185) ag + aiy + an + ak + i + ʔii (186) ii + ha + i irirorpiy + an + ak + a ɣiWiiito (187) ag + an + ak + i (188) a + ri ir + kaNt + aiy + a + ni (189) pairani ɣhimiri + iti iroo + ha + i ir + aɣiri + aiy + ʔi + a + ni (190) imaa ir + kaani + ʔiNt + aiy + i + ro + ni ir + pai + ro + iti + pai + ni (191) ir + N + pairv + aW + ak + ag + ia + ri + ka a + pai + ro + ki (192) a + ri ir + N + piy + aW + ak + ag +ak + ia (193) a + ri o + kaa + i no + kiN + ki + tʰa + ako + i + ri ɣiWiiito

CONVERSATION

(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tʰa + ako + i + ri apaani siraNpari ir + ɣh1pa + a + ro ir + iina (2) ir + iyaa +
aiy + i + ni ir + arii + aNt + ia naNpi + ghī + ki (3) ir + kaNt + i + ro ir + iīna (4) thami + ća a + arii + aNt + aki + ia (5) thami ghīka paiti + ka a + N + pok + ag + i + ka (6) taaniča kimi + ak + a o + ñaa + aman + i a + ri a + N + pok + ag + i (7) hi a + ri + wi (8) o + poñ + ak + a ha + aiy + an + ak + i + ni (9) ir + iyaa + i ir + iyaa + i (10) arii + ak + a naNpi + ghī + ki sītoñ + ap + ag + ak + i (sopirik) pāNko + ghī + ki (11) ir + wi + thā + aNt + ap + ag + ak + a (12) kit + aiti + ri + wi a + činiNka (13) kit + aiti + ri + wi a + ri pi + pok + i (14) hi atā no + pok + i (15) no + pok + i arii + awi + ak + ag + ia (16) hi pi + N + pok + wāi + i pi + makory + ap + ag + i mīNko + ghī + taki (17) hi a + ri + wi (18) o + poñ + ak + a ir + iīna ii + ha + i o + wi + thā + aNt + ap + ag + ak + a iroori (19) kit + aiti + ri + wi a + činiNka (20) kit + aiti + ri + wi a + ri pi + pok + i (21) hi a + ri no + pok + i (22) no + oya + aši + a + ri no + ghīpa + a + ri i + kaNt + i (23) thāmi a + arii + aNt + aki + ia (24) iroo no + pok + aNt + a + ri (25) ha a + ri + ma pi + arii + wāi + ia (26) pi + aiti + i + ċa hīno + ki (27) pi + makory + ap + ag + i mīNko + ghī + taki (28) o + poñ + ak + a siraNpari ir + kiN + ki + thā + wāi + aiy + i + ni (29) (ok ok ok) (30) o + poñ + ak + a ghīrini + ako + aiy + an + ak + i + ni (31) o + poñ + ak + a ir + kaNt + an + ak + i (32) a + ri + ċa o + kaa + i a + kiN + ki + thā + wāi + ak + i a + mag + i + ča (33) hi a + mag + i (34) o + poñ + ak + a mag + aiy + an + ak + i + ni (35) ir + mag + i ir + mag + i kit + iqī + ako + ag + i (36) o + poñ + ak + a pirīNt + aiy + ak + a + ni ir + wi + thā + awi + ak + ag aiy + a + ni (37) kit + aiti + ri + wi (38) kit + aiti + ri + wi (39) ii + ak + a pi + mīsi + ak + i + ri (40)
ti + k + ag hi no + misi + i + ri (41) o + poñ + ak + a
ir + kaNt + ak + i + ro ir + iina (42) pi + N + tasi + i
kaniri (43) o + poñ + ak + a ir + iina o + tasi + ñai + i
kaniri (44) o + tasi + ñai + i o + tasi + ñai + i
poha + ak + i (45) o + poñ + ak + a o + kaNt + ak + i + ri o + iimi (46) poha + ak + i kaniri haha hiroka
(47) ir + ag + ñai + ak + i + ro o + iimi kaniri (çirok)
(48) ir + oñ ñai + ak + i + ro miNko + ñhi + taki + kî (49)
o + poñ + ak + a ir + kaim + ñai + ak + ag + ak + a
(50) pi + o + p + ia kaniri + ñai (51) a + ri + ñai (52)
pok + aiy + ap + ag + ak + i + ni ir + o + p + ia kaniri
(53) ir + o + p + aiy + a + ni ir + o + p + aiy + a + ni
(54) ir + pakag + ak + i + ro ir + o + p + ia kaniri (55)
a + ri o + p + ak + a (56) hi a + ri + ñai (57) o + poñ + ak + a ñhînani + pai + ni ii + ha + i o + kaim +
ñai + ak + i + ni o + o + p + ia kaniri (58) o + o + p + aiy + a + ni o + o + p + aiy + a + ni (59) o + pakag +
aiy + ak + i + ro + ni o + o + p + a (60) a + ri o + o + p + ak + a (61) hi a + ri + çà a + o + p + ak + a
maawoni (62) o + poñ + ak + a ir + kaNt + an + ak + i + ro
ir + iina (63) thami a + aa + ag + i (64) thami (65)
o + ñaa + aman + i no + aNt + ñai + ap + ag + aç + i no + aNt + ap + ag + i no + ñawaa + ni (66) o + poñ + ak + a
ir + ñai + th a + aNt + an + a (67) ha + ag + a + na a +
çiniNka (68) ha + ag + a + na maaawoni (69) hi
pimatairo (70) ñhi kàka paiti + ka pi + N + pok + aa +
i + ka (71) ti no + iyo o + i kimi + ak + a a + ri +
ka no + N + thôNk + ak + i + ro no + ñawaa + ni (72) a +
ri + paiti no + N + pok + aa + i haka (73) hi kim +
ak + i + na (74) o + poñ + ak + a ir + iina o + ñai +
th a + aNt + an + ak + a (75) ha + ag + a + na a + çiniNka
(76) hi pimatairo (77) o + poñ + ak + a piy + a (78)
ir + pok + ag + i  ir + pok + ag + i  (79) arii + a  ir +
panko + ki  saik + ap + ag + i  (80) a + ri  o + kaa + i
no + kiN + ki + tha + i

PADDLE
(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ro  naaka
koma + ro + gh'i  (2) ir + ii + ai + i + ri  koma + ro +
gh'i  iNcha + to  ir + wighik + ai + i + ri  o + miNta  (3)
iroo + ak + i  ir + wighik + ai + i + ri  koma + ro + gh'i
(4) a + miNt + i + ri + ka  a + wighik + i  a + koma + ro
(5) a + miNta + y + i  iNcha + to  o + miNta  (6) a + ri +
ka  a + miNta + y + ak + i + ro  o + miNta  (7) o + N +
pok + ak + ia  a + N + piriNk + i + ro  sawiri + ki  (8)
a + ri + ka  a + N + thonk + ak + i + ro  a + N + piriNk +
i + ro  mawoni  (9) o + N + pok + ak + ia  a + maaNt +
ia + ro  hiNaa + ki  (10) a + N + koma + aNt + ia + ro
pito + gh'i + ki  (11) ghika + ri + ka  a + aa + i  (12)
a + ri  o + kaa + i  a + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ro
koma + ro + gh'i

WILD BOAR
(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ri  kita'riki
(2) ir + ii + ai + i + ri  kita'riki  ir + saik + i
aNtami + ki  (3) kita'riki  ir + o + p + ai + a + ri  imaa
ir + posini + i  (4) kita'riki  ir + o + p + a + ro
girogi + ki  iroo + ak + i  ir + o + p + a + ri  (5) ii +
ha + i  ir + tho + gh'i + a + ro  ghimi  (6) iroo + ak +
i  ir + ir + i + ri  ir + pilyari  ir + owh + i + ro  irirori
(7) kita'riki  ghim + agh'i  ir + ito  ir + tona  ir +
chokita  ir + pori  ir + iigi  ir + kiNpita  o + ghim + an +
ak + i  ir + ooki  (8) ti + k + agh'i  ir + giNko  (9)
kita'riki  mawoni  ir + pok + aiy + i + ni  ir + pok + aiy +
i + ni  ir + thaiy + aiy + a + ni  (10) ir + oç + a + ri
Waaka + pai + ni (11) a + ri ir + kaNT + a irirori
kitairiki (12) ti ir + anii + i apaani apaani (13)
ir + anii + aiy + i + ni maaWoni (14) a + ri o + kaa +
i no + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ri kitairiki

MONKEY

(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ri ocıto
(2) ir + ii + ai + i + ri ocıto ir + kin + i hino +
ki iNčha + to + masi + ki (3) a + ri ir + kin + i
(4) ocıto ir + kisaa + niNT + ač + i (5) ocıto gım +
aghı ir + ako ir + pori ir + iito ir + ookı ir +
kiri ir + kiNpıta o + gım + an + ak + i ir + gınko (6)
maawoni o + gım + i (7) ocıto ir + tho + i + ro
čočho + ki saik + aghı + ri aNTami + ki (8) iROO +
ak + i ir + tho + i + ri irirori (9) ir + niNT + i +
ri + ka ir + N + gım + i irvani (10) ir + gım + ak +
i + ri + ka irvani ir + N + č + i + ri ir + taapıı +
ki (11) a + ri ir + č + i + ri irvani ir + taapıı +
ki (12) a + ri o + kaa + i no + kiN + ki + tha + ako +
i + ri ocıto

RED BIRD

(1) no + N + kiN + ki + tha + ako + i + ri ğhiya
(2) ir + ii + ai + i + ri ğhiya ir + saik + i aNTami +
ki (3) ir + kin + i hino + ki iNčha + to + masi + ki
(4) a + ri ir + kin + i ğhiya (5) ğhiya ir +
kičoNka + niNT + ač + i (6) ti ir + aNTa + ri + i
irvani + ini (7) ir + o + p + a + ri čhapiği (8) ir +
gım + an + ak + i ğhiğiri (9) irii + ak + i ir + o +
p + a + ri ğhiya (10) ğhiya a + ri ir + ak + ak + aı
a + M + Wai + i + ri + ka ir + N + thaink + aı (ğhiikan)
(11) a + ri ir + kaNT + a ğhiya (12) ir + N + thaink +
ak + ai + ri + ka a + maNg'hiya + ač + i (13) o iiro + ri + ka ir + iyoo + ač + i + ro maNg'hiya + ri + g'hi (14) g'hiya ir + niNt + i + ri + ka ir + oithok + i ir + miNko + si + ia hiñoo + ki + ini iNÊha + maisi + ki (15) a + ri ir + ow + i + ri ir + iithoki (16) o + N + poM + ak + ia ir + osaaWaNt + i + ri (17) g'hiya ir + g'm + i ir + iithoki apiti ti ir + g'm + i oçiki (18) ir + niNt + i + ri + ka ir + irag + ia ir + N + kaNt + i (Wi Wi koryahan Wi Wi koryahan) (19) a + ri ir + kaNt + i g'hiya ir + irag + a (20) a + ri o + kaa + i no + kiN + ki + thã + ako + i + ri g'hiya

LAND BIRD

(1) no + N + kiN + ki + thã + ako + i + ri poowoNto
(2) ir + i + ai + i + ri poowoNto ir + saik + i aNtami + ki (3) ir + anii + i isaaWi + ki kipaghi + ki (4) g'm + ačhi ir + siWaNki ir + WiWi ir + kinhiri ir + iito ir + ooki (5) o + g'm + an + ak + i ir + ThoWa
(6) poowoNto ir + o + p + a + ri thoNki + iriki (7) o + g'm + an + ak + i o + p + ai + ri + ghi + ki + pai + ni
(8) poowoNto ir + niNt + i + ri + ka ir + N + aiy + i + ni ir + N + kaNt + i (9) (poyapokoro poyapokoro) (10) a + ri ir + kaNt + i ir + N + aiy + i + ni poowoNto (11) ir + saik + i + ri + ka apani + roini (12) ir + niNt + i + ri + ka ir + N + kaNt + i (13) ir + N + kaNt + i (porak porak çoçoço çoçoço) (14) siraNpari ir + kaNt + i (15) ir + N + i (pokorok pokorok çoçoço çoçoço) (16) a + ri ir + kaNt + i (17) ir + N + i siraNpari poowoNto (18) ir + niNt + i + ri + ka ir + mag + aiy + i + ni (19) ir + mag + i iNêha + Êonki + ki (20) a + ri ir + mag + aiy + i + ni ir + N + taam + aiy + a + ni (21) a + ri o + kaa + i no + kiN + ki + thã + ako + i + ri poowoNto
MORPHEME GLOSS
CANOE

(1) I 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM father (2) father no 3PM + be +
NON/FUTURE 3PM + house + LOCATION (3) 3PM + go + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE bovinsana + LOCATION (4) 3PM + look +
REPETITIVE + FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + canoe 3PM + FUTURE + cut +
REPETITIVE + FUTURE + 3PF (5) 3PM + go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL uncle + CLASSIFICATORY 3PM +
have + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE he 3PF + happen +
DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE mother (6)
Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + sleep + PLURAL + FUTURE + PLURAL jungle +
LOCATION (7) long/ago 3PM + cut + FRUSTRATIVE + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + do + CONTINUATIVE + REASON + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE mahogany (8) no 3PM + complete +
NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PF + leave + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/
FUTURE 3PM + mahogany + POSSESSIVE (9) 3PM + abandon +
PURPOSE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PF
3PM + canoe (10) now + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + look +
REPETITIVE + FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + FUTURE + cut + REPETITIVE +
FUTURE + 3PF (11) now 3PM + go + DEPARTURE + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE (12) 3PF + dawn + EARLY + FUTURE 3PM + FUTURE +
cut + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF (13) other
3PF + dawn + EARLY + FUTURE Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM +
FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF be/night +
recently + adverbializer 3PM + FUTURE + come + RESOLVED +
FUTURE (14) sunday + LOCATION 3PM + call/meeting + FUTURE
session (15) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + FUTURE + gather + PLURAL +
PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + PLURAL all (16) Ø + RELATIVE +
INDEFINITE 3PM + call/meeting + PERFECT + FUTURE session
(17) 3PF + name + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE
3PM + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE +
RELATIVE (18) it/feminine + also + NON/FUTURE 3PM + FUTURE +
return + REASON + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + RELATIVE (19) 3PM + FUTURE + quit + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + CONTINUAL + FUTURE (20) 3PM + FUTURE + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PM other + PLURAL + PLURAL (21) let's/go 2P + pull + DATIVE + FUTURE + 1P 1P + canoe (22) Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 2P + pull + DATIVE + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE + 1P (23) 1P + FUTURE + come + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PROGRESSIVE + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE here (24) no 1PI + know + DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM father (25) 3PF + name + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + do + FUTURE + RELATIVE or 3PM + do + PROGRESSIVE + FUTURE school (26) seem + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE school now no feminine + valuable + feminine (27) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE now

HOUSE

(1) now 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + own + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + house (2) 1P + want + FUTURE 1P + build + FUTURE 1P + house (3) seem + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE twenty/six + LOCATION 1P + look + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + build + FUTURE 1P + house (4) 1P + take + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE first + only plant + pole 3PF + rib + pole (5) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + take + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE vine + rope 1P + tie + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE (6) 1P + bring + RESOLVED + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE vine + rope 1P + tie + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF (7) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + FUTURE + split + RESOLVED + FUTURE pona/palm (8) 1P + tie/thatch + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE thatch + leaf (9) 1P + FUTURE + complete +
PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + FUTURE + split + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF all (10) 1P + bring + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + tie/thatch + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF (11) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + take + FUTURE thatch + leaf (12) 1P + take + PERFECT + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE thatch + leaf 1P + bring + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF (13) 1P + FUTURE + fold/leaf + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF (14) 1P + FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE all 1P + FUTURE + fold/leaf + FUTURE + 3PF 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + tie + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + FUTURE (15) 1P + tie + PERFECT + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + tie + FUTURE + 3PF all (16) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + take + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE yarina/palm + leaf (17) 1P + FUTURE + cover + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE above + LOCATION ridge/pole + leaf + LOCATION (18) 1P + FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + FUTURE + cover + FUTURE + 3PF (19) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + carry + HABITUAL + FUTURE rock + small basket + LOCATION (20) what + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PF + FUTURE + be/thus + FUTURE 1P + carry + HABITUAL + PERFECT + FUTURE + RELATIVE (21) seem + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE thirty basket + LOCATION no + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE few (22) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1P + FUTURE + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE all (23) 1P + take + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE pona/palm (24) 1P + FUTURE + split/palm/bark + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + take + FUTURE + RELATIVE 1P + platform + RESEMBLANCE (25) 1P + complete + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE or no + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + complete + DISTRIBUTIVE +
REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF hurry + adverbializer (26) arrive + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE moon 1P + go + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + RELATIVE yarina + LOCATION 1P + abandon + PURPOSE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF (27) 1P + repeat + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF some (28) 1P + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE come + REPETITIVE + NON/FUTURE yarina + LOCATION (29) 1P + FUTURE + return + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE seem + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE Ø + RELATIVE 1P + FUTURE + complete + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PF (30) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + CONTINUATIVE + NON/FUTURE

BEETLE (MAGGOT FLY)

(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM beetle (2) 3PM + be + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE long/ago beetle 3PM + go + FUTURE 3PM + take + daughter + REASON + FUTURE (3) go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE go/out + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (onomatopoeia) (4) greet + spoken + REASON + ARIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE be/day + derivation + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY uncle/VOCATIVE (5) be/day + derivation + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY aunt/VOCATIVE (6) be/day + derivation + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY cousin/VOCATIVE (7) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE beetle 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE uncle/VOCATIVE (8) 1P + come + NON/FUTURE 1P + look/for + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PF 2P + daughter (9) Ø + RELATIVE have + STATIVE search + REDUPLICATION + CONTINUATIVE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PF + FUTURE + accompany + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (10) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE beetle.
3PM + want + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE one
woman (11) 3PM + ask/for + REASON + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE +
3PF 3PM + take + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF have + ARRIVAL +
RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + wife (12) 3PF +
happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + brother/in/law +
POSSESSIVE + PLURAL + PLURAL 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE +
RELATIVE (13) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go + EMPHATIC
1PI + stick/for + THERE/AND/BACK + FUTURE corbinsha/insect
(14) let's/go (15) go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/
FUTURE + PLURAL (16) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/
FUTURE (17) arrive + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM +
be + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL corbinsha/insect (18) 3PM +
dig + DATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM
(onomatopoeia) (19) 3PM + see + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF
3PM + hole (20) 3PM + stick/for + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM
(21) 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + stick/for +
NON/FUTURE + 3PM (22) bite + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (23) 3PM +
causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE +
PLURAL 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (24) 3PM + finish + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE +
PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (25) 3PM + say + NON/
FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (26) brother/
in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go 1PI + stick/for + FUTURE (27)
1PI + take + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PM house + NON/
POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (28) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE 3PM + take + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 1leaf (29)
3PM + fold + leaf/for/food + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM +
put/in + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PM + RELATIVE 3PM +
corbinsha/insect + POSSESSIVE (30) 3PM + stick/for + NON/
FUTURE 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE (31) 3PM + brush/off +
PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE 3PM + brush/off + PROGRESSIVE +
NON/FUTURE (32) 3PM + put/in + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE (33) be/night + imminent + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (34) 3PM + say + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (35) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go + ADVERBIAL 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE (36) yes let's/go (37) go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (38) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE (39) arrive + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (40) still 3PM + follow + CONTINUATIVE + NON/FUTURE beetle (41) 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + DEPARTURE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE waste + NON/POSSESSIVE go/out + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (42) 3PM + arrive + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (43) be/night + VERITY + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (44) 3PM + say + FRUSTRATIVE + RECEIVING + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (45) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 2P + drink + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE gourd (46) 3PM + answer + NON/FUTURE yes enough feel + want + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 1P (47) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE 3PM + be/serious + NON/FUTURE (48) no 3PM + laugh + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/ NON/FUTURE (49) 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE + EMPHATIC 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE what 3PM + say + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + EMPHATIC 1PI + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (50) why/not 3PM + laugh + CONTINUATIVE + REASON + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (51) name + also + NON/FUTURE why/not 3PM + come + REASON + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 1PI + FUTURE + call + FRUSTRATIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM (52) now + EMPHATIC 1PI + FUTURE + spy + FUTURE + 3PM (53) what + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + follow + REASON + HABITUAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE one + only (54) 3PF +
happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + dawn + EARLY +
NON/FUTURE 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law +
POSSESSIVE (55) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go 1PI + repeat + REPETITIVE + FUTURE + 3PM 1PI + stick/for +
REPETITIVE + FUTURE corbinsha/insect (56) yes let's/go (57) 3PM + say + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + PLURAL +
DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM +
brother + PLURAL + PLURAL (58) now 2P + see + FUTURE 1P +
FUTURE + spy + FUTURE + 3PM (59) 1PI + brother/in/law +
POSSESSIVE what + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + follow +
REASON + HABITUAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE always +
only (60) yes go/on 2P + FUTURE + spy + FUTURE + 3PM (61) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE go +
PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (62) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE (63) arrive +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + stick/for + HABITUAL + NON/FUTURE +
ADVERBIAL 3PM + corbinsha/insect + POSSESSIVE (64) 3PM +
dig + DATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (onomatopoeia) (65) 3PM + see + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + hole (66) 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM +
stick/for + NON/FUTURE + 3PM bite + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (67) 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE +
PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (68) 3PM + finish +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + causative + feed + PLURAL +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (69) 3PM + say + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law/VOCATIVE + POSSESSIVE
(70) let's/go 1PI + stick/for + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED +
FUTURE brother/in/law (71) 1PI + take + DEPARTURE +
RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PM house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION
(72) 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE 3PM + stick/for + NON/
FUTURE (73) 3PM + take + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE many
corbinsha/insect 3PM + wrap/up + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (74) 3PM + locate + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + sun + derivation be/night + recently + adverbializer (75) 3PM + say + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (76) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go + ADVERBIAL 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE be/night + imminent + PERFECT + FUTURE (77) yes let's/go 2P + precede + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF (78) slow + only 1P + follow + FUTURE I (79) yes 1PI + go + FUTURE go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (80) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE (81) ø + RELATIVE there (82) 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother (83) ø + RELATIVE 1P + be + NON/FUTURE here (84) 1P + hide + REFERENTIAL + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PM 1PI + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (85) 1P + see + RECEIVING + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PM + SUBJUNCTIVE 3PM + name + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + follow + REASON + HABITUAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE one + only (86) yes 1PI + go + FUTURE (87) go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + brother (88) 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE (89) 3PM + see + RECEIVING + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + CLIMAX + 3PM 3PM + go/out + ARRIVING + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (90) pass + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (91) follow + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE he (92) 3PM + follow + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + follow + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (93) ø + RELATIVE there 3PM + get/off/trail + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (94) 3PM + defecate + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL 3PM + brother first + only (95) 3PM + look + DATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + see + PROGRESSIVE/ELLIPSIS + NON/FUTURE/ELLIPSIS 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE waste + NON/POSSESSIVE (96) 3PM + pass + REFERENTIAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (97) 3PM + hear + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + CLIMAX + 3PM 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE waste + NON/POSSESSIVE (onomatopoeia) (98) 3PM + take + scoop + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + gourd + box + POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (99) 3PM + gourd + box + POSSESSIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/ FUTURE + RELATIVE monkey + box 3PM + head (100) it/ masculine + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + take + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (101) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE go/out + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE 3PM + house + LOCATION (102) 3PM + say + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother + PLURAL + PLURAL (103) 1P + see + PERFECT + NON/ FUTURE + 3PM + ADVERBIAL 1PI + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE 3PM + causative + feed + PROGRESSIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PF + ADVERBIAL waste + NON/POSSESSIVE (104) 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + brother surprise exclamation 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF 1PI + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE waste + NON/POSSESSIVE (105) very + VERITY no 1P + lie + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (106) it/feminine + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL why/not 3PM + answer + REASON + HABITUAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE always + only 1PI + FUTURE + call + FRUSTRATIVE + REFLEXIVE/ FUTURE + 3PM + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE (107) no 1PI + feel + olfactory + REASON + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE (108) no 3PM + notify + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + sister (109) 3PM + fear + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE no shame + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (110) name + also + NON/FUTURE 3PM + mother + POSSESSIVE no 3PM + notify + NON/FUTURE + 3PF (111) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE go/ out + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE beetle (onomatopoeia) (112) 3PF + say + FRUSTRATIVE + RECEIVING + RESOLVED +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + wife (113) 2P + causative +
feed + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE manioc (114)
yes enough feel + want + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 1P (115)
3PF + say + NON/FUTURE + 3PF + EMPHATIC 3PF + sister (116)
what 3PM + say + PERFECT + PROGRESSIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE
why/not 3PM + laugh + REASON + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (117)
2P + see + FUTURE 1P + FUTURE + tickle + FUTURE + 3PM 1P +
laugh + CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PM (118)
3PF + tickle + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (onomatopoeia) (119)
no 3PM + laugh + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (120) 3PF + call +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PF + sister (121) 2P + FUTURE +
come + FUTURE sister/VOCATIVE (122) 2P + surround +
FUTURE + 3PM 2P + FUTURE + tickle + FUTURE + 3PM (123) 3PF +
surround + FRUSTRATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PF + tickle + NON/FUTURE + 3PM no
3PM + laugh + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (124) 3PM + want + NON/
FUTURE 3PM + laugh + REFLEXIVE + DUBITATIVE 3PM + chew +
FRUSTRATIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (125) no 3PF + say +
NON/FUTURE 3PM + laugh + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (126) 3PM +
say + PURPOSE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (127)
3PF + finish + PURPOSE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM no 3PM +
laugh + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (128) 3PF + happen + PERFECT +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PF + dawn + EARLY + NON/FUTURE 3PM +
say + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law +
POSSESSIVE (129) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE let's/go 1PI +
stick/for + REPETITIVE + FUTURE corbinsha/insect (130) yes
let's/go  go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE +
PLURAL (131) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE
(132) arrive + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + stick/
for + HABITUAL + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL (133) 3PM +
corbinsha/insect + POSSESSIVE (134) 3PM + dig + DATIVE +
ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (onomatopoeia)
(135) 3PM + see + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + hole
(136) 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE + 3PM bite + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (137) 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + finish + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + causative + feed + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (138) 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (139) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 1let's/go 1PI + stick/for + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + FUTURE 1PI + take + DEPARTURE + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 3PM house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (140) yes 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE (141) 3PM + brush/off + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE 3PM + fold + leaf/for/food + POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (142) 3PM + locate + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE sun + derivation be/afternoon + recently + adverbializer (143) it/feminine + almost 3PM + FUTURE + be/night + FUTURE (144) 3PM + say + FRUSTRATIVE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (145) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 1let's/go + ADVERBIAL 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE (146) it/feminine + almost 3PF + FUTURE + be/night + FUTURE (147) wait brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 1PI + stick/for + VERITY + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + FUTURE + SUBJUNCTIVE (148) no we lightning/bug/deviant (149) yes Ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY brother/in/law/VOCATIVE (150) hear + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 1P 2P + say + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL no we lightning/bug/deviant (151) 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE 3PM + stick/for + NON/FUTURE (152) 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (153) brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 1let's/go + ADVERBIAL 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE (154) wait brother/in/law/VOCATIVE 1PI + stick/for + VERITY + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + FUTURE + SUBJUNCTIVE (155) no we lightning/bug/
deviant (156) yes Ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY brother/in/law (157) 2P + say + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL no we lightning/bug/deviant (158) 2P + FUTURE + come + FUTURE 1PI + go + FUTURE + ADVERBIAL (159) go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE (160) 3PM + shine + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (onomatopoeia) (161) 3PM + follow + DISTRIBUTIVE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE beetle (162) 3PM + call + FRUSTRATIVE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE brother/in/law/calling/VOCATIVE brother/in/law/calling/VOCATIVE wait 2P + abandon + REFLEXIVE + 1P brother/in/law/calling/VOCATIVE 2P + wait + RECEIVING + PERFECT + FUTURE + 1P + SUBJUNCTIVE (163) complete + PROGRESSIVE/ELLIPSIS + NON/FUTURE/ELLIPSIS 3PM + spill + CONTINUATIVE + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + corbinsha/insect + POSSESSIVE trail + LOCATION (164) arrive + PLURAL + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (165) tell + spoken + CONTINUATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE (166) 1P + abandon + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM brother/in/law/VOCATIVE (167) 1P + say + FRUSTRATIVE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM (168) let's/go 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE brother/in/law/VOCATIVE (169) it/feminine + almost 3PF + FUTURE + be/night + FUTURE (170) 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + CLIMAX wait brother/in/law/VOCATIVE (171) no we lightning/bug/deviant (172) 3PM + happen + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE beetle 3PM + come + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE + ADVERBIAL (173) be/night + TEMPORAL trail + LOCATION (174) complete + PROGRESSIVE/ELLIPSIS + NON/FUTURE/ELLIPSIS 3PM + bump/head + CONTINUATIVE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + head + LOCATION (175) hit + head/black/ridicule + LOCATION (176) arrive + FRUSTRATIVE + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (177) 3PM +
arrive + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE half + recently + TEMPORAL be/
night + RELATIVE go/out + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE
house + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION 3PF + see + RECEIVING +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + CLIMAX + 3PM 3PM + wife (178) 3PM +
shine + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + brother/in/law +
POSSESSIVE (onomatopoeia) (179) 3PM + see + PROGRESSIVE/
ELLIPSIS + NON/FUTURE/ELLIPSIS 3PM + hit + head/black/ridicule
3PM + head + LOCATION (180) 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE 3PM +
brother/in/law + POSSESSIVE bump/head + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE beetle (181) 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE beetle bump/head + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 1P +
EXCLAMATORY lightning/bug + PLURAL/ANIMATE bird + PLURAL/
ANIMATE (182) 3PM + say/name + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM +
ADVERBIAL 3PM + name + nominalizer/feminine disappear +
DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE lightning/bug
(183) fly + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (184) name +
also + NON/FUTURE bird + PLURAL + PLURAL disappear +
DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE bird (185) fly +
PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (186)
name + also + NON/FUTURE he disappear + DEPARTURE + PERFECT +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE beetle (187) fly + DEPARTURE +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (188) ø + RELATIVE 3PM + say + PLURAL +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (189) long/ago bird + PLURAL/
ANIMATE it/feminine + also + NON/FUTURE 3PM + people +
PLURAL + FRUSTATIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (190)
very 3PM + shame + BENEFACTIVE + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + 3PF +
PLURAL 3PM + name + nominalizer/feminine + PLURAL/ANIMATE +
PLURAL + PLURAL (191) 3PM + FUTURE + say/name + RECIPROCAL +
CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE
1PI + name + nominalizer/feminine + LOCATION (192) ø +
RELATIVE 3PM + FUTURE + disappear + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE +
RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (193) Ø + RELATIVE
3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken +
DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM beetle

CONVERSATION
(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken +
DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM one man 3PM + accompany + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + wife (2) 3PM + go + PLURAL + NON/
FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + arrive + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE
village + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (3) 3PM + say + NON/
FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + wife (4) let's/go + EMPHATIC 1PI +
arrive + REASON + THERE/AND/BACK + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (5)
let's/go what time + INDEFINITE 1PI + FUTURE + come +
RESOLVED + FUTURE + INDEFINITE (6) I/don't/know seem +
PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PF + dawn + EARLY + FUTURE Ø +
RELATIVE 1PI + FUTURE + come + RESOLVED + FUTURE (7) yes
Ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY (8) 3PF + happen + PERFECT +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE go + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (9) 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE 3PM + go +
NON/FUTURE (10) arrive + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE
village + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION go/out + ARRIVAL +
RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (onomatopoeia) house +
NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (11) 3PM + greet + spoken + REASON +
ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (12) be/
day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY 1PI + fellow/
countryman (13) be/day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY
Ø + RELATIVE 2P + come + NON/FUTURE (14) yes Ø + SUBJUNC-
TIVE 1P + come + NON/FUTURE (15) 1P + come + NON/FUTURE
arrive + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE
(16) yes 2P + FUTURE + come + CONTINUATIVE + FUTURE 2P +
rest + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE platform + NON/POSSESSIVE +
RESEMBLANCE (17) yes Ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY (18)
3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + wife
name + also + NON/FUTURE 3PF + greet + spoken + REASON + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE she (19) be/day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY 1PI + fellow/countryman (20) be/day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY Ø + RELATIVE 2P + come + NON/FUTURE (21) yes Ø + RELATIVE 1P + come + NON/FUTURE (22) 1P + follow + PURPOSE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 1P + accompany + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE (23) let's/go 1PI + arrive + REASON + THERE/AND/BACK + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (24) it/feminine 1P + come + REASON + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE (25) oh Ø + RELATIVE + DUBITATIVE 2P + arrive + CONTINUATIVE + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE (26) 2P + climb + FUTURE + EMPHATIC above + LOCATION (27) 2P + rest + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE platform + NON/POSSESSED + RESEMBLANCE (28) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE man 3PM + tell + derivation + spoken + CONTINUATIVE + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (29) (onomatopeia) (30) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE be/night + DATIVE + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (31) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (32) Ø + RELATIVE + EMPHATIC 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1PI + tell + derivation + spoken + CONTINUATIVE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 1PI + sleep + FUTURE + EMPHATIC (33) yes 1PI + sleep + FUTURE (34) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE sleep + PLURAL + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (35) 3PM + sleep + NON/FUTURE 3PM + sleep + NON/FUTURE be/day + derivation + DATIVE + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE (36) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE get/up + PLURAL + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + greet + spoken + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (37) be/day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY (38) be/day + derivation + adverbial + EXCLAMATORY
(39) be/what + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 2P + dream + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM (40) no + derivation + STATIVE 1P + dream + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE (41) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + say + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + wife (42) 2P + FUTURE + roast + FUTURE manioc (43) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + wife 3PF + roast + CONTINUATIVE + NON/FUTURE manioc (44) 3PF + roast + CONTINUATIVE + NON/FUTURE 3PF + roast + CONTINUATIVE + NON/FUTURE roast + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (45) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PF + say + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PF + husband (46) roast + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE manioc here this/feminine (47) 3PM + take + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PF + husband manioc (onomatopoeia) (48) 3PM + put + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF platform + NON/POSSESSIVE + RESEMBLANCE + LOCATION (49) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + call + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + RESOLVED + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (50) 2P + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE manioc + EXCLAMATORY (51) ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY (52) come + PLURAL + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE manioc (53) 3PM + causative + feed + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + causative + feed + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (54) 3PM + finish + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE manioc (55) ø + RELATIVE causative + feed + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (56) yes ø + RELATIVE + EXCLAMATORY (57) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE woman + PLURAL + PLURAL name + also + NON/FUTURE 3PF + call + RECIPROCAL + CAUSATIVE + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PF + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE manioc (58) 3PF + causative + feed + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PF + causative + feed + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE +
PLURAL (59) 3PF + finish + PLURAL + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF + PLURAL 3PF + causative + feed + NON/FUTURE (60) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + causative + feed + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE (61) yes Ø + RELATIVE + EMPHATIC 1PI + causative + feed + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE all (62) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + say + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + 3PF 3PM + wife (63) let's/go 1PI + go + RESOLVED + FUTURE (64) let's/go (65) 3PF + dawn + EARLY + FUTURE 1P + do + CONTINUATIVE + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + PROGRESSIVE + FUTURE 1P + do + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + FUTURE 1P + field + POSSESSIVE (66) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + greet + spoken + REASON + DEPARTURE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (67) go + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 1P 1PI + fellow/countryman (68) go + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 1P all (69) yes go/then (70) what time + INDEFINITE 2P + FUTURE + come + REPETITIVE + FUTURE + INDEFINITE (71) no 1P + know + NON/FUTURE seem + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1P + FUTURE + finish + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF 1P + field + POSSESSIVE (72) Ø + RELATIVE + TEMPORAL 1P + FUTURE + come + REPETITIVE + FUTURE here (73) yes hear + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 1P (74) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + wife 3PF + greet + spoken + REASON + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (75) go + RESOLVED + FUTURE + 1P 1PI + fellow/countryman (76) yes go/then (77) 3PF + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 1P lost + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (78) 3PM + come + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE 3PM + come + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE (79) arrive + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE 3PM + house + LOCATION be + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + NON/FUTURE (80) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken + NON/FUTURE
PADDLE

(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM I paddle + nominalizer/feminine + NON/POSSESSIVE
(2) 3PM + name + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE paddle + nominalizer/feminine + NON/POSSESSIVE plant + tree 3PM + construct + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE 3PF + wing/root
(3) it/feminine + PERFECT + FUTURE 3PM + construct + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE paddle + nominalizer/feminine + NON/POSSESSIVE (4) 1PI + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1PI + construct + FUTURE 1PI + paddle + nominalizer/feminine
(5) 1PI + split + FUTURE plant + tree 3PF + wing/root (6) Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1PI + split + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF 3PF + wing/root (7) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1PI + FUTURE + shave/hacking + FUTURE + 3PF machete + LOCATION (8) Ø + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1PI + FUTURE + finish + PERFECT + FUTURE + 3PF 1PI + FUTURE + shave/hacking + FUTURE + 3PF all (9) 3PF + FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 1PI + test + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF water + LOCATION (10) 1PI + FUTURE + paddle + REASON + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + 3PF canoe + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION (11) what + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1PI + go + FUTURE (12) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + is/thus + NON/FUTURE 1PI + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PF paddle + nominalizer/feminine + NON/POSSESSIVE

WILD BOAR

(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM wild/boar (2) 3PM + name + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE wild/boar 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE jungle + LOCATION (3) wild/boar 3PM + causative + feed + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE very 3PM + be/delicious + NON/FUTURE (4) wild/boar 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/
NON/FUTURE + 3PF palm/huicungo + fruit it/feminine + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE (5) name + also + NON/FUTURE 3PM + suck + DISTRIBUTIVE + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PF water/hole (6) it/feminine + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + drink + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE 3PM + manioc/beer 3PM + put + NON/FUTURE + 3PF he (7) wild/boar has + STATIVE 3PM + head 3PM + snout 3PM + shoulder 3PM + leg 3PM + foot 3PM + ear 3PF + have + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + eye (8) no + derivation + STATIVE 3PM + tail (9) wild/boar all 3PM + come + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + come + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + line/up + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + PLURAL (10) 3PM + be/like + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM + cow + PLURAL + PLURAL (11) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + be/so + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE he wild/boar (12) no 3PM + walk + NON/FUTURE one one (13) 3PM + walk + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL all (14) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM wild/boar

MONKEY
(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM monkey (2) 3PM + name + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE monkey 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE above + LOCATION plant + tree + grove + LOCATION (3) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + go + NON/FUTURE (4) monkey 3PM + black + want + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE (5) monkey have + STATIVE 3PM + hand 3PM + leg 3PM + head 3PM + eye 3PM + nose 3PM + ear 3PF + have + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + tail (6) all 3PF + have + NON/FUTURE (7) monkey 3PM + suck + NON/FUTURE + 3PF wild/fruit + fruit be + STATIVE + RELATIVE jungle + LOCATION (8) it/feminine + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE 3PM + suck + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE he (9) 3PM + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + FUTURE + have + FUTURE young (10) 3PM + have + PERFECT + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE young 3PM + FUTURE + carry + FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + shoulder + LOCATION (11) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + carry + NON/FUTURE + 3PM young 3PM + shoulder + LOCATION (12) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM monkey

RED BIRD

(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM species/of/bird (hereafter referred to as "red/bird") (2) 3PM + name + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE red/bird 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE jungle + LOCATION (3) 3PM + go/about + FUTURE above + LOCATION plant + tree + grove + LOCATION (4) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + go/about + NON/FUTURE red/bird (5) red/bird 3PM + red + want + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE (6) no 3PM + large + masculine + NON/FUTURE small + diminutive (7) 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM insect/huayuco (8) 3PM + have + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE cricket (9) this + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + RELATIVE red/bird (10) red/bird Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + answer + PERFECT + 1PI 1PI + talk + CONTINUATIVE + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + FUTURE + hex + 1PI (onomatopoeia) (11) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + be/thus + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE red/bird (12) 3PM + FUTURE + hex + PERFECT + 1PI + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 1PI + be/sick + PROGRESSIVE + FUTURE (13) or no + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + know + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PF be/sick + nominalizer/masculine + NON/POSSESSIVE (14) red/bird 3PM + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + lay/egg +
FUTURE 3PM + build/platform + leaf + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE above +
location + diminutive plant + vine + LOCATION (15) Ø +
RELATIVE 3PM + put + NON/FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + egg (16) 3PF +
FUTURE + happen + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE 3PM + incubate +
FUTURE + 3PM (17) red/bird 3PM + have + FUTURE 3PM + egg
two no 3PM + have + FUTURE many (18) 3PM + want +
FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + cry + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE
3PM + FUTURE + say + FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (19) Ø +
RELATIVE 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE red/bird 3PM + cry +
REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE (20) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + be/thus +
NON/FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + NON/
FUTURE + 3PM red/bird

LAND/BIRD

(1) 1P + FUTURE + tell + derivation + spoken +
DATIVE + FUTURE + 3PM species/of/bird (hereafter referred to
as "land/bird") (2) 3PM + name + PASSIVE + NON/FUTURE +
RELATIVE land/bird 3PM + be + NON/FUTURE jungle + LOCATION
(3) 3PM + walk + NON/FUTURE below + LOCATION land +
LOCATION (4) have + STATIVE 3PM + feather 3PM + body/hair
3PM + neck 3PM + head 3PM + eye (5) 3PF + have +
DEPARTURE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE 3PM + beak (6) land/bird
3PM + causative + feed + REFLEXIVE/NON/FUTURE + 3PM small/
ant + DIMINITIVE (7) 3PF + have + DEPARTURE + PERFECT +
NON/FUTURE causative + feed + derivation + nominalizer/
masculine + NON/POSSESSIVE + LOCATION + PLURAL + PLURAL (8)
land/bird 3PM + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM +
sing + PLURAL + FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + FUTURE + say + FUTURE
(9) (onomatopoeia) (10) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + say + NON/
FUTURE 3PM + sing + PLURAL + NON/FUTURE + PLURAL land/bird
(11) 3PM + be + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE one + only
(12) 3PM + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM +
FUTURE + call + FUTURE + 3PM 3PM + fellow/countryman (13)
3PM + FUTURE + say + FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (14) male
3PM + say + NON/FUTURE (15) 3PM + sing + NON/FUTURE (onomatopoeia) (16) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + say + NON/FUTURE (17) 3PM + sing + NON/FUTURE male land/bird (18) 3PM + want + FUTURE + RELATIVE + INDEFINITE 3PM + sleep + PLURAL + FUTURE + PLURAL (19) 3PM + sleep + FUTURE plant + narrow + LOCATION (20) Ø + RELATIVE 3PM + sleep + PLURAL + FUTURE + PLURAL 3PM + FUTURE + line/up + PLURAL + REFLEXIVE/NON/
FUTURE + PLURAL (21) Ø + RELATIVE 3PF + be/thus + NON/
FUTURE 1P + tell + derivation + spoken + DATIVE + NON/FUTURE + 3PM land/bird
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

CANOE

(1) I will tell about my father. (2) My father is not in his house. (3) He is going to Bovinsana. (4) He will see his canoe again. He will cut it again. (5) My uncle went with him and so did my mother. (6) So they will sleep in the jungle. (7) Long ago he cut it partially while he was doing mahogany (i.e. working lumber). (8) He didn't finish it. The mahogany had left (i.e. they had pushed it all into the river). (9) He had left his canoe unfinished. (10) When he sees it again now, he will cut it again. (11) Now he has gone. (12) Tomorrow morning he will have begun cutting it. (13) The next morning, if he has completed it, at night he will come back. (14) On Sunday he will call a session (i.e. village meeting). (15) So they will all gather together. (16) If he will have a meeting session (17) what is it about, that he will tell us about (18) so that he may go back where he was (i.e. cutting his canoe). (19) When he stops it he will tell for a while. (20) He will say to the others as he's leaving (21) "Let's go, help me pull my canoe. (22) If you just go and help me pull, (23) so that I can come here." (24) We don't know about my father, (25) what it is that he will do, or will he be making a school? (26) Maybe the present school isn't worth anything. (27) So that is all now.

HOUSE

(1) Now I will tell about something of my own, my house. (2) I want to build my house. (3) Perhaps on the twenty-sixth I will see about building my house. (4) First I will go and get poles, it's roof lattice work ("it's ribs"). (5) Then I will go and get vine that I will tie it with. (6) When I bring back the vine, I will tie it. (7-8) Then I will return to split palm bark with which I will tie the thatch
(9) When I have finished I will split it all. (10) If I bring it, on arrival I will tie it (thatch). (11) Then I will get thatching leaves. (12) I will bring them here. (13) On arrival I will fold them (the leaves). (14) When I have finished all I will fold them (the leaves). Then I will tie them together (leaving). (15) When I have tied it, if I have finished it, I will tie it all. (16) Then I will get Yarina palm leaves. (17) I will use them to cover the ridge pole above. (18) When I have completed it I will cover it (the ridge pole). (19) Then I will carry (making several trips) some small rocks in baskets. (20) Whatever there are (however many), I will carry (making several trips). (21) Perhaps thirty in a basket, if not, less. (22-23) Then when I have finished all of it, I will take palm bark. (24) I will split the palm bark. I will get my floor. (25) If I have finished it or if I don't finish it soon, (26) when the month arrives that I go to Yarina, I'll leave it without finishing. (27-28) I'll do it again (when I) come back some-day when I come again from Yarina. (29) When I have returned maybe it is such that I will finish it (on arrival). (30) That's it, I told for a while.

BEETLE (MAGGOT FLY)

(1) I will tell about beetle. (2) It was like this long ago with beetle, he went to take a wife. (3) He went, he went, on arrival he entered the house. (4) So on arrival he greeted, "Morning, Uncle," (5) "Morning, Aunt", (6) "Morning, cousin." (7) Then the beetle said, "Uncle, (8) I came looking for your daughter." (9) Well, there (she) is, and she has really been looking for a companion for a while." (10) Then, beetle wanted a woman. (11) So he asked for her, he took her, he began to have his wife. (12) Then, his brother-in-law said to him, (13) "Brother-in-law, let's go and get
corbinsha (edible insect) (by putting a stick into their hole, the corbinsha bite the stick, and then they are pulled out)."
(14) "let's go". (15) They left. (16) They went and went, (17) and arrived where the corbinsha were. (18) They dug for them on arrival. (19) They saw their hole. (20) They stuck in and out for them, (21) They stuck and stuck for them. (22) They (corbinsha) bit (the stick). (23) They (brothers) ate and ate for a while. (24) They finished eating. (25) His (beetle's) brother-in-law said to him, (26) "Brother-in-law, let's go, we'll stick for them (27) and take some back to the house." (28) Then he took a leaf (29) folded it up to put his corbinsha in. (30) He stuck and stuck for them. (31) He brushed them off (of the stick) a bit. (32) He put them in (the folded leaf) a bit. (33) It was almost nightfall. (34) He said to his brother-in-law (beetle) (35) "Brother-in-law, let's go, we will go back." (36) "Yes, let's go." (37) They left to go back. (38) They went and went, (39) His (beetle's) brother-in-law arrived at the house. (40) Still beetle followed behind all the while. (41) He ate waste for a while. (42) He went out (of the jungle and in) to the house. (42) He arrived. (43) It was really night. (44) His brother-in-law said to him in vain, receiving him as he was returning, (45) "Brother-in-law, drink (from this) gourd." (46) He answered, "Yes, I'm full." (47) What he was like was serious. (48) He never laughed. (49) His brother-in-law said, "How is our brother-in-law (50) that he never does laugh? (51) Also, why doesn't he come when we call in vain for him? (52) Now, we will hide to see him, (53) why it is that he always follows behind alone." (54) Then, the next day, his brother-in-law said to him, (55) "Brother-in-law, let's go do it again, we will stick for corbinsha." (56) "Yes, let's go." (57) His brothers said among themselves, (58) "Now, look, I will hide to see (59)
why it is that our brother-in-law always follows behind, alone." (60) "Yes, go on, hide to see." (61) Then they left. (62) They went and went. (63) They arrived where they usually stick for corbinsha. (64) They dug for them on arrival. (65) They saw their hole. (66) They stuck for them, in and out for a while. They (corbinsha) bit. (67) They (brothers) ate a while. (68) They finished eating. (69) His (beetle's) brother-in-law said to him, (70) "Let's go, we will stick getting ready to leave, brother-in-law. (71) We will take them back to the house." (72) They stuck in and out. (73) They took many corbinsha, wrapped them up departing. (74) The sun was down, at night. (75) His brother-in-law said to him, (76) "Brother-in-law, let's go, we will go back. It's almost night." (77) "Yes, let's go. You go on ahead." (78) "I'll follow behind slowly." (79) "Yes, we will go." His brothers-in-law left. (80) They went and went. (81) So there on the way (they stopped). (82) His brother said to him, (83) "I will stay here. (84) I will hide, waiting for our brother-in-law. (85) I will see why it is that he always follows behind alone." (86) "Yes, we will go." (87) His brothers went. (88) He stayed and stayed. (89) He saw him. He (beetle) went out. (90) He passed by. (91) He followed him (beetle) departing. (92) He followed and followed him. (93) So there on the way he (beetle) left the trail, (94) where his brothers had defecated first. (95) He looked at him (beetle). He saw he ate waste for a while. (96) He passed him, departing. (97) He heard him. He (beetle) ate waste for a while. (98) He scooped it in his drinking gourd. (99-100) What he took was that which was his drinking gourd, which was a monkey's skull. (101) He (brother who was watching) went and went, went out to his house. (102) He said to his brothers on arrival, (103) "Where I saw our brother-in-law was where he
was eating waste." (104) His brother said to him, departing, "What! Our brother-in-law will eat waste!" (105) "It's true, I didn't lie. (106) It is why he didn't ever answer when we called him in vain, (107) so that we wouldn't smell him." (108) He didn't tell his sister (beetle's wife). (109) He was afraid, he did not shame him. (110) Also, he did not notify his mother. (111) Then beetle came out. (112) His wife told him in vain on his return, (113) "Eat manioc. " (114) "Yes, I'm full." (115) Her sister even said to her, (116) "What is wrong with him, that he doesn't laugh?" (117) "Look, I will make him laugh." (118) She tickled him. (119) He didn't laugh. (120) Her sister called her, (121) "Come, sister, (122) surround him, tickle him." (123) They surrounded him in vain. They tickled him but he didn't laugh. (124) He wanted to laugh. He chewed (i.e. clamped his teeth together) in vain. (125) He just wouldn't laugh. (126) All he said was "cough" (with mouth closed). (127) They left him alone, he didn't laugh. (128) Then the next morning, his brother-in-law said to him, (129) "Let's go, we'll stick for corbinsha again." (130) "Yes, Let's go." They left. (131) They went and went. (132) They arrived where they usually stick for (133) their corbinsha. (134) On arrival they dug for them. (135) They saw their hole. (136) They stuck for them and stuck for them, they bit. (137) They ate for a while, they ate. They finished eating. (138) His brother-in-law said to him, (139) "Brother-in-law, let's go. We will stick for them departing. We will take them to the house. (140) They stuck and stuck for them. (141) They brushed them off into their folded leaf. (142) The sun was getting low. (143) It was about to be night. (144) His brother-in-law said to him in vain, (145) "Brother-in-law, let's go, we will go back. (146) It's about to be night." (147) "Wait, brother-in-law, let's really stick, departing.
(148) Aren't we lightning bugs?" (149) "Yes, o.k. brother-in-law, (150) I heard when you were saying, 'Aren't we lightning bugs?'" (151) They stuck and stuck. (152) His brother-in-law said to him, (153) "Brother-in-law, let's go. We will go back." (154) "Stop, brother-in-law, let's really stick for them on departing. (155) Aren't we lightning bugs?" (156) "Yes, o.k. brother-in-law, (157) since you were saying, 'Aren't we lightning bugs?'" (158) "Come, we will go." (159) His brothers-in-law went, departing. (160) They flicked their lights, departing. (161) Beetle followed as well, departing. (162) He called in vain, "Brother-in-law, brother-in-law, wait, you abandoned me, brother-in-law, wait for me." (163) He was finishing. He spilled all his corbinska on the trail. (164) His brothers-in-law arrived, returning to the house. (165) On arrival they told a bit, (166) "We abandoned brother-in-law. (167) I said to him in vain, (168) 'Let's go, we will go back, brother-in-law. (169) It's almost night.' (170) He said, departing, 'Wait, brother-in-law, (171) Aren't we lightning bugs?" (172) Then beetle came back. (173) He was on the trail when it became night. (174) He was getting finished (almost there), he bumped his head. (175) His head was black (said with ridicule). (176) He arrived in vain at the house. (177) It was midnight when he arrived. He went out to the house. His wife saw him. (178) His brothers-in-law flicked their lights at him. (179) They saw his black head (said with ridicule). (180) His brother-in-law said, "Beetle bumped his head." (181) Beetle said, departing, "I bumped my head - goodbye lightning bugs, birds." (182) When he said their names the lightning bugs disappeared. (183) They flew away. (184) Also the birds, the birds disappeared away. (185) They flew away. (186) Also, beetle disappeared away. (187) He flew away. (188) That is how it was. (189) Long ago birds were also people.
(190) They were very ashamed of their names. (191) When they said each other's names, (192) they made each other disappear. (193) So that's it, I have told about beetle.

Explanatory notes: Axininca legend has it that the animals were once human beings, and they were turned into animals when their names were said, since they were so ashamed of their names. In most of the legends, whatever the human was doing when his name was said, that is now the primary characteristic of the animal he became. Thus in the Beetle legend, the two main characters had the names "Lightning Bug" and "Beetle". The latter is actually the adult fly of the maggot. In the legend, "Beetle" had been eating human waste when his brothers-in-law said his name in ridicule. Beetle therefore changed into an animal that mainly eats waste. In retaliation, Beetle said Lightning Bug's name, and since they had just been shining their lights to see Beetle come home late at night, they were turned into an animal with a light. The birds seem incidental to the story.

CONVERSATION

(1) I'm going to tell you about a man and his wife. (2) They went to visit in a village. (3) He said to his wife, (4) "Let's go visit for a while." (5) "Let's go, when will we come back?" (6) "I don't know, maybe in the morning we'll come back." (7) "Yes, o.k." (8) Then they left. (9) They went and went. (10) They arrived in the village, and entered the house. (11) They greeted, (12) "Good morning, fellow countrymen." (13) "Good morning, so you've come." (14) "Yes, I came. (15) I came so we could visit with each other." (16) Yes, come on in, rest on the floor." (17) "Yes, o.k." (18) Then his wife also greeted, (19) "Good morning, fellow countrymen." (20) "Good morning, so you've come." (21) "Yes, I came. (22) I followed. I accompanied him. He said, (23)
'Let's go visit a while.' (24) This is why I came." (25) "Well then, go ahead and visit. (26) Climb up, (27) rest on the floor." (28) Then the men conversed among themselves for a while. (30) Then night came upon them. (31) Then he said, (32) "That's all, we have talked a while. Let's sleep." (33) "Yes, let's sleep." (34) Then they slept. (35) They slept and slept. Morning came upon them. (36) Then they got up. They greeted each other. (37) "Good morning." (38) "Good morning." (39) "What did you dream about?" (40) "I didn't dream." (41) Then he said to his wife, (42) "Roast some manioc." (43) Then his wife roasted manioc for a while. (44) She roasted and roasted, it was roasted. (45) Then she said to her husband, (46) "The manioc is roasted, here it is." (47) Her husband took the manioc. (48) He put it on the floor. (49) Then they called among themselves (50) "Eat manioc." (51) "O.K." (52) They came to eat manioc. (53) They ate and ate. (54) They finished eating the manioc. (55) "So we've eaten." (56) "Yes, o.k." (57) Then the women also called among themselves to eat manioc. (58) They ate and ate. (59) They finished eating. (60) "So we've eaten." (61) "Yes, we've eaten it all." (62) Then he said to his wife, (63) "Let's go back." (64) "Let's go." (65) "Tomorrow I'm going to work for a while. I'll make my field." (66) Then they greeted, (67) "I'm going back, our countrymen, (68) I'm going back, all." (69) "Yes, go on back. (70) When will you come again?" (71) "I don't know, maybe when I finish my field, (72) then I'll come here again." (73) "Yes, we hear." (74) Then his wife greeted, (75) "I'm going back, our countrymen." (76) "Yes, go on back." (77) Then they disappeared. (78) They came back and came back, (79) arrived in their house, and were back. (80) That's it, I have told.
PADDLE

(1) I will tell you about paddles. (2-3) What is called paddle, which is made from the wing root of a tree, that is what a paddle is made from. (4) If we want to make our paddle (5) we split the wing root of a tree. (6) When we have split the root, (7) then we shave it with a machete. (8) When we have finished shaving it all, (9) then we try it out in the river. (10) We use it to paddle in a canoe, (11) wherever we go. (12) So that's it, I have told you about paddles.

WILD BOAR

(1) I will tell you about the wild boar. (2) What is called wild boar lives in the jungle. (3) The wild boar is eaten, it's very delicious. (4) The wild boar eats huicungo palm fruit, it's what he eats. (5) Also he likes to suck at the salt water hole. (6) It's what he drinks, it takes the place of his manioc beer. (7) The wild boar has a head, snout, shoulders, legs, feet, ears, and eyes. (8) He does not have a tail. (9) The wild boars all come and come in a line. (10) They are like cows. (11) That's how the wild boar is. (12) They don't walk one by one. (13) They walk all together. (14) So that's it, I have told about wild boars.

MONKEY

(1) I will tell about monkeys. (2) What is called monkey goes about up in the groves of trees. (3) That's where it goes. (4) Monkey is almost black. (5) Monkey has his hand, his leg, his head, his eye, his nose, his ear, and also his tail. (6) There is everything. (7) Monkey sucks the wild fruit that are in the jungle. (8) This is what he sucks. (9) If he wants to have young (monkeys), (10) when he has the young, he carries it on his back. (11) So he carries
the young on his back. (12) So that's it, I have told about monkey.

RED BIRD

(1) I'm going to tell about red bird. (2) What is called red bird lives in the jungle. (3) He goes about above in tree groves. (4) That's where red bird goes. (5) Red bird is reddish-colored. (6) He is not big, he's small. (7) He eats huayuco insects (8) and also crickets. (9) That is what red bird eats. (10) Red bird answers us when we talk to him, he hexes us, saying, "tsican". (11) That's what red bird says. (12) If he hexes us we will get sick, (13) or if not he knows (i.e. is forewarning) a sickness. (14) When red bird wants to lay his egg, he will build his nest right up in the tree branches. (15) There he lays his eggs. (16) Then he incubates it. (17) Red bird has two eggs, he doesn't have many. (18) If he wants to cry, he says (sound of crying). (19) That's what he says, red bird cries. (20) So that's it, I told about red bird.

LAND BIRD

(1) I will tell about land bird. (2) What is called land bird lives in the jungle. (3) He walks below on the land. (4) He has his feathers, his body hair (i.e. small feathers), his neck, his head, his eyes, (5) and there is his beak. (6) Land bird eats small ants (7) and also what is normally eaten. (8) When land bird wants to sing he says, (9) (song of land bird). (10) That's what land bird says as he sings. (11) When he is alone, (12) when he wants to call his fellow kind, (13) he will say (song of land bird). (14) The male says, (15) he sings (song of male land bird). (16) That's what he says, (17) the male land bird, as he sings. (18) When they
want to sleep, (19) they sleep on a twig. (20) That's where they sleep, in a row. (21) So that's it, I have told about land bird.
APPENDIX B
PARADIGMS

Following are four sets of paradigms illustrating aspects of the phonology and morphology of Axininca. The transcriptions are surface (phonemic) representations. The first paradigm, AUXILIARY, illustrates the morphophonemic alternations resulting from the co-occurrence of ASPECT, TENSE, and OBJECT. The second paradigm, VERB, illustrates verbs of various canonical shapes and subcategorizations occurring with selected suffixes of the MODAL, AUXILIARY and QUALIFIER.

This paradigm has six distinct expansions of each verb. Column I, translated 'to ___', is (verb + INFINITIVE). Column II, translated 'I have ___ (to her, it)', is (1/PERSON + verb + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE + (3/PERSON/FEMININE)). Column III, translated 'you will ___ (to her, it)', is (2/PERSON + FUTURE + verb + FUTURE + (3/PERSON/FEMININE)). Column IV, translated 'they will ___ (to her, it)', is (3/PERSON/MASCULINE + (FUTURE) + verb + PLURAL + FUTURE + (3/PERSON/FEMININE) + PLURAL). Column V, translated 'she might continually ___ (to her, it)', is (3/PERSON/FEMININE + (FUTURE) + verb + CONTINUATIVE + FUTURE + (3/PERSON/FEMININE) + SUBJUNCTIVE). Column VI, translated 'we are ___ (to her, it)', is (1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE + verb + PROGRESSIVE + NON/FUTURE + (3/PERSON/FEMININE)).

The third paradigm, GENITIVE, illustrates each of the PERSON prefixes and GENITIVE suffixes occurring with nouns of various canonical shapes and subcategorizations. The fourth paradigm, KINSHIP, gives the complete range of PERSON and VOCATIVE
for kinship terminology together with a kinship tree and an exhaustive expansion of the glosses of the terms. The tree refers by number to the terms in the paradigm. The squares refer to males and the circles to females. Numbers above the line indicate a male ego while those below the line indicate a female ego. The VOCATIVE form of the kinship term is used with the expansion of the glosses.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotiti</th>
<th>He will put in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotişi</td>
<td>He put in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotiča</td>
<td>He will get in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotita</td>
<td>He got in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitakirika</td>
<td>When he has put in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitakirika</td>
<td>When he had put in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitačaarika</td>
<td>When he has got in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitakarika</td>
<td>When he had got in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitači</td>
<td>He will be putting in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitagi</td>
<td>He is/was putting in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitačiiya</td>
<td>He will be getting in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotitača</td>
<td>He is/was getting in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>İncihi</th>
<th>He will cut</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İcihipi</td>
<td>He cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İncihiça</td>
<td>He will cut himself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İcihipiça</td>
<td>He cut himself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İncihipakirika</td>
<td>When he has cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İcihipakirika</td>
<td>When he had cut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İncihipakaarika</td>
<td>When he has cut himself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İcihipakarika</td>
<td>When he had cut himself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>İncihipakaçi</th>
<th>He will be cutting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>İcihipakagi</td>
<td>He is/was cutting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İncihipakaçiya</td>
<td>He will be cutting himself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İcihipakaça</td>
<td>He is/was cutting himself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INFINITIVE  čhikaančhi  to cut

FUTURE-OBJECT

iNčhikina  he will cut me
iNčhikimi  he will cut you
iNčhikiri  he will cut him
iNčhikiro  he will cut her

NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

ičhikana  he cut me
ičhikimi  he cut you
ičhikiri  he cut him
ičhikiro  he cut her

PROGRESSIVE-FUTURE-OBJECT

iNčhikačiina  he will be cutting me
iNčhikačiimi  he will be cutting you
iNčhikačiiri  he will be cutting him
iNčhikačiiro  he will be cutting her

PROGRESSIVE-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

ičhikačaana  he is cutting me
ičhikačiimi  he is cutting you
ičhikačiiri  he is cutting him
ičhikačiiro  he is cutting her

PERFECT-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

ičhikakina  he has cut me
ičhikakimi  he has cut you
ičhikakiri  he has cut him
ičhikakiro  he has cut her
INFINITIVE  \( \text{g} \text{hipataaNg\text{hi}} \) to accompany (REFLEXIVE)

FUTURE-OBJECT

- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatina}} \) he will accompany me
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatimi}} \) he will accompany you
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipa\text{caari}}} \) he will accompany him
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipa\text{caawo}}} \) he will accompany her

NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatana}} \) he accompanied me
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipa\text{gimi}}} \) he accompanied you
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatari}} \) he accompanied him
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{awo}}} \) he accompanied her

PROGRESSIVE-FUTURE-OBJECT

- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{cifina}}} \) he will be accompanying me
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{cimi}}} \) he will be accompanying you
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{caari}}} \) he will be accompanying him
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{caawo}}} \) he will be accompanying her

PROGRESSIVE-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{caana}}} \) he is accompanying me
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{gimi}}} \) he is accompanying you
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{caari}}} \) he is accompanying him
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipata\text{caawo}}} \) he is accompanying her

PERFECT-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT

- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatakina}} \) he has accompanied me
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatakimi}} \) he has accompanied you
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatakari}} \) he has accompanied him
- \( \text{iNg\text{hipatakawo}} \) he has accompanied her
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INFINITIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>otitaṭhi</code></td>
<td>to put in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FUTURE-OBJECT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitina</code></td>
<td>he will put me in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitimi</code></td>
<td>he will put you in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitiri</code></td>
<td>he will put him in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitiro</code></td>
<td>he will put her in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NON/FUTURE-OBJECT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitana</code></td>
<td>he put me in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotigiimi</code></td>
<td>he put you in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotigiiri</code></td>
<td>he put him in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotigiiro</code></td>
<td>he put her in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROGRESSIVE-FUTURE-OBJECT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitacina</code></td>
<td>he will be putting me in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitacimi</code></td>
<td>he will be putting you in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitaciri</code></td>
<td>he will be putting him in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitaciro</code></td>
<td>he will be putting her in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROGRESSIVE-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitacaana</code></td>
<td>he is putting me in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitagiimi</code></td>
<td>he is putting you in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitagiiri</code></td>
<td>he is putting him in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitagiiro</code></td>
<td>he is putting her in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERFECT-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitakina</code></td>
<td>he has put me in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitakimi</code></td>
<td>he has put you in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitakiri</code></td>
<td>he has put him in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>hotitakiro</code></td>
<td>he has put her in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INFINITIVE  owaanashi to eat (REFLEXIVE)

FUTURE-OBJECT
howina it will eat me
howimi it will eat you
hoyarri it will eat him
hoyaawo it will eat her

NON/FUTURE-OBJECT
howana it ate me
howimi it ate you
hoyarri it ate him
hoyaawo it ate her

PROGRESSIVE-FUTURE-OBJECT
howacchiina it will be eating me
howacchiimi it will be eating you
howaccharri it will be eating him
howaccaawo it will be eating her

PROGRESSIVE-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT
howaccaana it is eating me
howacchiimi it is eating you
howaccharri it is eating him
howaccaawo it is eating her

PERFECT-NON/FUTURE-OBJECT
howakina it has eaten me
howakimi it has eaten you
howakari it has eaten him
howakaawo it has eaten her
## VERB PARADIGM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>enter</td>
<td>čaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>feed</td>
<td>paaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>hataanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>suck, kiss</td>
<td>thotaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>chew</td>
<td>naataanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>illuminate</td>
<td>ootaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>out</td>
<td>čhikaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>lose</td>
<td>piyaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>čińkagaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>peel</td>
<td>mičaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>peel oneself</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>be angry</td>
<td>kisaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>go about</td>
<td>kinaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>parýaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>burn</td>
<td>tagaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>magaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>answer</td>
<td>akaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>iraanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>owaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>wait</td>
<td>oyaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>agaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>fear</td>
<td>thaaawaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>to be, sit</td>
<td>saikaaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>throw out, leave</td>
<td>ookaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>sweep</td>
<td>pisitaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>heal</td>
<td>sińg'hitaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>heap</td>
<td>piyotaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27a</td>
<td>get in</td>
<td>otitaanańg'h'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27b</td>
<td>put in</td>
<td>notitakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>have session</td>
<td>naasitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>cultivate</td>
<td>nothamaitakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>repeat</td>
<td>napiitakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>hit, kill</td>
<td>nohitokakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>abandon</td>
<td>nositowaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>jump</td>
<td>nomitaaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>bite</td>
<td>naghikakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>look</td>
<td>naminakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>insert</td>
<td>noyaagakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37a</td>
<td>bathe</td>
<td>nokawositakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37b</td>
<td>bathe oneself</td>
<td>nokawositaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>buy</td>
<td>namanaNtakiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>pole a canoe</td>
<td>nogiyaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>nosiroNtaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>arrive</td>
<td>nariitaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>accompany</td>
<td>noghipatakawo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>noWaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>climb</td>
<td>nithokitaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>cry</td>
<td>niraaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>enter</td>
<td>piNiči</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>feed</td>
<td>pinpiři</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>piyaati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>suck, kiss</td>
<td>pINthotĩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>chew</td>
<td>pinaati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>illuminate</td>
<td>pootiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>out</td>
<td>pINčhiširo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>lose</td>
<td>pinpiyiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>pINčiňkaĩro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>peel</td>
<td>pimićiĩro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>peel oneself</td>
<td>pimićiĩya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>be angry</td>
<td>pINkičiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>go about</td>
<td>pInkĩni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>pINparvi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>burn</td>
<td>pINtaiyiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>pīmaĩyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>answer</td>
<td>paki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>piri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>poũiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>wait</td>
<td>poỹiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>poỹiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>fear</td>
<td>pINnθaawĩi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>to be, sit</td>
<td>pisaiķi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>throw out, leave</td>
<td>pookiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>sweep</td>
<td>pINpisiňtiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>heal</td>
<td>pisiNčhiţi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>heap</td>
<td>pinpiyotiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27a</td>
<td>get in</td>
<td>potiča</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paradigms

<p>| 27b | put in | pitiitiro | hotitaiyironi |
| 28  | have session | paasiti | haasitaiyini |
| 29  | cultivate | pInthaamaiti | iNthaamaitaiyironi |
| 30  | repeat | papiitiro | hapiitaiyironi |
| 31  | hit, kill | pInghitokiro | iNghitokaiyironi |
| 32  | abandon | pisitowii | isitowaiyini |
| 33  | jump | pimitai | himitagaiyini |
| 34  | bite | paaghikiro | haaghikaiyironi |
| 35  | look | paminiro | haminaiyironi |
| 36  | insert | poyaayiro | hoyaaasyironi |
| 37a | bathe | pInkaawositiro | iNkaawositaiyironi |
| 37b | bathe oneself | pInkaawosiča | iNkaawositaiyani |
| 38  | buy | pamanaNtiro | hamanaNTaiyini |
| 39  | pole a canoe | poqiya | hogiyaiyani |
| 40  | laugh | pisironča | isiroNTaiyani |
| 41  | arrive | pariiča | haritaYani |
| 42  | accompany | piNghipačaaawo | iNghipaiyawonи |
| 43  | eat | poya | hoaiyani |
| 44  | climb | piithonkiti | hiithoNkitaYiYi |
| 45  | cry | piraya | hiragaYiYi |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>she might continually ___ (to her, it)</td>
<td>we are ___ (to her, it)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enter</td>
<td>ONčaabaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feed</td>
<td>ONpawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go</td>
<td>iyaaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suck, kiss</td>
<td>ONthoawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chew</td>
<td>ONaaawaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illuminate</td>
<td>ooawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cut</td>
<td>ONčhikawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lose</td>
<td>ONpiaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break</td>
<td>ONčiNkaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peel</td>
<td>omiçaaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peel oneself</td>
<td>omiçaaawaicaata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be angry</td>
<td>ONkisaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>go about</td>
<td>ONkinaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>ONparyaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>burn</td>
<td>ONtaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>omaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>answer</td>
<td>akaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>irawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>owaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait</td>
<td>oyaawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take</td>
<td>aawaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>ONthaaawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be, sit</td>
<td>osaikawaaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>throw out, leave</td>
<td>ookawaaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweep</td>
<td>ONpisiwaitiroota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heal</td>
<td>OSINghiwaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heap</td>
<td>ONpiyowaitiita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get in</td>
<td>otiwaicaata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ačaaçi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>apagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aatagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>athotaagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>anaatagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ootaği</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ačhikaği</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>apiyagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ačInkagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amigaagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>amigaaca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aksagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>akigii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ařagii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>owaagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>oyaagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>athaaagii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>awaikaği</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ookagiiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>apisatagéi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>asinghitagi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>apiyotağıro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>otitaça</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she might continue</td>
<td>we are ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ally ___ (to her, it)</td>
<td>(to her, it)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 27b | put in | otiwaîtiroota | otiitağıiro |
| 28 | have session | aasiswaîtita | aasitağı |
| 29 | cultivate | oNorthamaiwaîtita | athamaitağı |
| 30 | repeat | apiwaîtiroota | apiitağıiro |
| 31 | hit, kill | oNhítokawaîtita | ağıhitokağıiro |
| 32 | abandon | ostonwaîtita | asitowäği |
| 33 | jump | omitaawaîtita | amitağı |
| 34 | bite | ağıhikawaîtiroota | ağıhikağıiro |
| 35 | look | aminawaîtiroota | aminağıiro |
| 36 | insert | oyaagawaîtiroota | oyaagağıiro |
| 37a | bathe | oNKawosiwaiwiroota | aKawositağıiro |
| 37b | bathe oneself | oNKawosiwaiçaata | aKawositaça |
| 38 | buy | amanaNTawaiwita | amanaNTağıiro |
| 39 | pole a canoe | ogiatanwaïçaata | ogiatança |
| 40 | laugh | osironTawaiçaata | asironTaca |
| 41 | arrive | ariiwaïçaata | ariitaça |
| 42 | accompany | oNhípsawaiçaaßoota | ağıpsataçaawo |
| 43 | eat | owaïwaïçaata | owaça |
| 44 | climb | iithoNKiwaîtita | aithoNKitağı |
| 45 | cry | iraawaiçaata | araaça |
# GENITIVE PARADIGM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>palm (aquaje)</th>
<th>toniro</th>
<th>notoniroti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>hummingbird</td>
<td>thoNkiri</td>
<td>nothoNkiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>gourd</td>
<td>pamoko</td>
<td>noWamokoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>small toucan</td>
<td>pisiro</td>
<td>noWisiroti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>white monkey</td>
<td>kosiri</td>
<td>noyoSiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>rodent (achunt)</td>
<td>kapisi</td>
<td>noyapisiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>tapir</td>
<td>kimari</td>
<td>noyimariti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>blue quail</td>
<td>kINthori</td>
<td>noyINthoriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>land</td>
<td>kipaGI</td>
<td>noipaGI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>needle</td>
<td>kIhAPI</td>
<td>noihapiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>bird</td>
<td>GIMIRI</td>
<td>nogIMIRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>pineapple</td>
<td>GIMANA</td>
<td>noGIWANATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>large armadillo</td>
<td>GOKORI</td>
<td>noGOKORI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>arrow</td>
<td>GIKOPI</td>
<td>noGIKOPITI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>small snail</td>
<td>sANkiro</td>
<td>noSANKIRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>vine</td>
<td>SIWITA</td>
<td>nosIWIHATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>large quail</td>
<td>GONKIRI</td>
<td>noGONKirI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>fan</td>
<td>HIWANGI</td>
<td>noIWANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>papaya</td>
<td>maPOGI</td>
<td>nomapoGATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>bee</td>
<td>nIroNTo</td>
<td>noniroNtoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>fish (carachama)</td>
<td>IPOS</td>
<td>noIPOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>orchid</td>
<td>anANTA</td>
<td>nanaNTata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>toucan</td>
<td>opINPI</td>
<td>noPINPIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>black bee</td>
<td>YAARATO</td>
<td>noyaaratoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>new leaf</td>
<td>IIRIS</td>
<td>nIIRIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>mahogany</td>
<td>AAWANA</td>
<td>naAWANATI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>crab</td>
<td>GONGDI</td>
<td>noGONGDIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>hen</td>
<td>ACAAPA</td>
<td>nACAPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your</td>
<td>his</td>
<td>her</td>
<td>our</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pitoniroti</td>
<td>itoniroti</td>
<td>otoniroti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>piθoNkiriti</td>
<td>ithoNkiriti</td>
<td>othoNkiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>piWamokotoi</td>
<td>iWamokotoi</td>
<td>oWamokotoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>piWiWisori</td>
<td>iWiWisori</td>
<td>oWiWisori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>piyosiriti</td>
<td>iyosiriti</td>
<td>oyoosiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>piyapisiti</td>
<td>iyapisiti</td>
<td>oyapisiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>piyimariti</td>
<td>iyimariti</td>
<td>oyimariti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>piynNtoriti</td>
<td>iynNtoriti</td>
<td>oynNtoriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>pipazhiti</td>
<td>ipazhiti</td>
<td>oipazhiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>piθhapiti</td>
<td>ithapiti</td>
<td>oθhapiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>piθhimiriti</td>
<td>ithimiriti</td>
<td>oθhimiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>piθiWanati</td>
<td>iθiWanati</td>
<td>oθiWanati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>piθκoroti</td>
<td>iθκoriti</td>
<td>oθκoriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>piθhikopiti</td>
<td>iθhikopiti</td>
<td>oθhikopiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>pisaNkiriti</td>
<td>isaNkiriti</td>
<td>osaNkiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>pisθWithati</td>
<td>isθWithati</td>
<td>osθWithati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>piθoNkiriti</td>
<td>iθoNkiriti</td>
<td>oθoNkiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>piθWawo</td>
<td>iθWawo</td>
<td>oθWawo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>pimapozhati</td>
<td>imapozhati</td>
<td>omapozhati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>pinironNtoti</td>
<td>inironNtoti</td>
<td>onironNtoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>pipositi</td>
<td>ripositi</td>
<td>ipositi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>panaNtati</td>
<td>hanaNtati</td>
<td>anaNtati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>popiNpiti</td>
<td>hopiNpiti</td>
<td>opiNpiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>piyaaratoti</td>
<td>iyaaratoti</td>
<td>oyaaratoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>piθrisiti</td>
<td>iθrisiti</td>
<td>oθrisiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>paθwanati</td>
<td>raθwanati</td>
<td>aaθwanati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>poθroNθiti</td>
<td>roiθroNθiti</td>
<td>oiroNθiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>paθaapati</td>
<td>raθaapati</td>
<td>aθaapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Unpossessed</td>
<td>Possessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>rice bird</td>
<td>pigihiro</td>
<td>nOwihiroti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>fish (paco)</td>
<td>komayiri</td>
<td>noyomayiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>wild pig</td>
<td>kitairiki</td>
<td>noitairikiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>land snail</td>
<td>poNpo</td>
<td>noWOonpooti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>ant (pucacura)</td>
<td>ghimi</td>
<td>noGHimiiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td>piiri</td>
<td>noWiiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>termite</td>
<td>kairo</td>
<td>noyaIroti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>bee</td>
<td>airi</td>
<td>naIri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>tree (pashaca)</td>
<td>saari</td>
<td>nosaariti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>manioc worm</td>
<td>korva</td>
<td>noyorvani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>water hole</td>
<td>ghimi</td>
<td>noGHimiini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>shrimp</td>
<td>kito</td>
<td>noITonI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>squash</td>
<td>kimi</td>
<td>noyimiini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>monkey (musmuqui)</td>
<td>pito</td>
<td>noWiitonI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>macaw</td>
<td>sari</td>
<td>nosarini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>peanut</td>
<td>INki</td>
<td>nINkini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>black dye</td>
<td>ana</td>
<td>nanaNi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>edible plant</td>
<td>oNko</td>
<td>noNkonI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>anteater</td>
<td>caa</td>
<td>noCAani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>louse</td>
<td>niGHi</td>
<td>noni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>grey hair</td>
<td>paiGHi</td>
<td>nopai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>urine</td>
<td>GHiniGHi</td>
<td>noGHini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>house</td>
<td>pAimkoghi</td>
<td>nopAimkO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>hookworm</td>
<td>kiniGHi</td>
<td>nokini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>sole of foot</td>
<td>koNtaghi</td>
<td>nokoNta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>pants</td>
<td>ChinokoGHi</td>
<td>noCHiNko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>eye</td>
<td>okiGHi</td>
<td>nikI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>yaaniniGHi</td>
<td>noyaani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>iGiniGHi</td>
<td>noGi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Axininca Campa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>your</th>
<th>his</th>
<th>her</th>
<th>our</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>piwighiroti</td>
<td>iwighiroti</td>
<td>owighiroti</td>
<td>awighiroti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>piyomayiriti</td>
<td>iyomayiriti</td>
<td>oyomayiriti</td>
<td>ayomayiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>pitairikitik</td>
<td>itairikitik</td>
<td>oitairikutik</td>
<td>aitairikutik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>piwOnpooti</td>
<td>iwoNpooti</td>
<td>owoNpooti</td>
<td>awoNpooti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>pihimiiti</td>
<td>ihimiiti</td>
<td>ohimiiti</td>
<td>aghimiiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>piwiiriti</td>
<td>iwiiriti</td>
<td>owiiriti</td>
<td>awiiriti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>piyairoti</td>
<td>iyairoti</td>
<td>oyairoti</td>
<td>ayairoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>pairiti</td>
<td>rairiti</td>
<td>airiti</td>
<td>airiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>pisaariti</td>
<td>isaariti</td>
<td>osaariti</td>
<td>asaariti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>piyorvani</td>
<td>iyorvani</td>
<td>oyorvani</td>
<td>ayorvani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>pihimini</td>
<td>ihimini</td>
<td>ohimini</td>
<td>aghimini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>piitonit</td>
<td>iitonit</td>
<td>oitonit</td>
<td>aitonit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>piyimini</td>
<td>iyimini</td>
<td>oyimini</td>
<td>ayimini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>piwitoni</td>
<td>iwitoniti</td>
<td>owitoniti</td>
<td>oowitoniti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>pisarini</td>
<td>isarini</td>
<td>osarini</td>
<td>asarini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>piKini</td>
<td>riKini</td>
<td>iKini</td>
<td>aKini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>panani</td>
<td>ranani</td>
<td>anani</td>
<td>anani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>poKoni</td>
<td>roKoni</td>
<td>onKoni</td>
<td>oonKoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>picaani</td>
<td>içaani</td>
<td>oçaani</td>
<td>açaani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>pini</td>
<td>ini</td>
<td>oni</td>
<td>ani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>pipai</td>
<td>ipai</td>
<td>opai</td>
<td>apai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>pihini</td>
<td>ihini</td>
<td>ohini</td>
<td>aghini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>pipaNko</td>
<td>ipaNko</td>
<td>opaNko</td>
<td>apaNko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>pikini</td>
<td>ikini</td>
<td>okini</td>
<td>akiini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>pikoNta</td>
<td>ikoNta</td>
<td>okoNta</td>
<td>akoNta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>pikhiNko</td>
<td>ihiniKo</td>
<td>ohiniKo</td>
<td>aghiniKo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>poK</td>
<td>iroki</td>
<td>oki</td>
<td>oki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>piyaani</td>
<td>iyaani</td>
<td>oyaani</td>
<td>ayaani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>piig</td>
<td>iig</td>
<td>oig</td>
<td>aig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>head</td>
<td>iiitoN'ghi</td>
<td>noito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>name</td>
<td>WairoN'ghi</td>
<td>noWairo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>produce</td>
<td>paNkiriN'ghi</td>
<td>noWaNkiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>tamakoN'ghi</td>
<td>notamako</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>ear</td>
<td>kiNpitaN'ghi</td>
<td>nokiNpita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>tear</td>
<td>yaakiN'ghi</td>
<td>noyaaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>egg</td>
<td>iiithokiN'ghi</td>
<td>noithoki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>liver</td>
<td>irapanaN'ghi</td>
<td>nirapana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>body hair</td>
<td>siN'wathakiN'ghi</td>
<td>nosiN'wathaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>crown</td>
<td>amaN'thairiN'ghi</td>
<td>namaN'thaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>cotton</td>
<td>aNpi</td>
<td>nanipiiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>pole</td>
<td>iN'chaki</td>
<td>niN'chakiiti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>ballast</td>
<td>kiripata</td>
<td>noiripatari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>thorn</td>
<td>kitočhi</td>
<td>noitočhiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>manioc</td>
<td>Kaniri</td>
<td>noyaniri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>basket</td>
<td>kan'giri</td>
<td>noyang'giri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>comb</td>
<td>kisiiri</td>
<td>noisiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>panpipes</td>
<td>soNkari</td>
<td>nosoNkari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>clay pot</td>
<td>koWidi</td>
<td>noyoWiti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>purse</td>
<td>thaatot</td>
<td>nothaati</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your ___</td>
<td>his ___</td>
<td>her ___</td>
<td>our ___</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 piito</td>
<td>iito</td>
<td>oito</td>
<td>aito</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59 piwaïro</td>
<td>iwairo</td>
<td>owairo</td>
<td>awairo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 piwankiri</td>
<td>iwankiri</td>
<td>owankiri</td>
<td>awankaniri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 pitamako</td>
<td>itamako</td>
<td>otamako</td>
<td>atamako</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62 pikanpita</td>
<td>ikanpita</td>
<td>okanpita</td>
<td>akikanpita</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63 piyaaki</td>
<td>iyaaki</td>
<td>oyaaki</td>
<td>ayaaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 piithoki</td>
<td>iithoki</td>
<td>oithoki</td>
<td>aithoki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 pirapana</td>
<td>irirapana</td>
<td>irapana</td>
<td>arapana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66 pisitathaki</td>
<td>isitathaki</td>
<td>oisitathaki</td>
<td>aistathaki</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 pamaithairi</td>
<td>ramaithairi</td>
<td>amaithairi</td>
<td>amaithairi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 panpiiri</td>
<td>ranpiiri</td>
<td>anpiiri</td>
<td>anpiiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69 pichakiiti</td>
<td>rinchakiiti</td>
<td>inchakiiti</td>
<td>anchakiiti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 piripatari</td>
<td>iripatari</td>
<td>oiripatari</td>
<td>airipatari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71 pitochiri</td>
<td>itochiri</td>
<td>oitochiri</td>
<td>aitochiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72 piyaniri</td>
<td>iyaniri</td>
<td>oyaniri</td>
<td>ayaniri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 piyanigiri</td>
<td>iyanigiri</td>
<td>oyanigiri</td>
<td>ayanigiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 piisiri</td>
<td>iisiri</td>
<td>oisiri</td>
<td>aisiri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 pisonkari</td>
<td>isonkari</td>
<td>osonkari</td>
<td>asonkari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 piyowiti</td>
<td>iyouwiti</td>
<td>oyouwiti</td>
<td>ayowiti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77 pithaatii</td>
<td>ithaatii</td>
<td>othaatii</td>
<td>athaatii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/PERSO</td>
<td>2/PERSO</td>
<td>3/PERSO/</td>
<td>3/FEMININE</td>
<td>1/PERSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 notomi</td>
<td>pitomi</td>
<td>itomi</td>
<td>otomi</td>
<td>atomi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 nisiNto</td>
<td>pisiNto</td>
<td>irisiNto</td>
<td>isiNto</td>
<td>asiNto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 naniro</td>
<td>paniro</td>
<td>iriniri</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aniro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 niWatai</td>
<td>piriWatai</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>oWatai</td>
<td>aWatai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 NoNgi</td>
<td>piriNgi</td>
<td>iririNgi</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 NgiNgi</td>
<td>piriNgi</td>
<td>iririNgi</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 noiyiti</td>
<td>piriNoiyi</td>
<td>iririNoiyi</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNoiyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 noyaari</td>
<td>piriyaari</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>oyaari</td>
<td>ayaari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 noNgi</td>
<td>piriNgi</td>
<td>iririNgi</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 nirIno</td>
<td>piriIno</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>irIno</td>
<td>aIno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 noNathori</td>
<td>piriNathori</td>
<td>iinathori</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNathori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 noina</td>
<td>piriina</td>
<td>iina</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 naniri</td>
<td>piriNiri</td>
<td>iriniri</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aniri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 noNathori</td>
<td>piriNathori</td>
<td>iinathori</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aNathori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14' noimi</td>
<td>piriNoimi</td>
<td>iinimi</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/PERSON</td>
<td>2/PERSON</td>
<td>3/PERSON/MASCULINE</td>
<td>3/PERSON/FEMININE</td>
<td>1/PERSON/INCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 noWawa'chori</td>
<td>piWawa'chori</td>
<td>iWawa'chori</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aWawa'chori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nirith'ori</td>
<td>iririth'ori</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ariNth'ori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 nirith'ori</td>
<td>pirith'ori</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>orith'ori</td>
<td>ariNth'ori</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16' noWaapati</td>
<td>piWaapati</td>
<td>iWaapati</td>
<td>oWaapati</td>
<td>aWaapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 niyoti</td>
<td>piyoti</td>
<td>iriyoti</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ayoti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 nayiro</td>
<td>payiro</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ayiro</td>
<td>ayiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 nonaaniniti</td>
<td>pinaaniniti</td>
<td>inaaniniti</td>
<td>onaaniniti</td>
<td>anaaniniti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19' nonaanati</td>
<td>pinaanati</td>
<td>inaanati</td>
<td>onaanati</td>
<td>anaanati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 nokoNkiri</td>
<td>pikoNkiri</td>
<td>ikoNkiri</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>akoNkiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 nokoNkiri</td>
<td>pikoNkiri</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>okoNkiri</td>
<td>akoNkiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 nočharini</td>
<td>pičharini</td>
<td>ičharini</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ačharini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 naapiti</td>
<td>paapiti</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aapiti</td>
<td>aapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 nočičati</td>
<td>pičičati</td>
<td>ičičati</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>ačičati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 naminiti</td>
<td>paminiti</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>aminiti</td>
<td>aminiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 nosawo</td>
<td>pisawo</td>
<td>isawo</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>asawo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 nosari</td>
<td>pisari</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>osari</td>
<td>asari</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KINSHIP
(vocative forms)

Axininca Campa
1 nočomi:
   son
1A nočomi(Thorii):
   nephew
      (sister's son, female ego)
      (brother's son, male ego)
   male second cousin
      (father's sister's daughter's son, male ego)
      (father's sister's son's son, female ego)
      (father's brother's daughter's son, female ego)
      (father's brother's son's son, male ego)
      (mother's sister's daughter's son, female ego)
      (mother's sister's son's son, male ego)
      (mother's brother's daughter's son, male ego)
      (mother's brother's son's son, female ego)

2 nisiNčo:
   daughter
2A nisiNčo(Thorii):
   niece
      (sister's daughter, female ego)
      (brother's daughter, male ego)
   female second cousin
      (father's sister's daughter's daughter, male ego)
      (father's sister's son's daughter, female ego)
      (father's brother's daughter's daughter, female ego)
      (father's brother's son's daughter, male ego)
      (mother's sister's daughter's daughter, female ego)
      (mother's sister's son's daughter, male ego)
      (mother's brother's daughter's daughter, male ego)
      (mother's brother's son's daughter, female ego)
3 aniryo:

daughter-in-law (male ego)
niece (male ego)
  (sister's daughter)
female second cousin (male ego)
  (father's sister's son's daughter)
  (father's brother's daughter's daughter)
  (mother's sister's daughter's daughter)
  (mother's brother's son's daughter)

4 niwačiro:

daughter-in-law (female ego)
niece (female ego)
  (brother's daughter)
female second cousin (female ego)
  (father's sister's daughter's daughter)
  (father's brother's son's daughter)
  (mother's sister's son's daughter)
  (mother's brother's daughter's daughter)

5 ŋoči:

son-in-law (male ego)
nephew (male ego)
  (sister's son)
male second cousin (male ego)
  (father's sister's son's son)
  (father's brother's daughter's son)
  (mother's sister's daughter's son)
  (mother's brother's son's son)

6 ŋočhiniri:

son-in-law (female ego)
nephew (female ego)
  (brother's son)
male second cousin (female ego)
(father's sister's daughter's son)
(father's brother's son's son)
(mother's sister's son's son)
(mother's brother's daughter's son)

7 iy i / yi yi:
brother (male ego)

7A iy i(thori) / yi yi(thori):
  male cousin (male ego)
    (father's sister's daughter's husband)
    (father's brother's son)
    (mother's sister's son)
    (mother's brother's daughter's husband)

8 aari:
brother (female ego)

8A aari(thori):
  male cousin (female ego)
    (father's sister's daughter's husband)
    (father's brother's son)
    (mother's sister's son)
    (mother's brother's daughter's husband)

9 čho in i / čoočo
sister (male ego)

9A čho in i(thori) / čoočo(thori):
  female cousin (male ego)
    (father's sister's son's wife)
    (father's brother's daughter)
    (mother's sister's daughter)
    (mother's sister's son's wife)

10 iiNčo:
sister (female ego)
10A  iïNëco(thori):
    female cousin (female ego)
        (father's sister's son's wife)
        (father's brother's daughter)
        (mother's sister's daughter)
        (mother's brother's son's wife)

11  iïñaini:
    sister-in-law (male ego)
    female cousin (male ego)
        (father's sister's daughter)
        (father's brother's son's wife)
        (mother's sister's son's wife)
        (mother's brother's daughter)

11'  noina:
    wife

12  aço:
    sister-in-law (female ego)
    female cousin (female ego)
        (father's sister's daughter)
        (father's brother's son's wife)
        (mother's sister's son's wife)
        (mother's brother's daughter)

13  ani:
    brother-in-law (male ego)
    male cousin (male ego)
        (father's sister's son)
        (father's brother's daughter's husband)
        (mother's sister's daughter's husband)
        (mother's brother's son)
14  iimini:
    brother-in-law (female ego)
    male cousin (female ego)
      (father's sister's son)
      (father's brother's daughter's husband)
      (mother's sister's daughter's husband)
      (mother's brother's son)

14' noimi:
    husband

15  pawačhori:
    uncle (male ego)
      (father's brother)
      (mother's sister's husband)

16  pawašini:
    uncle (female ego)
      (father's brother)
      (mother's sister's husband)

16' paapa (apa-male ego)
    father

17  iyoini:
    aunt (male ego)
      (father's sister)
      (mother's brother's wife)

18  ayiini:
    aunt (female ego)
      (father's sister)
      (mother's brother's wife)

19  naanaini:
    aunt
      (father's brother's wife)
      (mother's sister)
19' naana:
   mother

20 koNki:
    uncle (male ego)
    (father's sister's husband)
    (mother's brother)

21 kokoini:
    uncle (female ego)
    (father's sister's husband)
    (mother's brother)

22 čharini:
    grandfather (male ego)
    grandson (male ego)

23 aapi:
    grandfather (female ego)

24 čiiča:
    grandmother (male ego)

25 amini:
    grandmother (female ego)
    granddaugther (female ego)

26 noçaWo:
    granddaugther (male ego)

27 noçari:
    grandson (female ego)
APPENDIX C
DERIVATIONS

Following are sample derivations illustrating the application of each of the phonological rules formulated in Chapters IV through VII. Underlying forms of each morpheme of a word are given with a corresponding morpheme-by-morpheme gloss as prescribed by the rules of inflectional morphology. The application of each rule, as specified for order, is indicated by the change effected on the form by that rule. Finally, the surface form is given with an English gloss. The words used in the sample derivations are for the most part selected from the texts of Appendix A.

\( \text{ir + iito} \)  3PM + head

\( \emptyset \emptyset \)  IRREGULAR PREFIX DELETION

\( \text{iito} \)  his head  (MONKEY 5)

\( \text{ir + maanKoyi + ni} \)  3PM + insect/corbinsha + POSSESSIVE

\( \emptyset \)  PREFIX SEGMENT DELETION

\( t \)  GENITIVE STRENGTHENING

\( \text{imaaNkoyi} \)  his insect (corbinsha)  (BEETLE 133)

\( \text{ir + iyaa + i} \)  3PM + go + NON/FUTURE

\( \emptyset h \)  OPTIONAL PREFIX SPIRANTIZATION

\( +t+ \)  EPENTHESES

\( \acute{e} \)  AFFRICATION

\( \text{hiyaagi} \)  he went  (BEETLE 38)

259
koma + ro + əhı  
N  
̃w  
komaWñoNgći  
paddle (PADDLE 2)

manii + iriki  
Ø  
maniiiriki  
little ants (izula)

ir + ag + ak + i + ro  
Øh  
Ø  
haakiro  
he had taken her (BEETLE 11)

ir + moo  
Ø  
Ø  
imo  
his hole (BEETLE 19)

ir + ag + i + ro  
Øh  
y  
hayiro  
he took her

aWís + an + ak + i  
h  
aWihanaki  
padded (departing) (BEETLE 90)

no + kiri + ni  
Ø  
noirini  
my palm (pifayo)
Derivations

\[\text{pi} + \text{o} + \text{p} + \text{ap} + \text{ag} + \text{ia}\] 2P + causative + feed + ARRIVAL + RESOLVED + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE

\[\emptyset\]

\[\text{\w} \text{\ i}\ y\]

Po\wapa\i\ya \text{ (you) eat on arrival} \text{ (BEETLE 113)}

\[\text{a} + \text{osaga\a}Nt + \text{piro} + \text{an} + \text{ak} + \text{i} + \text{ta}\] 1PI + stick/for + VERITY + DEPARTURE + PERFECT + FUTURE + SUBJUNCTIVE

\[\emptyset\]

\[+\text{a} + \text{t}\]

\[\text{i}\]

Osaga\aNtapirotanaki\i\i\ti \text{let's really stick for on departure} \text{ (BEETLE 147)}

\[\text{ko\w} + [\text{REDUPLICATION}] + \text{\wai} + \text{ak} + \text{i}\] want + REDUPLICATION + CONTINUATIVE + PERFECT + NON/FUTURE

\[\text{a}\]

\[\text{\_kowa}\]

\[+\text{t}\]

Ko\wako\wawa\i\ta\k\i \text{has continually wanted more and more} \text{ (BEETLE 9)}

\[\text{ir} + \text{N} + \text{piyo} + \text{aiy} + \text{ak} + \text{ia} + \text{ni}\] 3PM + FUTURE + gather + PLURAL + PERFECT + REFLEXIVE/FUTURE + PLURAL

\[\emptyset\]

\[+\text{t}\]

\[\emptyset\ \emptyset\]

\[\text{\c} \ \emptyset\]

\[\text{a}\]

In\piyo\i\ya\č\a\n\i\ni \text{they will have gathered together} \text{ (CANOE 15)}
APPENDIX D
SAMPLE LEXICON

The following section is a sample lexicon with partial lexical specifications for selected words from the major classes (VERBS, NOUNS, and ADVERBS) as well as a listing of the affixes of inflectional morphology. An extended word list is given following these.

For each of the following entries the immediately dominating node (i.e. the part of speech or affix label) is given together with an underlying phonological representation. Any relevant derivational morphology, subcategorizations or suppletive forms are indicated as well.

In the word list, verbs are given with a hyphen following while other parts of speech are not. Spanish loans are indicated as well as some minor classes (e.g. RI POSSESSIVE and Ø POSSESSIVE). Spanish glosses are sometimes given where the English is general or unknown. The forms are given basically in phonemic representation except that long final vowels are indicated as they would be in underlying forms. Normally possessed nouns are indicated by a hyphen and the NON/POSSESSIVE suffix -ghi/-Ngahi.

MAJOR CLASS WORDS

čhík  out  VERB
[1 TRANSITIVE]

mapí  rock  NOUN
[POSSESSED]
[-KINSHIP]
[-SPANISH/LOAN]
Sample Lexicon

o + man hide VERB
[1 TRANSITIVE]
< o causative
man hide (intransitive)

ag + sinTo marry VERB
[1 TRANSITIVE]
< ag take
sinTo daughter

kim + n1nt not/hunger VERB
[0 TRANSITIVE]
< kim feel
n1nt want

1Nčha + to tree NOUN
[-POSSESSED]
[-KINSHIP]
[-SPANISH/LOAN]
< 1Nčha plant
to tree

1Nčha + maisi tangled/vines NOUN
[-POSSESSED]
[-KINSHIP]
[-SPANISH/LOAN]
< 1Nčha plant
maisi tangled vines

iroo it/feminine ADVERB
apani + roini alone ADVERB
< apani one
roini only

w1 + th’a greet VERB
[1 TRANSITIVE]
[___ X [+REFLEXIVE]]
< w1 greet
th’a spoken

o + p eat VERB
[1 TRANSITIVE]
[___ X [+REFLEXIVE]]
< o causative
p feed
oki  eye  NOUN
[+POSSESSED
-KINSHIP
-SPANISH/LOAN
]  
→ ooki /[3/PERSON/MASCULINE]

ani  brother/in/law(of/male)  NOUN
[-POSSESSED
+KINSHIP
-SPANISH/LOAN
]  
  [___ [RI POSSESSIVE]]

iriNto  sister(of/female)  NOUN
[+POSSESSED
+KINSHIP
-SPANISH/LOAN
]  
→ iInčo /[VOCATIVE]

kaniri  manioc  NOUN
[-POSSESSED
-KINSHIP
-SPANISH/LOAN
]  
  [___ [Ø POSSESSIVE]]

eskuer a  school  NOUN
[-POSSESSED
-KINSHIP
+SPANISH/LOAN
]  

INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES

ADVERBIAL  →  -ra
AFFECTIONATE  →  -maghi
ARRIVAL  →  -ap
BENEFACTIVE  →  -wiNt
CAUSATIVE  →  -ak
CLASSIFICATORY  →  -thori
CLIMAX  →  -θi
COMPARATIVE  →  -taki
CONTINUATIVE  →  -wai
DATIVE  →  -ako
DEPARTURE  →  -an
Sample Lexicon

DIMINUTIVE → -tiriki
DISTRIBUTIVE → \{-i^{gh}h / C \}
                \{-g^{hi} / V \}
DUBITATIVE → -ma
EARLY → -aman
EMPHATIC → -ča
EXCLAMATORY → -wi
FRUSTRATIVE → -wì
HABITUAL → -piNt
INDEFINITE → -ka
INFINITIVE → -aaaNghì
INTERRUPTIVE → -ima
LOCATION → -ki
NON/POSSESSIVE → -g^{hi}
PASSIVE → -ai
PERFECT → -ak
1/PERSO→ \{ni- / ## mag
       {no- / ##
        {na / [TENSE] X ___

1/PERSO/INCLUSIVE → \{a- / ##
                  \{-ai / [TENSE] X ___

2/PERSO → \{pi- / ##
            {-mi / [TENSE] X ___

3/PERSO → \{-na / a [3/PERSO]
            \{-ni / i [3/PERSO]
            ir- / ##
            \{[+MASCULINE]
            o- / ##
            \{[-MASCULINE]
            -ri / [TENSE] X
            \{[+MASCULINE]
            -ro / [TENSE] X
            \{[-MASCULINE]

PLURAL → \{-aiy / [VERB] X ___
               {-paì / [NOUN] X ___
               \{-ni / [PLURAL] X ___
               where X ≠ [PLURAL]
POSSESSIVE → \{-ri / [RI POSSESSIVE] \}
\{∅ / [∅ POSSESSIVE] \}
\{-ni / \_
\}

PROGRESSIVE → -ač
PURPOSE → -asi
RAPID → -apaiNt
REASON → -aNt
RECEIVING → -aʌw
RECIPROCAL → -aʌw
REFERENTIAL → -pitha
RELATIVE → -ri
REPETITIVE → -aa
RESOLVED → -ag
STATIC → -uhi
SUBJUNCTIVE → -ta

TENSE
\ [+FUTURE \ ] → -i
\ [-REFLEXIVE \ ]
\ [-FUTURE \ ] → \{-a / X ([PROGRESSIVE]) \_
\ [-REFLEXIVE \ ] \{-i / X ([PERFECT]) \_
\ [+FUTURE \ ] → \{-i / \_
\ [+REFLEXIVE \ ] \{-i / \_
\ [+FUTURE \ ] → \{-a / \_
\ [+REFLEXIVE \ ] \{-a / \_

THERE/AND/BACK → -aki

VERITY → -piro

WORD LIST

aa- go
aa- bring forgotten thing
aa- not lack, complete
aakah- step
aakhir trail

aaka we
aako- carry water
aamag- be insulted
aariti black bird (paucar)
aasi- call meeting
aas1Nto- marry a woman
aatikoći partridge (panguano)
aawana mahogany
ağiri people
ağhik- bite
ağimiik- chew noisily
açapa hen
açoo gather to eat
açaagawo-Nŋhi, açaagago-Nŋhi things
ag- marry, own, possess
ag- take, carry
ag- fly
aiki-Nŋhi tooth
aipa- wrap
airi bee
ak- answer
akíghi heat
ako-ghi hand
am- bring
amaa- swim
amaatak- travel downriver
amaçink- whisper
amanaNt- buy
amantha1ri-Nŋhi crown, hat
amasi- wound, destroy
amata1wi- trick
ami- get accustomed
amiçoow- wring out clothes
ami- out hair
amik- file, sharpen
amin- see, look for
amiNpori white condor
amiNt1a- entwine
amitaka- domesticate
amoNkoći- chew
ana edible plant (huito)
aanaako- gain, win
anaNŋi crane
anaNta orchid
anii- walk
anona fruit tree
(Spanish loan)
aNpi cotton [RI POSSESSIVE]
aNpor1h1o-Nŋhi small intestines
aNt- do
aNt- fight
aNtami jungle, bush
aNta-ri, -wo large, strong
aŋ- live
añaamiNto-ghi lungs
apaaha wait
apaani one
apaniroini alone, only
apato- gather together
apathi1roini always
apii- repeat
apinai- roll up
apiti two
apiti- move toward
apitha- tie together
arii- arrive (not at home)
aroosaki rice
asaNk- small
asaNkani-čhi heart
asi- cover
asiro metal (Spanish loan)
asiy- suak
ataki enough
atič- climb
atik- have pain
atha- equal
athak- squeeze
awamitha- do well, in order
awawaNčhi small river frog
awis- pass
awINT- cure
awithano- embrace
awiy- be able
awiy- give to drink
awo bird (atatahuo)
ayiń- descend
čim- have
čimasi- spy
čINk- break in two
čIKami-čhi corner pole
čIKo-čhi tail
čIKotag- split
čiri resinous tree
ciroki Venus flytrap
ciroqči palm (huicungo)
cisičir- split
ciso buzzard
ciwaña pineapple
ciwi salt
čiwińto beetle, maggot fly
čiyči-čhi feces
čighiri cricket
čičoki parakeet
čhiito gnat
čhika what?
čhikaa strain, filter
čhiki palm (chonta)
čhiko- hook fruit
čhikoći- scoop
čhikomiro-čhi fruit hook
čhimi salt water hole
čhimiči ant (pucacura)
čhimiři bird
čhinag- raise
čhinani female
čhini-čhi urine
čhiniki eel
čhipa- accompany
čhipana leaf
čhipawařir- whippoorwill
čhipi monkey (bolsillo)
čhipiri mat
čhiraka yellow-breasted bird
čhirapa tree with flat pod
čhiriri snake-like amphibian
čhiririči small bird
čhiriričhi palm (chonta)
čhirikanaa chili pepper
čhirinini- be night
čhiroči bird (chihuauitos)
čhitok- hit, kill
chioNpitha vine (tamshi)
chioWaaki tree (copal)
chioWankiri tree (huairuro)
chioWiri wood-boring insect
chioWoo cane box
chioya bird (chicua)
chioyaki-Nghi tail
chioyao palm (chivon)
chioyiri small white monkey
chioyOnghi small woodpecker
chio- carry (tump line or on shoulder)
chio- enter
chioCa grandmother
chiokori armadillo
chioNkiehiki small bean
chioopi chick
chioWiri species of insect
chioaanari jaguar
chioaanOnghi pig (Spanish loan)
chioakaNpi bird (trompetero)
chioamaire dry vine
chioamaNto woodpecker
chioapiNki insect (huayuao)
chioapiNki long ago
chioarawa catfish
chio-i-Nhi horn, antler
chioInkari snake (gergon)
chioik- cut
chioikipi cane, arrow shaft
chioNko-Nhi pants
chio-ghi lips
chioWito kingfisher
chioiroki redheaded parrot
chioWiro fish (macana)
chioWonghi swallow
chiochoki fruit
chiokita-Nghi shoulder
chioNcheo blunt arrow
chioNpi white bird
chioNpiniro black bird
chiookiro tree ant
chioapaWairogi species of bird
chio- cook in liquid
chiopiri-Nghi soup
chiorina species of palm
chiorita small parrot
chioWi-i-Nhi parasitic worm
chioaa anteater
chioamighi-Nghi namesake
chioitaki-Nghi fingernail
chioitin- be afternoon
chioito-Nghi intestines
chioINka-Nghi fellow countryman
chio-i-Nhi Adam's apple
chioNpa-Nhi upper arm
chioNpiri tree (lupuna)
chioWano species of tree
chioya palm (ungurahui)
chioNcoo small banana
chioNkiri large partridge
chioNcheo black partridge
chioWiri-Nghi cane flute
eskuera school (Spanish loan)
ha oh
ha- go
haka here
haniri species of monkey
haNto there
hi yes
hiNto large edible frog
hiWii slingshot (Spanish loan)
hiNghi meteor
hinoki above
hiNaa water, river
hiNookiini right above
hirika this (masculine)
hiriWagiki tree (estoraqui)
hiro monkey (huapo)
hiroka this (feminine)
hito small poisonous spider
hiWaNghi fan
hoika- play (Spanish loan)
homo- species of frog
hoNkiro red wood
i- proceed
igi small armadillo
igaki wild fruit
ii- name, be called, be
ikiki already
ipatha-Nghi brain
iiriki green, unripe
iirisi green leaf
iiro no
iiroka you
iito-Nghi head
iithoki-Nghi egg
iithoNki- climb
iiti-Nghi foot
iitiNkota-Nghi sole of foot
imaat very, true
imowo tree grub
iNghiipa tree (shimbillo)
iNCarYohaNti exclamation
iNh a go
iNh aNki small twig
iNhaki pole (RI POSSESSIVE)
iNapaNki pole
iNh asi shrubs, weeds
iNh ato tree
iNkaari lake
iNkani rain
iNki peanut
iNkiti sky
iNpaniki sand
iNpari potato
iNpita crawfish
iNpoi- follow behind
iNpookiro star
iNpooto earthworm
iposi fish (carachama)
i- drink
ira-Nghi blood
irakaNto ripe plantain
irag- cry
irapani-Nghi liver
iriit it (masculine)
irirori he, him, it
irogi parrot
irokiga now, today
iroo it (feminine)
iroori she, her, it
irvani small, young
irvapa rifle
isaa wiki below, down
itho small swallow
iwa nkarir single man
iwa na woo single woman
iwi nk a weed
iwi to rodent (ronsoco)
iwi y be (location)
iyaml go
iyokhi catfish
iyo know
iyopi nip bird (pineshe)
kaa be, have
kaagasi rough leaf
kaani be ashamed
kaan karir small toucan
kaari why not?
kaawa river frog
kañik- wring the neck
kañiko wi - fold leaf
kañiko ri small ant
kañiy- fold leaf
kaçok mix salt and meat
kaçhaa fish (with hook)
kaçhaari smoke
kaçhawo - ngi fish hook
kaçikari wildcat
kag bring water
kaim call
kairi animal (like anteater)
kairo termite
kairoki - tickle
kama ari shaman
kama ari - tell, advise
kamato insect (eats potato)
kami ask
kamiitha good
kamisa shirt (Spanish loan)
kana ri wild turkey
kaniri manioc (Ø POSSESSIVE)
kanir - manioc stalk
kanir -i basket (Ø POSSESSIVE)
kanponsa palm (pona)
kañt say, tell
kañt be thus
kapi chiini few, little
kapi - animal (aahuni)
kapho - hit with fist
kapiro moon, month
kaviorsa strangle
kata wosi weed
katha - hold in the hand
kañana palm (pona)
kañiniri termite
kañiniro species of tree
kañithok strain manioc beer
kañiy insult, scorn
kañosi - bathe
kañi hull
ki*:hroini first
kim- hear, listen, understand
kimaniNt- be full
kimari tapir
kimi squash
kimi- scrape with knife
kimi- appear, seem
kin- go by trail
kinaki blue, green
kini-\h{g}hi parasitic worm
kin\dh{g}hi-\h{g}hi nape of neck
kinkisir\dh{y}- think
kinkith\dh{a}- tell, remember
knipi\dh{g}i fish (carachama)
knipita-N\dh{g}hi ear
knipito cacao tree
knita\dh{w}o parrot
knitiro armadillo
knitha- tell
kinthori blue partridge
kipagi land, ground
kipayi hardwood tree
kipiya tree (bombonaje)
kipiyari poison
kiri palm (pifayo)
kiri-\h{g}hi nose
kiriiki coin
kiripata ballast
kis- be angry
kisaari black
kisa\dh{w}- stick (splinter)
kisi- comb
kisiri comb (Ø POSSESSIVE)
kisori hard
kita- dig, bury
kitairiki wild boar (sajino)
kita\dh{m}aari white
kiti\dh{c}- dawn
kitiriri yellow
kito crayfish
kito\dh{c}hi thorn (RI POSSESSIVE)
kith\dh{a} monkey (chosena)
kith\dh{a}pi needle
kithari-N\dh{g}hi kaftan (cushma)
kitho\dh{k}i-N\dh{g}hi seed, coin
ki\dh{w}- wash
kiyo- dig
kiyaari small toucan
ko\dh{g}i-\h{g}hi walking stick
ko\dh{g}himi red flowering tree
ko\dh{c}hiriko\dh{g}hi bird (trompetero)
ko\dh{c}hiro short-tailed rat
ko\dh{c}osika dolphin
koma- paddle
koma\dh{w}-N\dh{g}hi paddle
komayiri fish (gamitana)
komi\dh{p}iki species of vine
komini\dh{a}- be a hunter
komisiki guava
konaa- fish (with poison)
konapi barbasco, poison root
kon\dh{c}ikota floor lattice
kon\dh{c}ari small woodpecker
koon\dh{c}hi barbed catfish
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Toda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>koNpiro  red-breasted bird</td>
<td>mac'haaki  large bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koNpirosi palm (yarina)</td>
<td>mac'cook- close the eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koNta-qhi sole of foot</td>
<td>maçiro  species of frog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koNtaqo wild dove</td>
<td>maçiroNki  species of snake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korigê edible plant (camote)</td>
<td>mag- sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korêha tree with red sap</td>
<td>mainari  single man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koriNto legendary animal</td>
<td>mainaço  single woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>korya  manioc worm</td>
<td>maini  bear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosaniri alligator</td>
<td>mairi-  be serious, solemn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosi- steal</td>
<td>makinriqê  small bee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosikaki small wasp</td>
<td>makoryqê  rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosinNthagê fruit (bird food)</td>
<td>makota  small alligator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosipirinKi snake (ajuaninca)</td>
<td>mamaço  owl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosiri white monkey</td>
<td>mamori  wild pig (gábalô)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kosiriNpi large poison spider</td>
<td>manaasawo  turtle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotary- split, break</td>
<td>manapitha  hide in waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowq- want</td>
<td>mani  large ant (isula)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowakêqê white-throated hawk</td>
<td>maniro  deer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowana  species of fish</td>
<td>mañoo  mosquito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowanê  species of tree</td>
<td>manPiriqê  insect (isango)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowinKari danger</td>
<td>manPitha  thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowiqé clay pot</td>
<td>manNthaki-Nqê  worn dress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kowiri fish (corvina)</td>
<td>manNthari-Nqê  spider web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maagê  turkey (maracaraco)</td>
<td>mapaa  tree (sapote)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maakawaqê black eagle</td>
<td>mapi  rock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maamiNto-qhi bedding, mosquito net</td>
<td>mapiqê  species of bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maana potato (sachapapa)</td>
<td>mapiki  pebbles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maaNkî snake</td>
<td>mapoçha  papaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maaNkisi snakebile herb</td>
<td>mari-qhi  bracelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maaNkoyi insect (corbinsha)</td>
<td>maritha  ayahuasca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maañwoni all, every</td>
<td>masawiNko-Nqê  sweat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>masonqê  dumb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
matiri oatfish
mato moth
mathonbori small wildcat
mi- jump
mikika-Nghi spinal column
mic- peel fruit
micaa tree (capirona)
mi otter
mimiiki species of nut
minkari-Nghi hunting blind
minki-ghi partly burned wood
minko roasting grill
minkori cloud
minkosi-Nghi nest
mirtary- split
mirighi orphan
miriki-Nghi rib
mirikipanki roof lattice
miripiri filing rock
mirito fish (anchoveta)
mi- dream
misiki-Nghi wart, pimple
misina-Nghi animal skin
mitag- jump over
mitiri small parrot
miyiri large squirrel
mojikirosi thatching leaves
mojaa-Nghi spring, well
moito-Nghi navel
mok- perforate
moNek- cross river
moNti- surround
moo-ghi hole
moy- boil
na- carry on shoulder
naa- chew
naaka I, me
naana mother
naasanpi-Nghi forearm
naNpi-ghi community
naranaka orange (Spanish loan)
aWaghi freckle, mole
ni-ghi louse
nini-ghi tongue
niNghi kirionoii slowly
niNT- want to
niromta bee
niy- swallow
niyamintosi-ghi throat
niyanka half
nomaghi jaw
noonki boa
nosik- pull
nih- see
nih- talk, sing
nnaa- be morning
nanana- read
naanNT- try, test
o or (Spanish loan)
ojik- block, obstruct
ojiy- twist vines
ojisi ridge, mountain
ojiy- pole upriver
ojighi dog
oč-  fell, knock down
očaaNt-  send
očiwa  island
oč-  be like, resemble
očiki  many, much
očiro  crab
očito  monkey (choro)
ořirik-  hold, grab
ořiriNk-  descend
ořiroNğıhi  round crab
oho-  tie thatch
oki-ğhi  eye
omanı  black catfish
omoNći  insert
oNchoow-  squeeze, wring
oNkıro  rat
oNko  edible plant
oNkoğhi-  cook
oNkona  tree (siteco)
oNpiriNğıhi  locust
oNpoh-  hit the head
oNtah-  slap
oNtahawako-  applaud
oo-  shine
ook-  abandon
oorıya  sun
oosa-  tie
ooow-  dry in the sun
oapaayaa  beach
oapan-ta-ri, wo  be valuable
op1Npi  toucan
orvaghiri  sun
osagaaNt-  stick in to pull out
osaNkina-  write
osaNpı-  ask
osıNTa-  string together
osiri-  come to get
osiriNk-  separate
osok-  throw, scatter
otaapiki  cliff
otaNTawasi  rafter
otaNTo-  lash pole wall
otı-  put in
otık-  shake
otıy-  hold on
otoNk-  kill
ow-  eat
ow-  put, place
owağı  wolf
owağhi  manioc stalk
owaMag-  kill
owanawo-NGhi  staple food
owam-  shame
owasiro-NGhi  cage, blind
owawiro-NGhi  joint
owik-  insert
owınt-  plant manioc stalk
oıy-  wait
oysaa-  follow after
oysaabag-  insert
oıyı  rainbow
oıyı-  harvest, collect
p-  feed
paaNparı  cooking fire
paNTi-Nghi mouth
paapa father
paapani ash
paata some
paato balsa
pačhaka gourd
pai-ghi grey hair
pāk- nail
paiki-ghi bird (violinista)
pairani long ago
pairi species of worm
pairy- say a name
paiti when
pakag- finish
pakitha hawk
pamačaki black bird
pamaki species of fruit tree
pamoko drinking gourd
paniki-Nghi sawdust
panKo domesticated duck
panK-a-ghi forehead
panK- plant seed
panKiri-Nghi products
panKo-ghi house, shelter
paNpitha- follow trail
paNpithag- sing
papiri paper (Spanish loan)
parari otter
paritha-Nghi root
par- fall
parvaNghi plantain
pasi- give a gift
pasighi tick
pasik- cover
pasini other
paso gourd (tasón)
pāwa God, sun
pawī-ghi ladder
pawō night bird
pīghiNghi species of bird
pīgirisī plant, thread dye
pīghi bee hive
pīghīhiro bird (arrocero)
pīghīthari black alay
pīInpi butterfly
pīiri bat
pīmaNt- sell, give
pīna- pay
pīraĝhi wild pig (huangana)
piriIn- raise, lift
piriNk- out, shave
piriNto lake frog
pīroNghi lightning bug
pirota lightning bug
(pie media pronunciation)
pivatīNkawō dry stream
pis- clear brush
pisi- sweep
pisīği small toucan
pisiro small toucan
pito monkey (muemuuguī)
pito-ghi canoe
pīthāha small squirrel
piy- lose, return, disappear
piya- avenge
piyaa- empty, pour
piyari-Nghi manioc beer
piyatha- disobey
piyo- heap, gather together
počhari sweet
poha- roast
pok- come
pona- entwine
ponaaciimoo have a black face
pon- happen
ponK- split palm bark
poonKito nettle
ponpoo land snail
ponpoqi small owl
poo-ghi face
pooWont species of bird
pori-ghi thigh
porita small hen
posini- be delicious
potooki medicinal nut
pothoghinki species of snake
rapisi pencil (Spanish loan)
saanKoji black partridge
saari mimosa tree
saaWan- incubate
sagaari fox
saik- be, sit
saira banana (Spanish loan)
samaka driftwood
samani rodent (majáa)
samaNpo ash
samito-Nghi godmother
sanii wasp
sankatari-Nghi armpit
sankiro small snail
sanko sugar cane
sankori species of ant
sannpaa balsa
sannpowatha clay
santani species of bird
santari cedar tree
santoma rubber tree
santhari long, tall
sapaato shoe (Spanish loan)
sari macaw
sari-ghi grandson
satotori red bird
sawwo parrot (papagallo)
sawiri machete (Spanish loan)
sawito green parrot (guacamayo)
sawoo-ghi granddaughter
sawoo cane
si- defecate
sigi- rot, decay
siriNghi small partridge
sikiri mosquito net
sikoki-Nghi clavicle
sima fish
simakowari crane
simanpi vine
simasiri species of flower
simiro species of tree
simori-Nghi saliva
simoto beetle
sina tree (lupuna)
siniki resinous vine
sini-Ng’hi- heal
siniNg’hipaa balea (RI POSSESSIVE)
sinKi corn
siniNg’pi fish (oarachama)
siniNg’piri fish trap
siniNg’poki horsefly
siniNg’ta daughter
siniNg’tori wild pig (sajina)
siniNg’toro belt (Spanish loan)
sipačoki-Ng’hi eyelid
sipani-Ng’hi breast
sipatona-Ng’hi beard
siranpari male
siranNtaa boulder
siri- search
siri-Ng’hi soul, spirit
sirik- sew, tie
siriNg- make room
sirisiriNg’hi cricket
sirO white dove
sirOng’hi large hawk
sironNt- laugh
sision meeting (Spanish loan)
sitasiki wild plant
sitasix-Ng’hi mat
sitatari cockroach
sitiki-Ng’hi waste, trash
sito monkey (capuchin)
sitooWi edible mushroom
sitoNg’- go out
sitoNg- make a trail
sitha species of worm
sithapi-Ng’hi vein
sioWa small fish
sioWaNg’ki-Ng’hi hair, feather
sioWaThaki-Ng’hi body, hair
sioWitha species of vine
siy- escape, run
siyiiNg’i dragonfly
sonkari panpipes
sonkari-Ng’hi kidneys
soo sloth
sorik- blister
sorinaki-Ng’hi corner
soriNg’i bird (tangria)
soyooki-Ng’hi sty
taam- line up
taaniča I don’t know
taapiiki-Ng’hi back
pagh’iNg- push
tag- burn
tairi yellow-flowering tree
tamako-Ng’hi forehead
tanpiya wind
tapitha species of vine
tapo-ghi gums
tary- peel manioc
tasi- roast
tasiri-Ng’hi roasted food
tasonk- fan
tasorîng'hî God, gods
tawaato-N'ghi shin
ti no
tini-g'hi breast, teat
tiNpag- leave the trail
tipoki-N'ghi hip
tiWaa-N'ghi branch
tiyaki-N'ghi petal
to- out the hair
togiroki water snail
tomiNko week (Spanish loan)
toniro palm (aquaje)
tonkaari hill, peak
tonkag- climb, ascend
tonkamiNto-g'hi rifle
tonki-g'hi bone
torosa shorts (Spanish loan)
tow- fell, cut down
tha- tie and pull up, hang
thaa- bark, shout
thaa- finish drink
thaaNki- hurry
thaato purse
thaaw- fear, be afraid
thaawak- be reserved, timid
thač- pull out, pull up
thaiNk- hex
thairo black bird
thaiy- line up
thak- dye, stain
thaki-g'hi waist
thamai cultivate
thami let's go
thamiri bird (paujil)
thaNpisi-N'ghi island
thapiki-N'ghi edge
tho- suck, kiss
thokih- hiccough
thomag- carry baby
thonk- finish, complete
thonki small ant
thonkîhiro yellow wood
thonkiri hummingbird
thonpari crane
thonpita species of ant
thoori bird (pawar)
thooriNki green poisonous snake
thoâa-g'hi palm fruit, beak
thoawiro monkey (maquisapa)
waaka cow (Spanish loan)
waaki-N'ghi juice, broth
wathâa-g'hi meat, body
wathagn'hi fat
wigî-g'hi hair, feather
wigik- make, construct
wilinti- sell (Spanish loan)
wilîyo-N'ghi mound
wilîtha-N'ghi string from bark
wilha- greet
wilîyonkari-N'ghi spleen
yaaki-N'ghi tear
yaani-N'ghi bow
yaarato black bee
yačhiNka-Nčhi poison
yiiNka-Nčhi body fat
yipiti-Nčhi bile
yirito-Nčhi knee
yoNpari-Nčhi friend
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